


The North Atlantic Treaty Organization provides an incisive analysis of the
Atlantic Alliance and clearly outlines all of NATO’s key facets to deliver an
authoritative account.

Detailing the origins, structure, workings and activities of this institution,
the volume examines the past of the Alliance to put NATO’s future in context
as the institutional basis for the security dimension of the transatlantic rela-
tionship, and as an institution vital to global security.

The book is divided into three sections:

• Cold War NATO
• Strategic Vacation
• New Age NATO

Commencing with the impact of 11 September 2001 on the Alliance, the reader
is taken through NATO’s story to demonstrate the political robustness of an
alliance continually in political crisis, from its foundation in 1949, as the threat
posed by the Soviet Union waxed and waned, through to the difficulties caused
by NATO’s lack of political cohesion. Having established the timeline, the book
provides a snapshot of NATO today, its members, structure and mission and
the new tasks for which it must prepare. The book concludes by considering the
challenges the Alliance must face as it prepares for the big security dilemmas of
the twenty-first century, the differences in both strategy and power of Americans
and Europeans, and the contrast between yesterday’s NATO and today’s.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is essential reading for all students
of politics and international relations and will be of interest to all readers who
wish to acquire an excellent understanding of this key force in world affairs.
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Policy, Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich and Senior Associate Fellow
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The current volume is the ninth in a new and dynamic series on
“global institutions.” The series strives (and, based on the initial
volumes we believe, it succeeds) to provide readers with definitive
guides to the most visible aspects of what we know as “global gover-
nance.” Remarkable as it may seem, there exist relatively few books
that offer in-depth treatments of prominent global bodies and
processes, much less an entire series of concise and complementary
volumes. Those that do exist are either out of date, inaccessible to the
non-specialist reader, or seek to develop a specialized understanding of
particular aspects of an institution or process rather than offer an
overall account of its functioning. Similarly, existing books have often
been written in highly technical language or have been crafted “in-
house” and are notoriously self-serving and narrow.

The advent of electronic media has helped by making information,
documents, and the resolutions of international organizations more
widely available, but it has also complicated matters. The growing
reliance on the Internet and other electronic methods of finding infor-
mation about key international organizations and processes has
served, ironically, to limit the educational materials to which most
readers have ready access – namely, books. Public relations docu-
ments, raw data, and loosely refereed websites do not make for
intelligent analysis. Official publications compete with a vast amount
of electronically available information, much of which is suspect
because of its ideological or self-promoting slant. Paradoxically, the
growing range of purportedly independent websites offering analyses
of the activities of particular organizations have emerged, but one
inadvertent consequence has been to frustrate access to basic, authori-
tative, critical, and well-researched texts. The market for such has
actually been reduced by the ready availability of varying quality elec-
tronic materials.
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For those of us that teach, research, and practice in the area, this
access to information has been at best frustrating. We were delighted,
then, when Routledge saw the value of a series that bucks this trend
and provides key reference points to the most significant global institu-
tions. They are betting that serious students and professionals will
want serious analyses. We have assembled a first-rate line-up of
authors to address that market. Our intention, then, is to provide one-
stop shopping for all readers – students (both undergraduate and
postgraduate), interested negotiators, diplomats, practitioners from
nongovernmental and intergovernmental organizations, and interested
parties alike – seeking information about the most prominent institu-
tional aspects of global governance.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization

When we first sat down to think about the line-up for our series on
“global” institutions, we nonetheless placed very high on our list of
priorities a book about an institution that was not global in member-
ship or reach – NATO, the most powerful alliance composed only of
Western countries. Founded in 1949 primarily to counter the perceived
military threat from the Soviet Union and its allies, NATO members
agreed in its oft-cited Article 5 that an attack on one of them would be
considered as an attack against them all. Originally consisting of
twelve members, it was increased by three more in the 1950s, including
West Germany. The Soviet Union responded by establishing the
Warsaw Pact in 1955. The Alliance was so successful as a deterrent
that it never resorted to Article 5 or deployed the substantial military
forces under its umbrella during the Cold War.

The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the implosion of the Soviet
Union and the Warsaw Pact in 1991 led to a reassessment of the
Alliance’s role in the world. One clear need was to keep the non-
European members, and especially the United States, engaged in
Europe. Another was to reassess NATO’s role in relationship to the
erstwhile Soviet bloc. A third was to find a new diplomatic and military
role for the Alliance.

Fifty-five years after its foundation, the Alliance invited formerly
communist states (but not Russia) to join the partnership for peace,
and in February 1994 launched its first-ever aggressive military opera-
tion in Bosnia-Herzegovina when it shot down Serbian fighter planes
violating a UN “no-fly zone” and also bombed Serbian ground targets.
In 1997 Russia gained a formal voice in NATO’s affairs in return for
the acceptance of an expansion into Eastern Europe. At present,
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NATO has twenty-six members including several former Soviet allies.
And in 1999, NATO engaged in a humanitarian war in Kosovo, and
has subsequently been involved in training and other military activities
in Afghanistan.

NATO has twenty countries associated with its Partnership for
Peace (including twelve former Soviet Republics), and is engaged in the
Mediterranean Dialogue with another seven countries from the
southern side of the Mediterranean. American dominance of the insti-
tution has always been a reality – leading to the departure of France
from the institution in 1966 and the subsequent departure of the
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) from Paris to
Brussels in 1967.

The adaptation and transformation of institutions is a common
thread in this series, and nowhere is this more obvious than with NATO.
What a ride it has been! When we thought about possible authors, Julian
Lindley-French’s name jumped immediately to mind. Currently a senior
scholar at the Center for Applied Policy at the University of Munich,
and Senior Associate Fellow at the Defence Academy of the United
Kingdom, Julian is a well-published commentator on transatlantic rela-
tions and European security and defense. As the historical nuts-and-bolts
of the Western Alliance are essential to understanding its past and
thinking about its future, we recommend to readers his authoritative 2005
work A Chronology of European Security and Defence 1945–2005.1 Julian
has acted as a consultant to NATO and lectured widely on transatlantic
relations and European defense including at the Department of War
Studies, King’s College London, at the European Union Institute for
Security Studies in Paris, and at the Geneva Center for Security Policy.

We have come to trust our authors; Julian is no different. We were
delighted when he accepted our offer to contribute this book to the
series; and we are proud of the result. He has produced an insightful
volume that charts a path through the congested terrain of the Cold
War and post-Cold War periods, including current concerns such as
fighting terrorism and halting the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction. It is a first-rate book: informative, knowledgeable, and
considered – with a dose of amusing anecdotes as well. We know those
who have come to expect the highest standards from our books will
not be disappointed. We are pleased to recommend it to all. As always,
comments and suggestions from readers are welcome.

Thomas G. Weiss, The CUNY Graduate Center, New York, USA
Rorden Wilkinson, University of Manchester, UK

May 2006
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• Five Core Messages
• The North Atlantic Treaty Organization: The Enduring Alliance

There is an irreverent joke that it is illuminating to consider. NATO
Secretary-General, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, and EU High Representative,
Javier Solana, are having breakfast with God. Conversation tilts this
way and that in a spirit of camaraderie and good humor. Towards the
end of breakfast de Hoop Scheffer puts a direct question to the all-
powerful, all-seeing one. “Tell me, God, will NATO ever be a truly
global security and defense organization?” God thinks hard about this
question and after some reflection replies, “Yes, Jaap, but not in your
lifetime.” Javier Solana, not to be outdone and having much experience
of both NATO and the EU, poses a similar question. “God, will the
EU ever be a functioning security and defense organization?” At first
God looks baffled, and then worried, and after a seeming eternity
replies: “Yes, Javier, but not in my lifetime.” That mythical exchange
captures at least part of NATO’s reality (as it does the EU’s) as the
organization takes on new roles in a new world. The central question
posed by this book is: can NATO close the gap between the politico-
military challenges the Allies face and the politico-military power it
can generate? The central message of this book is that is precisely the
challenge NATO has always faced, and indeed will face.

Today NATO has twenty-six members: Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States. And, it is a
testament to the political value of the Alliance that ten of those
countries were members of the Warsaw Treaty Organization, NATO’s
adversary.
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Ever since its creation in 1949 the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) has been an organization that has been asked to do too much,
with too little, with members from very different strategic backgrounds
and cultures. Such different traditions have led to very different
strategic visions with which the Alliance has had to cope. Throughout
the Cold War, Americans sought to maintain continental American
invulnerability, whereas Europeans saw vulnerability as simply a fact
of life. Americans saw security and defense as intrinsically linked to
their own idea, Europeans saw security and defense as intrinsically
linked to where they lived. Americans saw the Cold War as a global
struggle, Europeans as simply the latest chapter in the European power
struggle down the ages. Americans were containing Soviet commu-
nism, Europeans were confronting Russians. Europeans were in retreat
from global leadership, Americans were preparing for it. It was, and is,
ever thus.

Today, as NATO embarks on new missions it faces a world in which
the very nature and utility of power is being questioned. For all that,
NATO’s story is one of success. That the Alliance made the major
contribution in winning the Cold War cannot be questioned. The polit-
ical solidarity of democracies is an awesome weapon when credible
and cohesive, a fact that should not be lost on those seeking to chal-
lenge the West.

Equally, NATO is a “big security” organization that is at its best
dealing with “big picture” security. Consequently, as an extension of
the transatlantic security relationship that it serves, NATO has never
been particularly comfortable, or successful, when dealing with “small
picture” security. The sub-strategic conflict of the type that tragically
ground its way across the Balkans in the 1990s challenged not just
Europe, but the very utility of political tools such as NATO. Indeed,
like its political masters, NATO struggled to find a solution to a war
that was of a state, rather than between states. The Wars of the
Yugoslav Succession demonstrated the difficulties the Alliance has
confronted as it moved away from classical confrontation à la Cold
War, through the strategic vacation of the 1990s, en route to the
strategic stabilization missions of NATO’s future.

Consequently, this book is about NATO’s past, present and future
because an understanding of all three is essential to answer the question
at the heart of this study: why NATO endures. It is thus about NATO’s
place in a new world in which big picture security is slowly, but inex-
orably, beginning to re-assert itself. The mantras of the 1990s and the
first decade of this century that can be found in NATO’s Strategic
Concept – terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, state failure, regional
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conflict, instability et al. – remain dangerous and compelling security
challenges. However, they are today being replaced by something that
the Founding Fathers of NATO, Dean Acheson, Ernest Bevin and
Robert Schuman, would have well understood back in the 1940s.

The age of post 9/11–Iraq big picture politics that the world is
entering with the emergence of an Asia fueled by rapid but unstable
growth, allied to the missed opportunity for Western leadership of the
1990s, will lead inexorably to the return of a big NATO. NATO started
its life as a European organization, it is about to embark on a new life
as the world’s first truly global military security organization.

Five Core Messages

There are five core messages:
• Strategic counter-terror is mutating: The strategic manhunt of the
immediate post-9/11 period, reminiscent of the Old Wild West, is over.
It would be good to capture Osama bin Laden and his cohorts but
they are but bit-part actors. Behind their mask of intolerance and
hatred the West has discovered a new Thirty Years War that will take
sustained engagement across the political, economic, diplomatic and
military spectrum in the total security age of the twenty-first century.
• New power and new threats are emerging: The threats are developing
driven by the intense change that is taking place in Asia. In many ways,
the twenty-first century will be Asia’s age. Like that of Europe before it,
Asia’s emergence is unlikely to proceed smoothly. There will be scarums
and alarums until Asian power is properly embedded in the great institu-
tions the West built. Until then a balanced transatlantic relationship will
remain the world’s most important insurance mechanism against the
political consequences of uncontrolled and extra-institutional change.
• Security globalization requires visionary security governance: The
connectivity that is globalization is throwing up a host of global chal-
lenges that were once only regional, of “haves” and “have nots,” of the
connected and unconnected. The West must cope with it.
• NATO must plan for a total security age: Article 5 still matters.
Indeed, the political stability and ongoing political development of new
Alliance members rests upon the stability that both NATO and the EU
afford them. It matters also for Moscow. The Euro-Atlantic area repre-
sents the only stable border that Russia has in this dangerous world.
Indeed, in a world so electronically independent, as borders become
virtual disruption could be akin to destruction for societies so depen-
dent on critical infrastructures. NATO needs new partners and new
tools.
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• Democratic military power has its limits, but is still vital: So many of
the threats faced are non-traditional, such as global warming, pandemics
etc. The West must shape old and new institutions to engage such chal-
lenges. At the same time, the world is not so different from that of the
past. Credible, legitimate military power and effective organization still
provides the bedrock of effective security governance.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization: The Enduring Alliance

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization: The Enduring Alliance looks
beyond the splits in the Alliance and goes back to the roots of NATO’s
past to paint a big security picture and of NATO’s role therein. The
book deals with all the fundamentals: history, structure, policy, capa-
bility and change, but its natural center of gravity is the strategic vision
that underpins the political cohesion that makes NATO what it is. The
book therefore places NATO in the context of the change that has
taken place over the years. In other words, this book is about the what,
the why, the how, the when and the what-next of NATO.

The book is divided into three main sections: Cold War NATO,
Strategic Vacation, and New Age NATO.

Chapter 1, “A World Gone Mad: 9/11 and Iraq,” sets the scene. It
explores the Alliance in the aftermath of the attacks on New York and
Washington on 11 September 2001, as Americans go to war, and
Europeans do not. It considers the challenges of going to Afghanistan
and delves into the politics of confrontation within the Alliance as Old
Atlantic confronts Old Europe in the run-up to the Iraq War, in the
midst of the search for the new strategic consensus. It assesses the sheer
scale of the challenges posed by the Global War on Terror and contrasts
NATO’s new missions with those given it by the Founding Fathers.

Chapter 2, “Facing the Enemy,” demonstrates that crises, both
internal and external, have provided an essential political tension
within the Alliance that has driven change therein. The chapter under-
takes an in-depth analysis of the events and people that shaped NATO
from its very origins at the close of World War Two to the dawn of
détente. It follows NATO as it grapples with a series of crises, from the
Berlin airlift that created it, through the European Defense Community,
the Missile Gap, France’s withdrawal from military NATO, and the
establishment of the direct superpower dialog.

Chapter 3, “Coping with the Allies,” explores the widening gap
between Americans and Europeans in the second half of the Cold
War, and explains why the many arguments that infused NATO repre-
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sented the very pluralism that gave this multi-voiced democratic secu-
rity community its essential strength. From the splits of the 1973 Yom
Kippur War, through the Euromissiles crisis that spanned the 1970s
and 1980s, emerging European integration, and on to eventual victory,
NATO was the essential platform for solidarity, the shield of democ-
racy and the mechanism for internal crisis management.

Chapter 4, “Strategic Vacation,” considers why NATO endured
having completed the mission for which it was created, even as it
searched for a new role. The chapter looks at the challenges posed by
the end of the Cold War and the many contradictions victory gener-
ated for NATO, as defense was cut even as Yugoslavia collapsed. It
also looks at the relationship with the emerging Europe as NATO and
what would become the European Union began a long and difficult
journey to find an accommodation acceptable to all members of both
institutions.

Chapter 5, “The Search for a New Strategic Consensus,” explores
the search for strategic consensus in a world that was slowly beginning
to regain strategic shape. The chapter considers the impact of over-
militarized American security policy and over-civilianized European
security policy on the Alliance, together with the slow realization that
new dangers would bring the strategic vacation to an end.

Chapter 6, “NATO Today,” examines the structure, working and
people of the Alliance and considers recent reforms as the chapter
assesses the challenges that NATO faces. It looks at the state of
Alliance armed forces, the difficulties Europeans face in developing
sufficient hard military capabilities, and the unease of Americans when
engaged in nation-building. The chapter also considers the lessons
learned thus far from Afghanistan and Iraq and why only the Alliance
can act as the global strategic enabler that brings legitimacy and effec-
tiveness together.

Finally, Chapter 7, “The Past, Present and Future of NATO,”
brings all three phases of the Alliance’s life together and offers a broad
view of its future in a complex world in which the challenge of terrorism
and instability co-exist with the return of great power and geopolitics.
The chapter brings NATO’s story full circle; having been created to
preserve the security of its members in the face of an overwhelming
threat, the Alliance must once again grapple with the challenge of how
best to organize democratic societies and free peoples forced to
confront the dangerous world into which they are moving.

This, then, is the story of NATO: The Enduring Alliance.
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. . . states like these [North Korea, Iraq and Iran], and their
terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, aiming to threaten the
peace of the world.

President George W. Bush, State of the Union Address, 29
January 20021

It is 11 September 2001. The morning rush hour is coming to its
bustling end on the highways, byways and subways of New York. High
up in the twin towers of the World Trade Center people are settling
down to work as the New York financial and legal center gets into its
stride. Suddenly, at 8:46 a.m., as if from nowhere, an American
Airlines Boeing 767 slams into the North Tower. Al Qaeda has begun
its day of carnage. Two hours later over 3000 people are dead, the twin
towers are no more, and parts of the Pentagon and Pennsylvania
smolder with the wreckage of hatred, fundamentalism and terror. In a
few moments NATO’s world and its relationships are changed forever.
It is the beginning of the end of European isolationism. It is the end of
the beginning of American unilateralism. It is also the beginning of a
new, big NATO, as strategic terror, state failure and the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction combine with the re-emergence of Russia
and China and rogue states to create NATO’s new world. A strategic
cocktail that is given added spice by the clash of Western civilizations;
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as American unilateralism confronts European institutionalism. It is a
world gone mad. Big security has returned.

The Invoking of Article 5

On 12 September 2001 what would have been unthinkable during the
Cold War comes to pass. The North Atlantic Council (NAC) meets in
emergency session to invoke Article 5. Only fifteen years before such a
decision would have presaged nuclear Armageddon. Technically,
NATO is on the verge of war – but against whom or what? That is to
be the essential dilemma of struggle in the first decade of the twenty-
first century. Equally, the invoking of Article 5 is the clearest indication
yet that the world is once again a very big place.

Whilst the US welcomes the support of its Allies, Washington is too
busy preparing to fight the Global War on Terror (GWOT). Suddenly,
the small security that has dominated so much of Europe’s isolationism
since the end of the Cold War seems precisely that – small. Overnight,
the prospect of strategic terrorists, armed by fanatical beliefs and even
weapons of mass destruction, seems nightmarishly close. Al Qaeda, in
one devastating action, affronts the US with the first lethal attack on
its soil by a foreign force on Continental North America since 1812.2
Americans go to war, Europeans do not.

Equally, European support for America is genuine and heartfelt. The
French newspaper Le Monde, in its editorial on 12 September,
proclaims, “We are all Americans.”3 Europeans collectively believe that.
That same day, the UN Security Council adopts Resolution 1368 recog-
nizing terrorism as a “ . . . threat to international peace and security.”
And, on 21 September, at an extraordinary session of the European
Council, the EU states that “The fight against terrorism will, more than
ever, be a priority objective of the European Union.”4 All the tensions
and suspicions between Americans and many Europeans that had so
scarred the preceding years, evaporate in the face of the new challenge.

Indeed, the Global War on Terror leads to a series of firsts. On 4
October, NATO responds positively to a US request for support, even
though the Alliance is at best marginal in America’s response. On 7
October, following the refusal of the Taliban Government in Kabul to
surrender Osama bin Laden and other senior Al Qaeda members, the
US, UK, France, Australia, Canada and Germany begin Operation
Enduring Freedom (OEF) against Afghanistan. On 9 October, NATO
launches Operation Eagle Assist by sending five early-warning
(AWAC) aircraft to monitor the skies over North America. It is the
first time that NATO assets have been deployed in defense of conti-
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nental North America.5 On 26 October, NATO deploys naval forces
(STANAVFORMED) to the eastern Mediterranean as part of
counter-terrorism operations to monitor shipping, and on 25 November,
US troops move into southern Afghanistan alongside coalition forces
from twelve NATO and non-NATO partners. Notably, it is the first
time since World War Two that German forces have embarked on
combat operations outside Europe. Kabul falls soon after.

NATO has a vital role to play. From the outset it is clear that the
US and its European Allies are going to be in Afghanistan for a long
time, something for which Europeans had neither countenanced, nor
prepared. On 22 December, the Interim Authority for Afghanistan is
established under UN auspices, and the participants request the United
Nations Security Council to authorize the early deployment to Afghan-
istan of a United Nations mandated force, to assist in the maintenance
of security in Kabul and its surrounding areas, that in time could be
expanded to other areas. What is to become one of NATO’s most chal-
lenging missions is born – the International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF). NATO is truly in the global security business.

The clock starts ticking. On 18 December, NATO defense ministers
meet to discuss how to conduct the Global War on Terror, with partic-
ular emphasis on improving NATO’s ability to project its forces
world-wide. On 20 December, the UN Security Council authorizes the
establishment of ISAF and on 21 December, the first British troops
arrive in Afghanistan to prepare the ground. It is the first time in a
century that British troops have entered the country in force. On 10
January 2002, the UK officially assumes command of ISAF.

The End of the Out of Area Debate

For much of the 1990s NATO had been locked in a debate as to
whether the Alliance should provide security and defense only on the
territory of its members, or go beyond it. 9/11 ends the so-called out of
area debate once and for all because if NATO is unable to play a role
in American security then the Alliance has little or no future. Given
the nature and the source of the challenge NATO must necessarily go
global. Having agreed to do something is one thing; being able to do
it is something else. Afghanistan reveals the extent of the dilemma
Europeans face. At the end of the Cold War, the force-planning
assumption of most Europeans was that they would not have to
conduct major operations within Europe, let alone beyond it. There
had been signs to the contrary that, by and large, they chose to ignore.
Iraq, East Timor, Sierra Leone were but examples of a host of
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deployments beyond Europe that Europeans had undertaken since the
end of the Cold War. Now they had to go in strength to Afghanistan,
where the Soviets had been defeated in the 1980s, and where only the
Maxim gun and Imperial “nous” had afforded the British “control” at
the height of the British Empire in the nineteenth century. Put simply,
Afghanistan was just about the least likely place for Europeans to
deploy; and the most unwelcome. NATO had just entered a whole new
ball game.

The Europeans face their perennial dilemma – how best to organize
not enough capability in pursuit of far too much actuality. In some
respects, the EU is better placed to organize the defense of Europe
against terrorism than NATO, but NATO remains the essential plat-
form for the projection of force, coercion and stabilization for anything
but the most parochial of operations, and Afghanistan is most defi-
nitely not parochial. That said, the war on terror raises questions the
Soviet Union never posed, not least the role of armed forces in such a
struggle. On 19 October, that point is brought home, at a meeting of
EU leaders in Ghent, Belgium, as a declaration is issued on the fight
against terrorism and a “Road Map” is announced including moves
towards a common arrest warrant, a common definition of terrorism,
as well as anti-money laundering measures. They also agree on increased
co-operation between key European agencies involved in the fight:
Europol, Eurojust and the intelligence agencies of member-states. It is
also apparent at the meeting the degree to which key EU member-
states disagree with each other and the US over Washington’s conduct
of the Global War on Terror.

On 19–20 November, EU foreign and defense ministers meet in
Brussels to discuss all-important military capability improvements.
They agree a European Capabilities Action Plan (ECAP), separate
from NATO’s Defense Capabilities Initiative (DCI), to remedy fifty-
five identified shortcomings in European military capabilities. Whilst
co-operation with NATO is agreed, it is not central to the ECAP,
which raises the prospect that NATO and EU efforts in the enhance-
ment of capabilities will become disjointed.

However, although 9/11 and Afghanistan at one level exacerbate
and accelerate transatlantic divergence, the seriousness of the situation
does at least inject a new realism into European defense. At the European
Council meeting in Laeken, Belgium, on 14–15 December, leaders
agree that “To enable the European Union to carry out crisis manage-
ment operations over the whole range of the Petersberg Tasks . . .
substantial progress is to be made.” Key to this is EU–NATO agreement.
Interestingly, invoking memories of Europe’s first and failed attempt at
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defense integration in the 1950s, the European Defense Community,
EU leaders assert that the proposed European Rapid Reaction Force
(ERRF) “ . . . does not imply the creation of a European Army.”6

The Global War on Terror and the Re-emergence of Russia

9/11 again changes the relationship with the old enemy, Russia. For
over a decade Russia wallowed in post-Cold War decline, and was but
a shadow of its former self. However, in Vladimir Putin it has a young
President who understands the game of power politics and wants to
play it. Two factors help the Russian cause. First, 9/11 increases tensions
between the West and much of the Middle East, and Russia has plenty
of energy to offer an energy-hungry West. Second, in President Bush,
Putin has a like-minded counterpart. Moreover, Russia is fighting its
own “terrorist” war in Chechnya against Islamic separatists, albeit in a
brutal and ineffective manner.

However, Russia is a sensitive partner. Moscow felt humiliated
during the Kosovo war in 1999 and was not going to allow itself to be
marginalized again. Consequently, Russian foreign policy in the early
part of the new decade is re-cast, founded upon the consolidation of
internal power in the hands of the Kremlin, and the application of
external influence through classical trade-offs with the West. Russia
needs the West, NATO after all offers Moscow the one stable border it
has, but Russia is going to exact a price for its co-operation in the
Global War on Terror. It is a complex policy because Islamic funda-
mentalism poses as much of a threat to Russia as it poses to the
West. Indeed, few recall that the reason for the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan back in 1979 was the danger posed by Islamic fundamen-
talism to its southern republics, and that Al Qaeda grew out of the
struggle against Soviet forces there. However, Putin concludes that
Russia’s strategic location and critical mass affords Moscow a role on
which it can re-build a strategic relationship with the US, a standing
Russian obsession. As during the Cold War, the main point of political
contention is the purpose, shape and structure of NATO.

In the immediate wake of 9/11 Russia offers America both solidarity
and support. On 13 September, the NATO–Russia Permanent Joint
Council issues a statement condemning the attacks. On 3 October, Putin
surprisingly suggests that Russia will not oppose NATO enlargement to
the Baltic States, citing growing Russia–NATO co-operation. Moreover,
on 7 December 2001, NATO foreign ministers announce a new, beefed-
up NATO–Russia Council to strengthen ties with Moscow, in order to
smooth the Alliance’s further enlargement, and as a recognition of the new
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realities. But there are limits. Russia also seeks a de facto veto over
Alliance activities. Not unexpectedly the Alliance refuses. Moreover,
on 13 December, President Bush announces the withdrawal of the US
from the 1972 ABM Treaty to pave the way for the development of an
anti-ballistic missile defense shield for continental US that becomes
known simply as Missile Defense. Whilst Putin says the move does not
pose a threat to Russia, he calls the decision a mistake, and calls for the
rapid creation of a new framework for the US–Russian strategic rela-
tionship. The Cold War architecture is being re-cast.

On cue, in an event rich in Cold War tradition, on 23–24 May 2002,
US President George W. Bush and Russian President Vladimir Putin
sign the Treaty of Moscow, reducing stockpiles of nuclear weapons by
two-thirds over ten years, and agreeing to co-operate on energy policy
and counter-terrorism. It is the end of the SALT–START process that
first began way back in 1972; and the start of Russia’s strategic rehabil-
itation. Four days later, at the first meeting of the NATO–Russia
Council, it is stressed that Russia and NATO member-nations will
work as equal partners in areas of common interest.

NATO and the Axis of Evil

Above all, 9/11 puts the transatlantic relationship in a new strategic
context. On 29 January 2002, President Bush, in his State of the Union
address, attacks North Korea, Iran and Iraq. It is the birth of the Bush
Doctrine and US unilateralism. NATO is put on notice. On 1–3
February, US Deputy Secretary of Defense, Paul Wolfowitz, states,
“ . . . the mission must determine the coalition,” and not vice versa.
Otherwise, “ . . . the coalition is reduced to the lowest common denom-
inator.”7 In a sense, the Bush Doctrine is a re-hash of Mikhail
Gorbachev’s Sinatra Doctrine at the end of the 1990s – the US is going
to do it “My Way.”8

The immediate reactions are twofold. On the one hand, some fear
the end of the transatlantic relationship as strategic divergence widens.
On the other, Europeans endeavor to convince Washington that their
support for the Global War on Terror makes them worthy partners
and must be listened to. Indeed, there is much that should keep
Europeans and Americans focused on a successful relationship.
However, whilst the US goes global, much of Europe remains stub-
bornly regional. This accelerates the transfer of political security
authority from NATO to the EU within Europe, not least because
there are serious questions concerning US commitment to the Alliance.
To that end, on 15–16 March, the Barcelona European Council of the
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EU declares that the EU is “available” to take over NATO’s operation
in Macedonia, “ . . . on the understanding that the permanent
arrangements on EU–NATO co-operation (known as Berlin-plus)
would be in place by then.”9

On 30 April, EU High Representative, Javier Solana, and NATO
Secretary-General, Lord Robertson, meet for the first time at NATO
Headquarters to discuss NATO–EU co-operation, which is followed
by another meeting on 25 June to discuss NATO and EU contributions
towards the Global War on Terror, the situation in the Balkans and
progress on EU access to NATO assets and capabilities. On 14–15
May, NATO and EU foreign ministers meet in Iceland to discuss the
use of Alliance assets and capabilities by the EU. Little progress is made.

Old Atlantic versus Old Europe

And then comes Iraq. In April 2002, on the eve of the US–UK
Crawford Summit, Tony Blair gives a speech in the US that outlines a
new doctrine: strategic pre-emption. In an age of proliferation threats
have to be dealt with before they materialize and Saddam Hussein
represents just such a threat. Regime change is needed.10 Much of
Europe demurs. It is taking the Global War on Terror just one step too
far. By May, hard-line neoconservatives in Washington want to
confront Saddam with or without a UN Security Council resolution
authorizing such action. The neocons and US unilateralism not only
marginalize international institutions, including NATO, but they also
put the search for strategic consensus on hold. State power is where it is
at, particularly American state power, and allies have to make a
choice – either with us or against us. Thus, as Bush and Blair move
closer over the need to confront Iraq, much of Europe runs for cover. It
is of little surprise that France and Germany also move closer in oppo-
sition. The Alliance is on the brink, arguably, of its greatest ever split.

But Tony Blair cannot ignore the UN. He needs a UN Security
Council Resolution to go to war and in September, President Bush
agrees to give the UN route a further try, even if his resolve is
apparent. On 17 September, Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder stages
an impressive political rally to take the German elections, much of it
on the back of anti-American, anti-war rhetoric. The Alliance is
approaching a tipping point. It is a moment further complicated by the
planned enlargements of both NATO and the EU. With the prospect
of ten US-friendly powers joining both NATO and the Union, much
to the benefit of London, France swings behind its old European
partner Germany. France stands on an issue of principle, the weapons
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inspectors must be given due time, but Paris also calculates that
damaging London will anchor the Franco-German axis at the center
of an enlarged European Union. For Germany, in the midst of an
election, and with much of the population against the use of force in
any circumstances, an anti-war stance is good politics. In reality, both
sides are playing power politics. It is a very European game, at a very
strategic moment.

The return of great power politics is another consequence of 9/11.
To such an extent that on 18 July 2002, Belgian Prime Minister, Guy
Verhofstadt, warns that “the development of the [EUs] European
Security and Defense Policy is not making sufficient progress,” adding
that “ . . . over the past few months, I have perceived a risk of re-
nationalization of defense policies . . . the danger persists, in my
opinion, in seeing both the European Union and NATO turn into
toolboxes for supporting ad hoc coalitions.”11 The plain fact is that
the radicalization of US security policy, the institutionalization of
European security, and the fact of American power leave many smaller
Europeans trapped between loyalty to the US and the EU. In such
circumstances the impact of any major split between the big powers is
magnified, damaging both the Alliance and the EU. Unfortunately,
Iraq takes place at a very particular moment in Europe’s long develop-
ment, as Europeans try to grasp the new post-9/11 reality.

Against that background, on 8 November, and after much wran-
gling between Washington, London, Paris, Berlin and Moscow, UN
Security Council Resolution 1441 is passed, giving Iraq one final
opportunity to comply with its international obligations. The UN
Security Council warns Iraq it will face serious consequences if it
continues to violate its obligations. However, the resolution stops short
of explicitly authorizing force if Iraq continues in “material breach.” It
is a piece of constructive ambiguity that will soon trigger a near-death
experience for the Alliance.

On 21 November 2002, French Foreign Minister, Dominique de
Villepin, and German Foreign Minister, Joschka Fischer, call for
common security and solidarity, between those member-states who
wish to co-operate more closely with each other on defense. At the
40th anniversary of the Elysée Treaty in January 2003, France and
Germany propose to develop the European Security and Defense
Policy (ESDP) into a European Security and Defense Union; the
rhetoric is as empty as the halls of Versailles through which it sails.
On 29 April 2003, the same day as American forces take Baghdad,
Belgium, Luxembourg, France and Germany agree to create a new
rapid reaction force built around the Franco-German brigade. The
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timing could not have been more provocative. Even though there can
be no serious European defense without the British, Europe’s strongest
military power, and no sustained serious operations without the US
and NATO, the point is made.

Unfortunately, NATO is caught in the political crossfire. On 10
February 2003, Turkey invokes Article 4 of the North Atlantic
Treaty, fearing that its “ . . . territorial integrity, political independ-
ence or security . . . is threatened” by Baghdad as a consequence of the
impending war in Iraq. Indeed, under Article 4, the Alliance
consults whenever a member feels that its territorial integrity, political
independence or security is threatened. However, France, Germany
and Belgium refuse to begin planning for any such contingency on
the grounds that such a move would be premature and would under-
mine UN efforts to resolve the crisis. And, it is only after Lord
Robertson forces a decision through the Defense Planning Committee
(DPC) is aid for Turkey approved. France, which had not been a
member of the DPC since it withdrew in 1966, consequently finds
itself out-maneuvered. With France sidelined, Germany drops its
objections and Belgium soon follows suit. History has come full
circle. 

NATO is once again at a crossroads. Indeed, Iraq is not really
about Iraq. Rather, it is about the future organization of power in
Europe. France’s perennial problem is that its vis ion for an
autonomous European defense is founded on the weak Germans and
not the strong British and the French know they can only push it so
far. Moreover, all the missed opportunities of the 1990s to improve
European foreign and security policy power come home to roost as
those against a robust intervention in Iraq are left with little else but
gesture politics.

The Re-building of the Alliance

Equally, the consequences of the split over Iraq are not all negative.
9/11 and the Iraq War strip away the pretence and empty rhetoric of
the 1990s and confront NATO members with the stark reality of their
vulnerability as the first great age of the twenty-first century begins
to unfold. Indeed, it is impressive, the speed at which the new strategic
realities imposed by 9/11, overcome the split over Iraq. It also reminds
Americans that in a complex world power is not enough. Power must
be legitimate to be effective and other democracies afford the most
important pool of legitimacy available. That NATO does not
collapse has far more to do with emerging strategic realities of the
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twenty-first century than banal calls to shared values, but the shared
democratic tradition does matter. By 2003 the world is beginning to
take on a shape closer to the strategic challenge of the Cold War, than
the bumbling strategic vacation of the 1990s. It is a world in which ever
more destructive power cascades into the hands of ever smaller actors
as the dark side of globalization wreaks its havoc. It is a world in
which new great power jostles with old great power, much of it unem-
bedded in security institutions, like NATO and the EU. It is a world in
which the demands for energy create the conditions for renewed state
competition. It is a world that is changing fast. Thankfully, every NATO
member takes a step back from the abyss into which they briefly
peered and realize how close they have come to destroying the West’s
priceless security asset – NATO.

Furthermore, even though the damage done to the Alliance, Europe
and the West by the Iraq War is not to be underestimated, the strength
of all three is also apparent. To an extent, most NATO and EU
members are picking up the wreckage even as it is being created. On
21–22 November 2002, at NATO’s Prague Summit, Bulgaria, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia are invited to
join the Alliance. To close the gap between military rhetoric and
reality, the gathered NATO Heads of State and Government also replace
the Defense Capabilities Initiative (DCI) with the more modest
Prague Capabilities Commitment (PCC). The Allies also agree to set
up the 21,000-strong NATO Response Force (NRF), as the spearhead
of a robust NATO crisis management capability and to streamline the
Alliance’s command structure to emphasize the projection of capabili-
ties, rather than the defense of territory. Interestingly, France is at the
forefront of much of this good work.12

On 12–13 December 2002, EU leaders also indicate a willingness to
take their European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) to a new level
by stating the “ . . . Union’s willingness to lead a military operation in
Bosnia following SFOR [the NATO Stabilization Force].”13 On 13
December, the North Atlantic Council gives the go-ahead for the
advancement of all outstanding issues regarding EU–NATO relations.
Finally, on 16 December, Robertson and Solana sign “The EU–NATO
Declaration on ESDP,” that provides for the “fullest possible involve-
ment” of non-EU, NATO members in ESDP, in return for which the EU
gains access to NATO planning, intelligence and logistics assets and
capabilities after three years of difficult negotiations. Solana also declares
that the EU will be ready by February 2003 to take over operations in
Macedonia, and that the EU will look to take over NATO’s SFOR
mission in Bosnia with an EU Force (EUFOR) by the end of 2003.
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Thus, behind the headlines a new pragmatism slowly emerges. The
EU is to become the organizing locus of much of Europe’s sub-
strategic security, whilst NATO begins planning for the global strategic
stabilization and hard defense missions that are its future. On 10 June
2003, the EU’s Political and Security Committee adopt the “Basic
Principles for an EU Strategy Against Proliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction.” On 12 June, the EU deploys to Congo to prevent geno-
cide with the full backing of the UN Security Council, and on 25 June,
at the transatlantic summit in Washington, NATO and the EU launch
the “Joint Initiative Against the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction.”

There are setbacks, which is not surprising given the mistrust that
Iraq generates on both sides of the Atlantic. After the British accept a
Franco-German proposal on 20 September for the EU to have auto-
nomous military planning and operational capabilities, US NATO
Ambassador, R. Nicholas Burns, warns that EU plans to set up an inde-
pendent military headquarters are “ . . . the most significant threat to
NATO’s future.”14 However, increasingly the institutional shape
matters less than the need to generate real security in complex security
environments. Some Europeans still hanker after a European defense
without NATO and, by extension, American influence, some in the US
and UK simply wish the ESDP would go away. However, slowly the
utility of two security leadership hubs in the West starts to penetrate the
political and institutional barriers of the preceding years. In the end,
Iraq ends strategic pretense and paves the way for a new twenty-first-
century transatlantic security relationship, founded upon the new
world reality and a new transatlantic realism.

European Security Strategy and Istanbul: Looking to the Future

When NATO was formed in 1949 Europeans had no option but to orga-
nize themselves under America. By 2003, the debate is about how to
organize Europeans alongside America, particularly inside NATO. The
facts are self-evident: the world is a dangerous place and getting more
so; the transatlantic relationship is the cornerstone of both European
and world security; there is only one set of Europeans, all of whom
can afford at best limited armed forces. Whilst Europe and Europeans
retain the right to determine their place in such a world, much of that
action will necessarily take place alongside the United States. The
extent to which the Alliance has gone full circle is demonstrated by two
documents: the EU’s December 2003 “European Security Strategy”
(ESS) and NATO’s June 2004 “Istanbul Declaration.”
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On 12–13 December, 2003, the Brussels European Council approves
“A Secure Europe in a Better World – A European Security Strategy.”
It states that “Europe should be ready to share in the responsibility for
global security and in building a better world . . . An active and
capable European Union would make an impact on a global scale. In
doing so, it would contribute to an effective multilateral system leading
to a fairer, safer and more united world.” The ESS goes on to identify
five “key threats” which Europeans should engage; terrorism, prolifer-
ation of weapons of mass destruction, regional conflicts, state failure
and organized crime. It also states, “The transatlantic relationship is
irreplaceable. Acting together, the European Union and the United
States can be a formidable force for good in the world. Our aim should
be an effective and balanced partnership with the USA. This is an
additional reason for the EU to build up its capabilities and increase its
coherence.”15

On 29 June, at NATO’s Istanbul Summit, Alliance Heads of State
and Government agree to expand the International Security Assistance
Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan to include several additional provincial
reconstruction teams (PRTs) and to conclude operations in Bosnia.
They also agree to offer assistance to the Government of Iraq to train
Iraqi security forces, and decide to enhance Operation Active Endeavour
in the Mediterranean as part of the Alliance contribution to the
Global War on Terror. Agreement is also reached to further transform
the Alliance’s military capabilities and it is announced that the robust
NATO Response Force will reach initial operational capability in 2004.

Center-stage, however, are two initiatives that move the Alliance
beyond its original purpose, whilst emphasizing the link with the
Founding Fathers. The Istanbul Co-operation Initiative (ICI) aims to
strengthen engagement with countries in the broader Middle East,
through security sector reform and best practice advice on the demo-
cratic control of armed forces. In effect, the ICI looks to extend the
security footprint of the Alliance beyond Europe by creating a new
concept of partnership fundamental to its new strategic stabilization
mission. The Alliance also launches “Our Security in a New Era”
which re-defines NATO’s mission in a new strategic age. The message
is unequivocal: “Collective defense remains the core purpose of the
Alliance. But the threats that NATO faces have changed substantially . . .
NATO is transforming its military capabilities in order to adapt to the
changing strategic environment. . . but transformation is a process, not
an event.”16

In these two documents are the foundations of the new strategic
consensus, not just between Europeans and North Americans, but also
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between Europeans. It is not a foregone conclusion because Americans
and Europeans today stand on the cusp of strategic convergence and
divergence. But, given the strategic environment, only the most
profound of miscalculations will prevent the West from doing what it
has always done: aggregating democratic military power in the face of
real danger. As Winston Churchill said, in a speech at London’s
Mansion House on 10 November 1942, on hearing of Montgomery’s
victory at El Alamein, “This is not the end. It is not even the beginning
of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”17 In other
words, NATO is once again the focus for the systematic organization
of the overwhelming power of the West in a new age. It is about doing
what NATO has always done: adapting to change to best serve the
security needs and interests of the pluralistic, democratic community
of states that created it. It is about NATO today and NATO tomorrow,
but it is also about the rediscovery of NATO’s big security past.

On the morning of 11 March, 2003, commuters are jostling for
space on several packed trains on their way to work in Madrid. In a
few minutes 191 are dead. On the morning of the 7 July, 2005
commuters are jostling for space on several packed commuter trains
and buses on their way to work to London. In a few minutes 56 are
dead. It is a type of journey shared by millions of Europeans every day
of their working lives. It is a type of death now shared by thousands of
Americans and Europeans. It is a world gone mad . . . 
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• The Founding of an Alliance
• The German Question
• The Rise and Fall of the European Defense Community
• The Changing Nature of Nuclear Deterrence
• Idealism versus Imperialism
• Berlin and NATO’s Nuclear Dilemma
• The Cuban Missile Crisis
• France’s Withdrawal from Military NATO
• The Strengthening and Weakening of the Alliance
• Détente and De-coupling

The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of
them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack
against them all, and consequently they agree that, if such an
armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of indi-
vidual or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51 of the
Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so
attacked by taking forthwith, individually, and in concert with the
other Parties, such action as is deemed necessary, including the use
of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North
Atlantic area.

Article 5, the North Atlantic Treaty, Washington, 4 April 19491

NATO has always been in crisis – and NATO has always endured.
Indeed, it is the nature of the transatlantic security relationship to
struggle and yet overcome. That is the lesson of the early years of the
Cold War as the Alliance steeled itself for confrontation with Stalin’s
Soviet Union, and dealt with a range of internally and externally
generated crises – the first Berlin crisis, the Korean War, German re-
armament, the missile gap, the second Berlin crisis, the Cuban Missile
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Crisis and the withdrawal of France from military NATO pushed the
Alliance to the limit. However, NATO endured because no internal
controversy was greater than the challenge posed by the security envi-
ronment NATO had to confront.

The Founding of an Alliance

On 4 April 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty is signed in Washington by
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom and the United
States. Key dates in NATO’s history are found in the timeline in the
Appendix. As the clinking of champagne glasses in Washington fades,
the situation the morning after is sobering. The Western Allies estimate
that they can field some twelve active army divisions, whereas Soviet
strength is estimated to be 175. If the Soviet Union is to headed off
America must re-commit to Europe. NATO thus represents a revolu-
tionary change in US foreign policy and the creation of America’s most
entangling of alliances.2

Events move fast. On 22 February 1946, American diplomat George
Kennan writes a diplomatic dispatch that is to change US policy
profoundly. The Long Telegram warns of the expansionist ambitions
of the Soviet Union and that Moscow will use both overt and covert
means to achieve a communist world.3 Two weeks later Winston
Churchill, in a landmark speech entitled the “Sinews of Peace,”
remarkable even by the oratorical standards of the great man, warns of
an “Iron Curtain” descending upon Europe, from Stettin in the Baltic
to Trieste in the Adriatic. Between 10 and 25 March 1947, US Secretary
of State George Marshall visits Moscow and comes away firm in the
belief that Kennan’s warning is essentially correct. On 12 March 1947,
President Harry S. Truman outlines what is to become known as the
Truman Doctrine – the containment of Soviet expansionism. The Cold-
War world takes shape.

The Cold War is essentially a conflict between two superpowers,
America and Russia, driven by the extent to which they can promote
their ideas and the manner by which they organize their partners.
However, there are several sub-plots, particularly within the West, that
help to give NATO’s story a particular edge. At the center of US grand
strategy is the re-birth of a democratic and economically vibrant
Europe that will serve as a shining city on the hill in the clarion call to
freedom. There will be times when Washington will wonder whether
quite so much European freedom is a good thing, but it and they are
measures by which the new “war” will be fought. To that end,
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Washington calls on Western Europeans to specify their needs with
respect to aid. The Marshall Plan is born, the greatest act of self-inter-
ested largesse in strategic history; and the most successful.

NATO has become synonymous with the confrontation between the
two superpowers. However, in 1949 Europeans were as much preoccupied
with the possibility of a resurgent Germany as an aggressive Soviet
Union. Indeed, in February 1947 the UK signs the anti-German
“Treaty of Dunkirk” with France, and in March 1948, the “Brussels
Treaty of Economic, Social and Cultural Collaboration and Collective
Self-Defense” is signed founding the Western Union, the first truly
integrative European organization.4 It is the first of many. The “German
Question” is as yet unsolved for Europeans and causes particular
consternation in a France already suspicious of the motives and
intentions of “les anglosaxons.” The French newspaper, Le Monde,
that 53 years later would trumpet Western solidarity the day after 9/11,
suggests that the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty is a step on the
road to West German rearmament to counter Soviet conventional
strength. “The rearmament of Germany is present in the Atlantic Pact
as the seed in the egg,” the paper states.5 Relations between Paris,
London and Washington are already tense, not least because the US
administration insists that France stop “dismantling” western Germany
by way of war reparations and because of French demands for unity of
command, i.e. a strong French voice in US policy. The tone of US–
French relations is set.

By contrast, on 23 May 1949, West Germany is created. Western
firmness pays off. The Soviets had agreed to lift the Berlin blockade
some days earlier, recognizing that a policy of coercion has failed to
force the Western Allies to retreat and adopt a more conciliatory tone.
The tone of the Cold War is also established as Moscow adopts the
mix of coercion and compromise that is to mark Soviet strategy.

On 25 July 1949, President Truman sends the Mutual Defense
Assistance Act to Congress committing the US to foreign alliances even
in peacetime. On 24 August 1949 the North Atlantic Treaty enters into
force and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is born.

On 27 January 1950, President Truman approves an integrated
defense plan for the North Atlantic area. On 1 April 1950, the newly-
formed NATO Defense Committee approves the first draft of a four-year
defense plan, “The Strategic Concept for the Defense of the North
Atlantic Area,” which sets out the strategy for territorial defense. At
the same time, National Security Council Document 68 (NSC-68),
outlining the overarching Americans’ security policy and entitled
“United States Objectives and Programs for National Security,” is
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presented to President Truman, proposing a strategy of comprehensive
Western rearmament even though Britain and France are against the
rearming of Germany. As NATO comes into being so too are the seeds
of NATO’s first internal crisis. Indeed, whilst for Americans the Cold
War is ultimately ideological, for Europeans it is profoundly classical.
The Americans are confronting Soviet communism, Europeans are
confronting Russians . . . and Germans.

But the need for cohesion is pressing. Much to the shock of the
West, on 30 July 1949 the Soviet Union explodes its first atomic device.
The Cold War has gone truly nuclear as the American nuclear
monopoly is broken.

The German Question

Nor is NATO the only show in town. Indeed, the early years of the
Cold War also establish the rules of engagement for transatlantic rela-
tions evident today. The age of true European integration is about to
begin and with it an argument over sovereignty and primacy that also
continues to this day. It is a balance of power sub-plot that runs
throughout the Cold War. On 21 March 1950, West German Chancellor,
Konrad Adenauer, suggests an economic union between France and
Germany to alleviate French fears of German intentions. On 16 April
1950, the so-called Schuman Plan (after Robert Schuman, the French
Foreign Minister of the day) proposes the creation of a European Coal
and Steel Community (ECSC) and eventually a federation of Western
European states, focused on the Western European Union. On 9 May
1950, the French Cabinet approves the Schuman Plan stating that
“World peace cannot be safeguarded without the making of a
constructive effort proportionate to the dangers which threaten it. The
contribution which an organized and living Europe can bring to civi-
lization is indispensable to the maintenance of peaceful relations.”6

However, in 1950 the strategic balance is still far too delicate for
matters European to take center-stage – that must wait until the 1990s,
although not for the last time it is disagreement over strategy that acts
as a catalyst for European integration. On 25 June 1950 North Korea
invades the south. The Korean War begins. The United States regards the
invasion as yet more evidence of a Soviet-backed plan to expand commu-
nism globally and want Europeans to act in solidarity alongside them
and hint at the possibility of re-arming West Germany. Europeans are
not so sure. On 22 July 1950, the US High Commissioner in Germany
states “ . . . it is very difficult to deny the Germans the right and the
means to defend their own soil.”7 However, the British and French
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Governments reaffirm their opposition to West German rearmament,
even though UK War Minister, Emmanuel Shinwell, confirms Western
intelligence assessments that the Red Army has some 175 active divi-
sions. Something must be done. On 11 August, Churchill suggests the
creation of a European Army, whilst the Strasbourg Resolution of the
Council of Europe calls for “ . . . the creation, for a common defense
of Europe, of a European Army under political institutions of a
united Europe.”8 On 29 August, Chancellor Adenauer secretly offers
West German participation in the defense of Western Europe.

Furthermore, on 9 September 1950, President Truman proposes an
integrated military command to form the military heart of NATO.
Truman also proposes a West German contribution of ten divisions.
Not surprisingly, the French reject the proposal out of hand. One day
later American forces land at Inchon on the Korean peninsula,
increasing the pressure on Europeans to find more available military
manpower. Moreover, on 16 September, at the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) meeting in New York, NATO’s senior political body, Alliance
members agree to place the defensive line as far east in Germany as
possible, increasing the need for West Germans to contribute. The
Forward Strategy is agreed, as is the integrated command structure.
However, France still refuses to shift over any West German military
contribution.

Consequently, on 14 October, France proposes an alternative plan
to rearm Germany, but outside NATO. It is the start of the Europeanist/
Atlanticist divide. The Pleven Plan, named after the French Prime
Minister of the day, proposes an integrated European Army on the
condition that Germany is only able to rearm as part of a supranational
high command. On 28 October 1950, France introduces the Pleven
Plan to the Allies at a meeting of the NATO Defense Committee.

This time America is not so sure. On 13 November 1950, the US
reacts to the Pleven Plan with the Spofford Proposals for a German
NATO contribution not to exceed 20 percent of overall force levels.
Although Washington welcomes the creation of a European Army, as
a means of strengthening the Atlantic Alliance, it does so only if it is
militarily viable and operates within NATO. France remains implacably
opposed to the Spofford Proposals because they imply German
membership of the Alliance. But, not for the last time, an external event
changes the dynamic within the Alliance.

In November 1950, Chinese forces cross the Yalu River into Korea.
NATO must face a new reality and France backs down. Consequently,
on 18 December, in a markedly changed strategic situation, the
NATO Defense Committee approves the Spofford Proposals and on
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19 December, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the hero of D-Day,
becomes NATO’s first Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR).
Moreover, it is also agreed that West Germany shall have equality of
rights and treatment. The modern NATO takes shape.

The Rise and Fall of the European Defense Community

France’s reputation for doggedness is not however without foundation.
On 9 January 1951, the Petersberg Conference convenes outside Bonn to
discuss a West German contribution to the defense of Western Europe.
On 12 February, British Prime Minister Clement Attlee raises several
conditions for West German rearmament, including the rearmament of
NATO to precede that of Germany and for the West German contri-
bution to be wholly integrated into a European Army. However, whilst
the Paris Conference for the Creation of a European Army commences
on 15 February 1951, with five participants, France, Germany, Italy, Bel-
gium and Luxembourg, Britain is only an observer.9 Having called for
a European Army, Britain steps aside. It is to prove a watershed moment.

In parallel, on 18 April 1952, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands sign the treaty establishing the
European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). It is the first formal
step on the road to the European Union.

It is not all plain sailing. On 4 June the Petersberg Conference
collapses due to West German insistence on equality of treatment and
France’s determination to prevent it. And, in what becomes known as
the change of heart, on 3 July 1951, Eisenhower calls for a European
Federation and lends his support to proposals for a European Army
and, on 30 July, formally authorizes US backing for the new European
Defense Community (EDC). And so starts America’s positive, but
often confused, support for European integration. In return, discus-
sions center on transforming West Germany’s status from an occupied
power to that of an ally. France adopts a position that sets a precedent –
vetoing any such development within the Alliance, but offering agree-
ment if it ties West Germany into European integration.

Furthemore, on 9 October 1951, a protocol is concluded inviting
Greece and Turkey to become NATO members, marking the start of
NATO’s role as a container of conflict between members, since the state
of relations between Athens and Ankara is poor. The US is concerned
both are vulnerable to communist agitation. NATO enlargement begins
as the Alliance’s security footprint extends across the Old Continent.

By the end of the year the EDC is in trouble. It is the start of a
complex relationship between London and Paris over Europe that will
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spill over into NATO, and indeed Europe, on many occasions. France
says the EDC will fail unless the British join because they alone will
be unable to counter-balance West German military power. Britain
disagrees. Moreover, on 3 February, Chancellor Adenauer suggests
that West Germany might only join the EDC if NATO membership
is also offered. The US and UK, therefore, offer to support the EDC
(although short of British membership) and to play their full role in
the defense of Europe, by establishing a firm relationship between the
EDC and the Alliance. It is the start of the protracted NATO/European
defense debate.

On 14 March, the Paris Conference asks the UK to enter into a formal
treaty relationship with the EDC. In response, Foreign Secretary Anthony
Eden proposes the Eden Plan, whereby the Council of Europe would
exercise political control over the EDC, i.e. an inter-governmental, not a
supranational body, as envisaged for the EDC. And, on 9 May 1952, the
“Traité Instituant la Communauté Européenne de Défense” is initialled in
Paris with France still uncertain as to its commitments in the absence of
an unequivocal British statement of support, even though renowned
British Field Marshal Alexander visits Paris on 12 May to assure the
French of a close British military association with the EDC. On 15
December 1952, Adenauer goes as far as to suggest a common foreign
policy, saying that it is not possible to have a common defense policy
without one. The seeds of a future debate are sown.

The EDC end-game has begun. On 4 November 1952, Dwight D.
Eisenhower is elected President of the United States and on 8 January
1953, René Mayer becomes French Prime Minister and immediately
demands more guarantees from the US and UK before France will
ratify the EDC treaty. On 31 January, the new US Secretary of State,
John Foster Dulles, embarks on a tour of Western European capitals
to push for the EDC Treaty. Dulles is clear. NATO suffers from a
“fatal weakness” without West Germany and the EDC. However, there
is one other voice that must be reckoned with. Charles de Gaulle,
France’s hero of World War Two, bitterly attacks the EDC. Dulles
responds by threatening aid cuts if the treaty is not ratified by 1 April.
It is not. French Gaullism and Anglo-Saxon pragmatism are set on a
collision course within the Alliance. It will not be the last time.
Churchill responds by attacking France for its “anti-British” position
and makes it clear the UK will not join the EDC. “We are with them,”
he states, “ . . . but not of them.”10 The EDC is doomed.

On 29 October, the French Parliament formally calls on the UK to
balance German power within the EDC. However, at the Bermuda
Conference the British warn that if the EDC fails then preparations
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must begin for West Germany to join NATO. For the time being Eis-
enhower remains committed to the EDC and, on 14 December, Dulles
warns of an “agonizing reappraisal” of US policy towards Western
Europe if the EDC treaty is not ratified. The Secretary of State states
unequivocally, it is EDC or nothing. But it is too late.

Although the UK signs an “Agreement Regarding Co-operation
Between the UK and EDC,” on 13 April, as the appointment of long-
time EDC opponent, Pierre Mendés-France, as French Prime Minister,
effectively ends any hope that France will ratify the EDC. On 30
August, the French Parliament adjourns discussion of the EDC
treaty sine die. The European Defense Community is effectively dead
and with it Europe’s first great experiment in European Defense Union
(EDU). It would be another thirty years before a truly autonomous
European defense is re-addressed again. However, the primacy of the
Alliance is established, and the way open for West German membership
of the alliance.

The British move quickly to resolve the impasse. At the London
Conference between 28 September and 2 October 1954, it is agreed to
terminate the occupation regime in West Germany, to invite Bonn and
Rome to accede to the Brussels Treaty, to allow limited West German
rearmament, and, finally, to invite West Germany to join NATO. In
return the UK commits itself to a permanent presence on the conti-
nent. It is the first time since the sixteenth century.

On 23 October 1954, the four treaties implementing the so-called
“EDC alternative” are signed in Paris. The Western Union becomes
the Western European Union (WEU) and is expanded as part of the
amended Brussels Treaty. A Franco-German treaty foresees a European
status for the disputed Saar/Sarre region, subject to a plebiscite (which
subsequently votes for re-integration into West Germany). And, West
Germany is invited to join NATO. On 24 October, West Germany
formally joins the Alliance. 

On 5 May 1955, the Soviet Union creates the Warsaw Treaty
Organization (WTO) as a counter-balance to NATO. Lord Bruce Ismay,
the first NATO Secretary-General, is reported as having said in 1952
that the purpose of NATO is “ . . . to keep the Russians out, the
Americans in and the Germans down.”11 The shape of Europe is set
for the next thirty-five years.

The Changing Nature of Nuclear Deterrence

Much of the inner-NATO debate is increasingly focused on the
balance between nuclear and conventional forces. By the early 1950s
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there are three nuclear powers, the US, the USSR, and the United
Kingdom. However, on 12 August 1953, the Soviet Union explodes its
first hydrogen bomb, many times more powerful than the smaller
atomic bombs. The nuclear arms race is well and truly under way. As
the Soviet nuclear capability grows, so do American concerns for
American vulnerability.

A conventional arms race is also underway. On 20–25 February
1952, the North Atlantic Council agrees the “Lisbon Force Goals,” by
which the Alliance establishes a force target of ninety-six military divi-
sions by 1958. Not for the last time in NATO’s history the Europeans
pretend to get serious about enhancing military capabilities, and the
Americans pretend to believe them. In time the failure to meet
commitments generates major tension between the US and the Allies
as so called burden-sharing comes to dominate much of Alliance poli-
tics. Indeed, as early as the North Atlantic Council meeting of 14–16
December 1954, and in spite of the Allies spending three and a half
times more per year on defense in real terms than in 1949, it is evident
that the Lisbon Force Goals are unattainable. European uncertainty
over conventional capabilities is not simply a question of money. Many
of them want the US nuclear umbrella to remain at the core of
Alliance policy and paradoxically the European inability to close the
conventional gap with the Soviet Union achieves just that.

Equally, the first cracks in Alliance nuclear solidarity appear. The
development of tactical nuclear weapons represents a shift in US
nuclear strategy towards a possible warfighting role on the European
battlefield. As early as October 1951, the US carries out its first test of
so-called “baby bombs,” as part of the development of tactical nuclear
weapons, and by 15 September 1953, the US reveals that it is deploying
nuclear-capable 280mm cannon to Europe. In effect, American nuclear
policy is becoming multi-layered, driven by strategy, technology and
politics over which the European Allies have little control or say.

On 30 October 1953, President Eisenhower approves a new national
security doctrine, NSC-162/2, entitled “The New Look,” which advo-
cates extensive reliance on nuclear weapons and strategic air power to
deter communist expansion and aggression. Consequently, Eisenhower
authorizes the expansion of the US nuclear arsenal and lays the foun-
dations for what will become known as the doctrine of Massive
Retaliation. That same month NATO formally adopts NSC-162/2 and
becomes a true nuclear alliance, with first use by the West of nuclear
weapons enshrined at its core. This might seem shocking today, but
with the Alliance convinced of the superiority of the Warsaw Pact
conventional forces, such a posture is the cornerstone of deterrence.
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Still, Europeans are not so sure and Massive Retaliation marks the
start of sustained European efforts to influence the use of weapons
based on their soil that would not only run into the 1980s, but gradu-
ally erode American leadership over the Alliance.

Even though by the end of 1953 the Allies’ defense spending is some
13 percent higher per year than in 1952, the North Atlantic Council of
14–16 December 1953 finally gives up on achieving the Lisbon Force
Goals. The Alliance now moves into the politics of deterrence. The
Europeans are not at all convinced when President Eisenhower suggests
that nuclear weapons have achieved “conventional status.” The Euro-
peans need the US strategic deterrent to deter the Soviet Union, but
they are concerned that a sub-strategic deterrent could lead to the
de-coupling of America’s nuclear guarantee from European defense in
the event that deterrence fails. A concern that is to be further strength-
ened some two years later when in July 1956 news leaks that the US is
planning to cut 800,000 personnel from the US Army, causing great
concern in West Germany, which has only recently agreed to raise an
army of 500,000.

However, Europe is but one theatre in the now global Cold War. On
13 March 1954, the French garrison at Dien Bien Phu in French Indo-
China is attacked by communist insurgents, and falls on 7 May. At the
subsequent Geneva Conference on Indo-China and Korea, France
agrees to withdraw and the US offers to guarantee security in the region
through a new regional security organization, the South East Asia
Treaty Organization (SEATO). The Cold War continues its march
beyond Europe as each of the superpowers seeks to outflank the other,
and a new word enters the lexicon of danger – Vietnam.

Idealism versus Imperialism

Dien Bien Phu marks another division within the Alliance – American
idealism versus European imperialism. Indeed, American pressure to
de-colonize is fueling the expansion of the Cold War as idealism
replaces imperialism in many of the former European colonies. Or, to
be exact, the Soviets attempt to insert communism into the former
imperial possessions. Two events prove pivotal – Algeria and Suez.
Since November 1954 France had been embroiled in Algeria, as sepa-
ratists seek independence. By late 1955 some 517,000 French troops
have been removed from NATO command to fight the insurgency.
Such demands on French forces increase the strain on the Alliance as
relations between East and West deteriorate. On 28–29 June 1956 a
revolt by Polish workers is ruthlessly crushed by Soviet troops, whilst
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on 23 October 1956, Hungary revolts and Moscow moves rapidly to
crush the rebellion.

Despite calls for Western help there is little the Alliance can do,
embroiled, as it is, in its own crisis. On 26 July 1956, President Nasser
of Egypt “renationalizes” the Suez Canal, depriving the British and
French of a vital strategic artery to what remains of their respective
empires. On 31 October 1956, with British and French collusion, Israel
attacks Egypt. Under the pretext of separating Israeli and Egyptian
forces, Britain and France invade. The US, about to face a presidential
election, is appalled. It is blatant imperialism. In parallel, at the North
Atlantic Council meeting of 13–14 December, the European allies
demand access to US nuclear weapons stationed on their territory. The
Alliance is in crisis. By 22 December, France and the UK are forced by
Washington to withdraw. However, the Suez Crisis has three rapid conse-
quences. The British Prime Minister Anthony Eden resigns, the end of
the European Imperial Age is accelerated and France becomes more
determined than ever to end its reliance upon the US. On 19 December
1956, France makes public its determination to develop an independent
nuclear capability. Whilst France vows never again to be humiliated by
the US, London takes the opposite view, effectively handing over British
grand strategy to the US. However, security sovereignty is expensive
for post-colonial European powers. Paris must leverage its power and
that, in turn, means Europe must be molded as an extension of French
power. A dividing line is established that endures to this day. On 25
March 1957, the Treaty Establishing the European Economic Com-
munity (EEC) is signed in Rome, by Belgium, France, West Germany,
Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. The Treaty declares that its
aim it to “ . . . lay the foundations for an ever closer union among the
people of Europe.”12 Suez is a tipping point, both for the Alliance and
Europe. German Chancellor Konrad Adenaeur happens to be sitting
in the office of Frence Foreign Minister, Christian Pineau when Eden
calls telling the latter that Britain is to withdraw from Suez. Adenauer’s
responsce is clear and compelling. “Europe will be your revenge.”

Berlin and NATO’s Nuclear Dilemma

On 4 October 1957, another tipping point is reached. The Soviet Union
successfully launches a satellite into space demonstrating that it
possesses intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) technology. If the
Cold War hitherto had been Euro-centric, with that one act it goes
intercontinental. American invulnerability is at an end. The Cold War
is about to change and NATO faces a nuclear dilemma.
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Not surprisingly the repercussions are swift. President Eisenhower
meets with British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan to discuss
providing the British with the technology to develop an independent
UK deterrent.13 Long in pursuit of its own capability, London is
concerned that nuclear parity between the superpowers will undermine
America’s nuclear guarantee and yet is worried about the cost of its
own nuclear program. The British are themselves prone to a bit of de-
coupling. In May 1957 the UK announces the end of conscription and
thereafter informs NATO that the British Army of the Rhine (BAOR)
will be reduced from 77,000 to 55,000, just prior to the stationing of 60
US Thor intermediate nuclear missiles on British territory.

However, personalities also shape history and two very different
men assume power who will have a profound impact on the Alliance.
On 27 March 1958, Nikita Khrushchev becomes leader of the USSR.
Even though he will pioneer the doctrine of peaceful co-existence with
the West, he will also emphasize nuclear confrontation with the West.
On 1 June 1958, Charles de Gaulle becomes President of France and a
new era of confrontation begins within the West.

De Gaulle wastes no time. On 17 September, in a bid to break the
Anglo-Saxon domination of the Alliance, he proposes a Triple Entente
between Britain, France and the US. The offer is rejected out of hand,
which consolidates de Gaulle’s anti-British and anti-US position.

However, de Gaulle’s démarche is soon eclipsed by a much more
pressing issue – the status of Berlin. The city has long been a source of
tension between the Soviet Union and the West, sitting, as it does, deep
within the German Democratic Republic (GDR) or East Germany. On
10 November 1958, in a speech in Moscow, Khrushchev asserts that
the Western powers have long since lost all legal rights to remain in
Berlin and broken all agreements over a demilitarized Germany. He
declares that the Berlin situation must be “normalized” and that
Western powers leave Berlin. Ten years on from the first Berlin crisis,
the second begins.

US Secretary of State Dulles declares that Berlin must be held and
by military force if needs be. Moscow issues a double ultimatum:
Western Allied troops are to withdraw from Berlin and Berlin must
become a “free city”. If not, then the USSR will sign a separate peace
treaty with East Germany and transfer control of access routes between
West Germany and West Berlin to the German Democratic Republic.
The NATO Allies react swiftly. On 16–18 December 1958, the North
Atlantic Council issues the Berlin Declaration which states the “Berlin
question can only be settled in the framework of an agreement with
the USSR on Germany as a whole.”14 The West is going to stay put.



However, 1959 does not start well for Alliance cohesion. On 8
January, Charles de Gaulle is inaugurated as the President of the Fifth
Republic and in March, as the situation in Algeria worsens, he with-
draws the French Mediterranean Fleet from NATO command. In
June, de Gaulle attacks Alliance nuclear policy by stating that there
can be no nuclear weapons on French soil that are not French, whilst
in November he states that it is necessary that the defense of France be
French and presents a plan to develop a French nuclear force, known
as the force de frappe. Not for the last time, France triggers an internal
Alliance crisis in the midst of an external crisis.

The strategic context is also changing. In December 1959, the USSR
creates a Strategic Rocket Force (SRF) confirming, or at least appearing
to confirm, that the United States is vulnerable to a Soviet nuclear strike.
On 1 May 1960, Colonel Gary Powers is shot down by a Soviet ground-
to-air missile in his U2 spy plane on a reconnaissance mission high over
Russia. Shortly thereafter Khrushchev walks out of the Four Power
Talks in Geneva. The Berlin Crisis deepens. On 8 November 1960, John
F. Kennedy is elected President, with his promise to close the so-called
“missile gap” with the Soviet Union.15 As tensions develop the American
nuclear strategy begins to shift. That same month, NATO SACEUR
Norstad tells the NATO Parliament that the threshold for the use of
nuclear weapons must be necessarily high. It is a clear move away from
Massive Retaliation. The shift is due partly to US concerns for their own
security, but also reflects Western European fears over tactical nuclear
weapons in Europe, twin concerns that will remain central to the
Alliance for the next twenty-five years. It is a seismic shift.

The results is NATO’s nuclear dilemma: how to balance American
control of nuclear forces, the emergence of British and French systems
(the French test their first atomic device in February 1960) and a
European desire for some control over nuclear weapons on their soil.
In August 1960, State Department official Robert Bowie suggests that
a multinational submarine missile force be established under joint
command, with common funding and joint crews. Consequently, the
Multilateral Force (MLF) is formally proposed to the Allies by the US
at the North Atlantic Council in December 1960.

Furthermore, the new Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, suggests in a
report entitled “A Review of North Atlantic Problems for the Future”
that US strategic doctrine should move towards a much more flexible,
graduated response to a Soviet conventional invasion of Western
Europe that does not involve the early and overwhelming use of nuclear
weapons. Consequently, Kennedy in a speech to the NATO Military
Committee in April 1961 suggests that significant improvements are
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needed to Alliance conventional capabilities. Unfortunately, the NATO
Allies see the speech as little more than a thinly disguised attempt to end
the automatic use of the US strategic nuclear arsenal in their defense.
To ease European fears of de-coupling Kennedy confirms the so-called
“Polaris Offer” of five ballistic missile submarines to be placed under
NATO control and calls for a NATO nuclear sea-borne force to be
created, the Atlantic Nuclear Force (ANF).

On 6 February 1962, Chancellor Adenauer announces that West
Germany is prepared to participate in the MLF, starting a long debate
over the role of nuclear weapons in European defense. France is in no
doubt. Paris announces that France will proceed with the construction of
land, sea and air-based nuclear systems. The timing is propitious. On 4–6
May, US Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara bluntly tells a meeting
of NATO foreign and defense ministers that the US will no longer auto-
matically respond with nuclear weapons to a Soviet invasion. He also
demands that US control over all NATO planning and European conven-
tional forces must be improved. It is not what the Europeans want to hear.

The uneasy backdrop to all this is the Berlin Crisis. Khrushchev and
Kennedy meet in Vienna, but reach no solution. Indeed, the Soviet
Premier again threatens a separate accommodation with East Germany.
As the crisis deepens it also accelerates as 33,000 people flee to the
Western sectors of Berlin. On 25 July 1961, Kennedy warns that any
attempt to block Western access to Berlin will mean war. The Soviets
call his bluff. Between 13 and 16 August 1961, the Berlin Wall is
constructed and Churchill’s stark vision of an “iron curtain” descending
across Europe becomes a concrete reality. Khrushchev convinces
himself he can bluff the West into submission. The Cold War is about
to enter its most dangerous moment.

The Cuban Missile Crisis

On 14 October 1962, the US discovers extensive preparations under
way in Cuba for the stationing of SS-3 and SS-4 intermediate-range
ballistic missiles. It is the first direct superpower confrontation outside
Europe and will lead to a new chapter in Moscow–Washington rela-
tions. The European Allies are mere bystanders, carried along in the
wake of the superpower confrontation. For thirteen days the world
teeters on the brink of nuclear holocaust, as Soviet merchant ships
carrying missiles approach Cuba and the US prepares to stop them.
Khrushchev blinks first and recalls the ships on 28 October. Quietly,
the US signals it will remove Thor and Jupiter missile sites in Turkey
and Italy. Armageddon is avoided...just.
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The implications for inner-Alliance strategy are profound and well
understood by the leading Europeans; and Americans. Kennedy
quickly moves to offer Polaris to the British as part of an “independent”
nuclear deterrent. It is the price the US must pay for Soviet nuclear
parity. On 14 January 1963, President de Gaulle rejects the Polaris
Offer, and in the same press conference rejects British membership of
the European Economic Community (EEC).16 Inner- and outer-
Alliance politics merge. That same day, the Franco-German Elysée
Treaty of Friendship is signed, which reconciles the two countries, and
establishes a relationship central to European integration. Interestingly,
the treaty provides for regular meetings between French and German
ministers of defense, chiefs of staff and other relevant military author-
ities. The balance of politics within the West begins to shift, if not the
balance of power.

Kennedy tries to repair the damage. In his State of the Union
Address, one day later, Kennedy reiterates his vision for the Multilateral
Force, claiming that the force would be a source of confidence, rather
than contention. Were it so easy. In the months that follow the MLF
proposal receives at best lukewarm support from the European Allies,
demonstrating the almost schizophrenic nature of Alliance politics by
the early 1960s. In June, as Kennedy tells Berliners, “Ich bin ein Berliner,”
France withdraws the French Atlantic Fleet from NATO. Sadly, on 22
November, President Kennedy is assassinated and Lyndon B. Johnson
becomes President. Life is to get no easier for the Alliance.

France’s Withdrawal from Military NATO

Throughout 1964 the controversy over MLF resonates within the
Alliance, with the British trying, as they so often do, to find a middle
ground between France and the US and, as they so often do, failing.
London proposes “mixed manning” whereby some nuclear weapons
systems would be manned by personnel from across the NATO
alliance. However, the real problem, as always, is political strategy. On
9 September, President de Gaulle drops a bombshell: France is to with-
draw from military NATO. He cites French strategic independence and
concerns over the faltering US commitment to the nuclear defense of
Europe. De Gaulle orders all NATO forces and officials to leave
France by 1 April 1966, and on 1 July 1966 French representatives step
down from their positions in the integrated military structure. Cleverly,
though, he does not withdraw France from political NATO.

Out of adversity comes opportunity. France’s departure triggers a
re-organization of the Alliance. On 26 October 1966, NATO estab-
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lishes Brussels as its new headquarters and on 10 November, the
Defense Planning Committee (DPC) requests that the Military
Committee move from Washington to Brussels. A month later, on 14
December, a high-level Nuclear Planning Group (NPG) is created to
give NATO members influence over Alliance nuclear policy and
Belgian Foreign Minister, Pierre Harmel, who calls for a fundamental
reappraisal of the political, military and economic aims of the
Alliance, is charged with preparing a report to that end.

The Strengthening and Weakening of the Alliance

1960s NATO is thus a strange combination of political and military
strength and weakness. On the one hand, the deepening of the Alliance
is apparent in the opening of SHAPE Headquarters at Mons in
Belgium on 31 March 1967, and the first meeting of the Nuclear
Planning Group in Washington. On the other hand, all NATO forces
leave France and at the US–USSR Glassboro Summit, 23–25 June
1967, President Johnson tells Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko that
the US will enter talks on strategic arms control, effectively conceding
parity to Moscow. Moreover, America’s entrapment in Vietnam, and
the nuclear stalemate with the USSR, is of concern to many Europeans
as it appears that Alliance deterrence is failing, foreshadowing the
Euromissile crisis of the 1970s. NATO is caught in the middle. On 29
March 1967, the first French nuclear ballistic missile submarine (SSBN),
Le Redoutable, is launched. Whilst, on 2 October, the first British
nuclear ballistic missile submarine (SSBN), HMS Resolution, joins the
British fleet. It is no coincidence.

The period of strategic adjustment continues. On 13–14 December
1967, the North Atlantic Council formally adopts Flexible Response, a
graduated response to a Soviet attack that, whilst it still enshrines
nuclear weapons at the heart of NATO strategy and precludes the US
from making any “no-first-strike” agreement with the Soviet Union,
implicit or otherwise, further weakens the transatlantic nuclear link.

Towards the end of the 1960s the Cold War enters a complicated
and complex phase. US strategy becomes progressively double-edged,
given the need to balance European concerns and develop a strategic
relationship with Moscow, particularly as the situation in Vietnam
deteriorates. This is something the Brezhnev regime in Moscow is only
too happy to encourage as part of the proxy global war. America starts
to lose its strategic way. However, Moscow also has its problems. An
uprising by the Czechs under their charismatic Communist Party
leader, Alexander Dubc

Í
ek, is crushed when the Soviets and their
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proxies invade in August, demonstrating again the brutality of Soviet
rule, particularly when Moscow enunciates the Brezhnev Doctrine
whereby a move towards capitalism in one socialist country is seen to
be a threat to them all.

NATO, as ever, reflects the transatlantic balancing act and the
many strategic contradictions of the Cold War. On 24–25 June 1968,
the North Atlantic Council publishes a declaration calling for mutu-
ally balanced force reductions (MBFRs) of conventional forces, in
parallel with strategic nuclear arms control talks. On 1 July 1968, the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons is signed in
Washington, London and Moscow. A month later Moscow
surpasses the US in the number of intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs) deployed, although the detail is somewhat semantic, as both
superpowers possess enough nuclear warheads to render life on the
planet extinct several times over.

On 5 November 1968, something else happens. Richard Millhouse
Nixon is elected President of the United States. Nixon has very
different priorities to Johnson, getting out of Vietnam being one. In
effect, Nixon will abandon classical containment in favor of the search
for a new global balance of power that also balances dialog with
Moscow with confrontation. It is the start of the new American Realism,
and with it détente. America starts to act in a very European way; and
that really worries the Europeans.17

Détente and De-coupling

As a consequence of the new American realism, European integration
moves forward. On 3 October 1968, Pierre Harmel says that Belgium,
the Netherlands and Luxembourg are to submit a plan to WEU for co-
operation between the European Economic Community and the UK
in the fields of foreign, defense, technological and monetary policy.
The Harmel Plan suggests that the seven WEU members within
NATO should establish a European pillar, and that European political
co-operation on foreign policy, hitherto occasional, should become
compulsory. On 13–14 November NATO agrees to the establishment
of Eurogroup to better co-ordinate the defense activities of the
European pillar.

On 1–2 December, the six EEC members agree to construct a Euro-
pean Community built on political, economic and monetary union and
to open membership negotiations with the UK, Ireland, Denmark and
Norway. On 27 October 1970, the foreign ministers of the “Six” formally
endorse the “Report on the Problem of Political Unification,” and with
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it what becomes known as European Political Co-operation (EPC). A
Political Committee is established with a specific mandate to co-ordi-
nate European foreign policies, in what will culminate with the EU’s
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and European Security
and Defense Policy (ESDP) in the 1990s.

Even as Europe attempts to organize a new strategic presence, it
is being marginalized in American grand strategy. On 11 February
1969, Washington gives the go-ahead for the development of a new
theater nuclear missile, which is detected by Soviet military intelligence
and leads to the Soviet equivalent, the SS-20. On 25 July, the Nixon
Doctrine is launched, by which the US adopts a classical carrots and
sticks grand strategy to force the Soviet Union on the defensive, specif-
ically by developing closer ties with a communist China, strengthening
US military capabilities and trying to negotiate from strength with
Moscow. To that end, in December, the US and Soviet Union agree to
begin the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks (SALT) with the aim of
stabilizing the strategic arms race. It is all above the heads of the frac-
tious European Allies, as the new politics of détente and de-coupling
come together.

In fact, the Allies have little choice; they can either support US
policy or the US will act unilaterally. To assuage European concerns,
on 12 September, the first nuclear-capable US F-111 bombers arrive
in the UK, designed to penetrate Soviet air defenses. It backfires.
Sensing an opportunity to split Americans from Europeans Moscow
accelerates its plans to deploy a missile system designed specifically
to strike Western Europe. Just as the strategic nuclear arms race
slows, a new nuclear arms race begins in Europe with the Alliance
firmly at its center. US grand strategy and European security seem
at odds.

The double-edged nature of détente is apparent when, in December,
NATO’s AD-70 report suggests that Warsaw Pact forces have under-
gone significant modernization. In response, NATO’s Eurogroup
decides to embark on a package of force improvements in spite of the
economic difficulties most are facing. The move is timely. On 13
February 1971, US Senator Mike Mansfield tables a motion calling
upon the Nixon White House to withdraw 50 percent of US forces
from Western Europe, if the NATO Allies do not do more for their
own defense.

On 22–30 May 1972, Nixon visits Moscow to sign the SALT I and
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaties. SALT I fixes offensive nuclear
capability at parity, whilst the ABM Treaty drastically limits the
deployment of anti-missile systems, formalizing the mutual vulnerability
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that has been fact for a decade. On 29 May Brezhnev and Nixon also
agree Six Basic Principles for Détente to underpin the co-existence of
the capitalist and socialist systems. Europeans do not know whether to
be relieved or appalled. There are benefits for Europe. On 3 June, a
Four Power Agreement finally regularizes the status of West Berlin
and paves the way for the normalization of relations between West and
East Germany. It is no coincidence that as the SALT II talks start in
Geneva in November, the Mutually Balanced Force Reduction talks
start in Vienna. Whilst the former are devoted to further formalizing
the superpower relationship, the latter concern the European–European
relationship, specifically the balance between NATO and the Warsaw
Pact. Strategic arms control is thus linked to regional arms balances.

Equally, ever more powerless, many Europeans believe it necessary
to open up a separate strategic track. Consequently, the first summit of
the enlarged EEC makes a clear statement about Europe’s political
ambition: “The member states of the Community, the driving wheels
of European construction, declare their intention of converting their
entire relationship into a European Union before the end of this
decade.”18 It may not have seemed it at the time but the decision is a
tipping point every bit as important as the Suez Crisis. The intent is
clear: European institutional power must, in time, balance American
and Soviet power.

It is an auspicious moment. On 21 December 1972, East and West
Germany finally recognize each other’s sovereignty. As superpower
détente is established in the early seventies, so is a new Europe–Europe
relationship, driven by West Germany’s Ostpolitik, and opened up by a
thawing in the Moscow–Washington relationship. It is a relationship
between Europeans that will prove over time relentless and help even-
tually to create a Europe whole and free – NATO’s abiding mission.
And yet, the Alliance remains fractious. Indeed, détente merely
provides the catalyst for the three great Alliance controversies of the
70s: de-coupling, burden-sharing and Euromissiles. It is going to be a
bumpy ride.
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• The Crisis Management Alliance – Why NATO Won the Cold

War

. . . the thing that is troubling our European allies in particular . . .
is not our military capability but what they perceive to be our
shaky coherence and national unity which may make it impos-
sible to use those military capabilities. It is the credibility of our
commitment, not the existence of our commitments, or the
strength of our forces that is the doubt in their minds.

Amos Jordan, Principal Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security, 19751

As the US embarks on a new geo-political strategy, the balance of
terror between Washington and Moscow shifts the focus firmly on
to the Euro-strategic nuclear balance. European leaders oscillate
between demanding more American missiles for their protection or
insisting on less as Western European public opinion becomes increas-
ingly nervous of nuclear war in Europe. Moreover, as Warsaw Pact
forces modernize, the NATO Allies struggle to match them, crippled
by the oil embargo imposed by Arab states after the 1973 Yom
Kippur War. However, the Soviet Union faces its own economic
problems as the burden of confronting the US and its Allies, and the
suppressing of its satellites in Central and Eastern Europe, begins to
demand a political flexibility that Moscow cannot offer. As the first
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stirrings of Islamic Fundamentalism begin to eat at its South, and
democratic aspirations destabilize its West, the Soviet Union is forced
on the defensive. In this time of fracture and uncertainly the Cold War
moves forward its climax. 

The Forces of Divergence

The Alliance did not need the Yom Kippur War. On 6 October 1973,
Arab forces cross the Suez Canal and attack Israeli forces, pitting a US
client-state, Israel, against a raft of Soviet Arab client-states. As the
attack falters the Arabs appeal for help to Moscow. For a brief
moment it appears the war is moving forwards direct involvement of
the superpowers. On 25 October, an under-pressure President Nixon
orders US forces to a world-wide alert, but omits to inform the NATO
Allies. Unfortunately, Yom Kippur triggers more than Alliance gripes
over policy.

On 5 November, the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries
(OPEC) announces a 25 percent cut in oil production levels, leading to
a doubling of the price of crude oil. European economies tip over into
recession and the US and Europe begin a split over the Middle East
that continues to this day. On 6 November, EEC foreign ministers not
only “strongly urge” both sides in the conflict to return to the position
they occupied on 22 October, but call upon Israel to end the occupa-
tion of territory it took in the 1967 war. This is directly counter to
Washington’s position and the US administration reacts with a veiled
threat to withdraw from Europe.

Two other crises are brewing – Euromissiles and burden-sharing.
Intra-Alliance relations were already tense. On 22 June 1973, the US
and USSR had concluded an “Agreement on the Prevention of
Nuclear War.” The European Allies were deeply concerned that as the
agreement precludes the use of nuclear weapons it negates a central
feature of Alliance strategy. Indeed a group of visiting US senators
was shocked at the level of European anger and warned Washington of
the dangers to NATO if the US bargains without consulting the
Allies.2 On 6–7 November, NATO’s Nuclear Planning Group estab-
lishes two committees, the Military Implications Team (MIT) and the
Political Implications Team (PIT), charged with examining the likely
impact of Cruise and Pershing 2 missile deployment on NATO
strategy. On 7 December, in response to US complaints about burden-
sharing, the Defense Planning Committee (DPC) looks to reduce US
costs. The two initiatives could not have come at a more testing
moment. On cue, nine EEC leaders agree “ . . . to speak with one voice
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in important world affairs,” as much to increase their influence on the
US, as to deepen Europe’s political identity. The need is pressing,3 the
question of nuclear weapons based in Europe in the defense of Europe
comes front and center in the transatlantic relationship. Not surpris-
ingly, Europeans are sensitive about nuclear war on their territory,
particularly when the US again implies a warfighting role for nukes.
On 10 January 1974, the Schlesinger Doctrine (NSDM 242) is enunci-
ated stressing the use of low-yield nuclear warheads to strike Soviet
military targets of opportunity to avoid what becomes euphemistically
known as “collateral damage.”

The Eurostrategic Balance

It is in a testy atmosphere that, on 26 June 1974, the NATO Heads
of State and Government sign a Declaration on Future Transatlantic
Relations to mark the 25th anniversary of NATO. Less than a
month later Turkey invades Cyprus and comes close to war with
Greece. That is not all. On 8 August, President Nixon resigns rather
than face impeachment for his role in the Watergate affair. Although
Vice-President Gerald R. Ford takes up the reins of power, US
leadership is badly weakened. Moreover, on 14 August, Greece with-
draws from NATO’s integrated command structure in protest at
what it regards as the insufficient response of the Allies to the
Turkish invasion of Cyprus. Shorn of a purposeful superpower, with
two members on the brink of war, a new Euro-strategic balance
emerges, changing the nature of the Cold War again and moving
NATO back into crisis.

In November 1974, sensing an opportunity to split the Alliance,
Moscow proceeds with the deployment of SS-20 missiles in Eastern
Europe, and in so doing destabilizing the European nuclear balance as
the missiles can strike forward American air bases almost without
warning.4 Moscow’s political objective is clear; to force the Europeans
to treat separately with them. Moreover, at a meeting of the North
Atlantic Council on 12–13 December, whilst increases in Warsaw Pact
forces are noted, the impact of OPEC-induced inflation on Allied
defense expenditure is all too a apparent, in spite of a re-affirmation of
the need to improve NATO forces. Indeed, even as Saigon falls to
advancing North Vietnamese and Vietcong forces, the UK, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Denmark announce unilateral defense cuts.
To reiterate the point, at a ministerial meeting of the Defense Planning
Committee on 23 May 1975, Eurogroup states that the effectiveness of
the European pillar must be improved. A year later the European
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Allies, under American pressure, agree to a year-on-year 3 percent
increase in defense expenditure that few will honor. The gap between
what Europeans need to do, and what they can afford, grows ever
wider. It is a squaring of the European defense circle that continues to
this day.

Unsure of American leadership, wary of Moscow’s overtures,
economically weak, militarily challenged, faced with the emergence
of Eurocommunism in Western Europe and a modernizing Warsaw
Pact, the Europeans are in a dilemma.5 Their first instinct is to push
for closer institutional ties. Indeed, it is the start of a trend that will
see Europeans repeatedly re-organize institutions during times of crisis
without ever really addressing the underlying absence of capabilities
and resources. At an EEC meeting of Heads of State and Govern-
ment in Paris new impetus is given to European integration to
co-ordinate their diplomatic action in all areas of international
affairs which affect the interests of the European Community. Equally,
it is self-evident that Europeans cannot afford a European defense
effort distinct from NATO if they are to maintein Eurostrategic
balance. Consequently, even France begins to seek ways to co-operate
with military NATO. The European Allies also seek alternative ways
to improve their military capabilities through closer harmonization of
their defense effort. If they cannot spend more, they can at least try
to spend better.

On 2 February 1976, European NATO members agree to create an
Independent European Program Group (IEPG) to better co-ordinate
arms procurement. Equally, for the first time since 1966 France partici-
pates in a meeting of Eurogroup. Moreover, at a ministerial meeting of
the Defense Planning Committee, amid concerns over Warsaw Pact
modernization, the 1977–82 NATO Force Goals are endorsed. Three
days later, the European Allies demand the US replace the aging
Honest John and Jupiter missiles, with new Cruise and Pershing 2
intermediate-range theater nuclear missiles (INF) to restore the Euro-
strategic balance.

The US is not deaf to European concerns. On 3 October, the US
deploys a further 84 nuclear-capable F-111 bombers to Western Europe,
and also initiates a study to replace the F-111s with Ground-Launched
Cruise Missiles (GLCM). At the North Atlantic Council meeting in
Brussels on 9–10 December, the Alliance totally rejects Moscow
demands that NATO renounce the first use of nuclear weapons and
limit the involvement of European states in alliances. Acquiescence
would simply have confirmed both Soviet conventional and nuclear
superiority in Europe.
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However, transatlantic relations are not strong, and they are
about to get a whole lot worse. As Jimmy Carter becomes American
President in the fall of 1976, he orders Presidential Memorandum
10, a full review of the US force posture and structure in Western
Europe. The Germans learn that as part of that review US forces
would withdraw “temporarily” from the defense of German terri-
tory in the event of a Soviet invasion. They are not happy. On 21
March 1977, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, with the alleged
backing of the German Foreign Ministry, publishes an article which
states: “Bonn is concerned that Jimmy Carter is a man ruling the
White House whose moral and religious convictions are incompat-
ible with the demands of world politics.”6 Not surprisingly, the
relationship between Carter and German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt is difficult. The relationship deteriorates further as Carter
and Schmidt confront each other over NATO’s Long-Term Defense
Program (LTDP).

To assuage European anger Carter orders Leslie Gelb, Director of
the State Department’s Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs, to prepare
a report explaining to the Europeans the American technical and
operational analysis of the European nuclear balance. Unfortunately,
what the Gelb Paper reveals is a gulf in understanding between the
Americans and European Allies over theater nuclear forces (TNF). Its
main finding is that the deployment of cruise missiles would have
the effect of de-coupling the US strategic arsenal from the defense of
Europe precisely because it would create a Eurostrategic balance and
thereby reduce the credibility of the US strategic deterrent. The
European Allies, on the other hand, already believe that the US
strategic deterrent has lost credibility and that a Eurostrategic
balance already exists, particularly after the Carter administration
publishes estimates of casualties in the event of nuclear war; 140
million in the US and 113 million in Europe. It is a long way from
the 1950s.

Two events conspire to further complicate what is by now a full-
blown Alliance crisis. First, at a meeting between the US Secretary
of State, Cyrus Vance, and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
in Geneva, the Americans make a radical proposal: if the Soviets put
a moratorium on the deployment of SS-20s, the US will delay the
deployment of cruise missiles by three years. One minor problem:
Washington again omits to consult the European Allies. Second, on
6 June 1977, the Washington Post reports that the US is seeking to
construct an enhanced radiation weapon, or neutron bomb, designed
to destroy concentrated Soviet tank columns through minimal blast to
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avoid collateral damage. The Soviet propaganda machine goes into
overdrive and captures the imagination of a resurgent anti-nuclear
movement in Western Europe.

NATO responds initially by appointing a High-Level Group (HLG)
to examine outstanding strategic issues. However at the first meeting
the Germans demand the Americans adjust their position in the SALT
II talks to allow for the deployment of Cruise and Pershing 2 missiles.
The US refuses. In a speech in London on 28 October, Helmut
Schmidt says, “Strategic arms limitations confined to the US and the
Soviet Union will inevitably impair the security of the West European
members of the Alliance vis-à-vis Soviet military superiority in Europe
if we do not succeed in removing the disparities of military power
parallel to the SALT negotiations.”7 Crucially, the British agree with
him. In December, the USSR begins deployment of the SS-20 and
East–West relations turn decidedly chilly. West–West relations are not
much better. 

It is the Americans who give way. In January 1978, the NATO
High-Level Group suggests an “evolutionary upward adjustment” in
NATO Long-Range Theater Nuclear Forces (LRTNF) and on 7
April, the US abandons plans to deploy enhanced radiation weapons.
On 20 August, The Economist states what is by now the obvious:
“Some Europeans have always doubted whether the Americans would
fight a nuclear war for Europe; and even the trusters are beginning to
think that what might have been true when the United States had a
commanding lead, is not necessarily true now.”8 In effect, NATO
becomes locked in a struggle with the Soviets over the Eurostrategic
balance for the hearts and minds of the very people it was created to
defend. It is a struggle that will be the test of political strength for the
remainder of the Cold War. In August, President Carter accepts an
inter-agency report on LRTNF which supports the deployment of
Cruise and Pershing 2 missiles. The Europeans have their way. Soon
they will wish they had not.

In the midst of turmoil Alliance leaders meet in Guadeloupe. The
US attempts to re-assert leadership within the Alliance by adopting
a tough line. Ironically, it is now the Germans who are facing an
embarrassing climb-down, as public opinion is strongly against the
stationing of Euromissiles on German soil. National Security Advisor,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, insists that the Germans accept the missiles even
though there is little the Carter administration can do to force the
Germans to change their new political position. Germany has come of
political age.
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Carter and Schmidt are not the only new political personalities
changing the landscape of Alliance politics. On 3 May, one Margaret
Thatcher is elected Prime Minister of Great Britain.

On 30–31 May, the North Atlantic Council meeting in Washington
celebrates the thirtieth anniversary of the founding of the Alliance.
The celebrations are muted. Although, on 18 June, the SALT II Treaty
is signed, it is yet to be ratified by the US Congress or the Supreme
Soviet. Moreover, in September, Henry Kissinger tells Western Euro-
peans to stop being unrealistic about the use of the American strategic
nuclear arsenal in their defense. It is not going to happen.

So, on 14 November, and in spite of Europe’s political difficulties, the
Nuclear Planning Group (NPG) agrees to deploy 464 Cruise and 108
Pershing 2 missiles in Europe by the end of 1983. All the Pershing 2s
are to be deployed in West Germany, whilst of the 464 Cruise missiles,
160 are destined for the UK, 96 for Italy, and 48 each for Belgium and
the Netherlands. The NPG also reaffirms the need for arms control to be
pursued in parallel, reflective of a European demand that preparations
for deployment take place in parallel with arms control negotiations.
On 11–12 December, NATO’s Defense Planning Committee adopts its
five-year force plan for 1980–84 and at a special meeting of NATO
foreign and defense ministers, it is agreed that unless the Soviet Union
withdraws the SS-20 missiles the Alliance will go ahead with deploy-
ment of Cruise and Pershing 2 missiles by December 1983. The
“Dual-Track” decision commits NATO to a program of deployment,
but leaves open a negotiated settlement with the Soviets.

However, European governments are increasingly under pressure from
public opinion. Consequentially, the Germans, Dutch and Belgians also
insist that greater effort be made to achieve an arms control agreement
with the Soviet Union covering Euromissiles, as their respective publics’
opinion becomes ever more hostile to deployment. On 15 December,
The Economist states that “In recent months, the growing Soviet
nuclear superiority in Europe has posed NATO with one of its greatest
challenges yet, both from the Russians and from those West Europeans
who are reluctant to face up to the need to restore the balance.”9

The only good news is that in September, Spain indicates a will-
ingness to join NATO. One of the most ardent critics of Spain’s
decision is a Spanish socialist named Javier Solana Madariaga – a
future NATO Secretary-General.

NATO’s world is also beginning to move beyond Europe. On 16
January 1979, Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlevi is forced to leave Iran.
Islamic fundamentalists seize power and America loses its main
strategic partner in the Middle East. On 4 November, following
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President Carter’s decision to allow the former Shah into America for
treatment, violent anti-American demonstrations in Tehran conclude
with the storming of the US Embassy and the staff being taken
hostage. Carter’s greatest crisis begins. Moreover, on 27 December
1979, alarmed by the spread of Islamic fundamentalism in its volatile
southern republics, the Soviet Union invades Afghanistan. The West
reacts by accusing Moscow of blatant adventurism and aggression.
The US sees the invasion as the end of détente, most Europeans
disagree. The re-ordering of world order did not start with the fall of
the Berlin Wall, but with the Islamic Revolution in Iran and the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The Second Cold War has begun.10

The Second Cold War

On 3 January 1980, the US Congress suspends ratification of the
SALT II Treaty as the Carter administration withdraws it. On 23
January, the Carter Doctrine is enunciated, committing the US to a
new policy of containment, whilst reaffirming the aspiration for
détente. The nine EEC foreign ministers attack the Soviet Union force-
fully, calling the invasion a serious violation of the principles of
international relations enshrined in the UN Charter. However,
Americans and Europeans are deeply split over what action to take.

In April, the Belgian Government postpones again its announce-
ment of its chosen base for Cruise missiles. In July–August, as the
US boycotts the Moscow Olympics, all the Western Europeans partici-
pate. The sense of strategic divergence is reinforced when, on 25 July,
President Carter issues Presidential Directive 59 (PD-59) ordering a
major build-up in American military capabilities and the develop-
ment of a rapid deployment force to intervene anywhere in the
world. Seven years after the end of the Vietnam War the template for
the contemporary American military is established. Inside the Alliance
several European Allies are doing the precise opposite. For example,
the Netherlands announces that it is no longer able to comply with the
1977 decision to increase defense expenditure by a year-on-year
average of 3 percent. Military divergence begins that will last until the
present. As the US re-equips and prepares for a new military age, most
Europeans find the costs and burdens of security too hard to bear.11

Whilst the superpowers rattle swords over Afghanistan, four other
events take place that are to mark NATO’s future. On 4 May 1980,
Yugoslav leader Marshal Josip Broz Tito dies in Belgrade and Yugoslavia
starts its long, slow descent into anarchy and chaos. In August, a new
trade union movement, Solidarnosc (Solidarity) is formed in Poland,
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under the leadership of a charismatic Gdansk shipyard worker, Lech
Wa¹esa. That same month, Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein invades
Iran. Finally, on 4 November 1980, Ronald Reagan is elected President
of the United States. The so-called New Right now controls both the
White House and Downing Street. The Reagan–Thatcher years begin.

A split now emerges in Europe between the pro-American, Euro-
skeptic Margaret Thatcher and most Continental Europeans, as the
events of the 1980s, and Britain’s perennially semi-detached status,
spur “core” Europe to redouble its efforts to play a distinct role in
the world. In January 1981, the German and Italian foreign minis-
ters, Hans-Dietrich Genscher and Emilio Colombo, call for the
strengthening of the political and security aspects of the EEC, as part
of the Bonn–Rome Initiative. On 10 May, François Mitterrand is
elected President of France and on 13 October the London Report on
European Political Co-operation is issued, which proposes strength-
ening the role of the supranational European Commission in crisis
management, broadening the EPC mechanism to include political
aspects of security and for the first time reinforcing the co-ordination
of member-state policies through a crisis management mechanism.
To press home the advantage, between 6 and 12 November the
German and Italian Governments write to all the other member-
states to present a draft European Act that includes a declaration of
economic integration and proposals for tighter co-ordination in the
political, security and defense fields which, in 1982, transforms the
European Economic Community (EEC) into the European
Community (EC).

The Reagan administration has other matters on its mind – refocusing
the struggle with Moscow on the strategic, rather than Euro-strategic
levels, where American power is at its most effective. Washington
wastes no time in challenging the Soviet Union . . . and offending most
of the European Allies. Indeed, on 9 May 1982, US Secretary of State,
Al Haig, a former NATO SACEUR, says the task ahead for this vital
decade is the management of global Soviet power. On 19 October,
President Reagan approves National Security Decision Directive 13
(NSDD-13) entitled “Nuclear Weapons Employment Policy,” which
envisions fighting and winning an extended nuclear war.

Europe is of a different mind. On 21 November, 400,000 people
demonstrate against the deployment of Cruise/Pershing missiles in the
streets of Amsterdam and the Dutch Government again postpones
stationing the missiles on its soil, even though the Reagan administration
begins negotiations in the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Talks
with Moscow as part of the “Dual Track”strategy. In December, in a
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Soviet-inspired attempt to fuel West German public opposition to Cruise
and Pershing, Moscow permits discussions between the two Germanys
over NATO’s planned deployment. However, as so often with Soviet
diplomacy, just at the moment when it makes headway, Soviets reveal
their essential character. On 13 December 1981, under intense pressure
from Moscow, Polish Communist leader General Wojciech Jaruzelski
imposes martial law in response to a wave of strikes and civil unrest led
by Solidarnosc. Moscow and its political creed are morally bankrupt,
and seen to be so.

The pace of the second Cold War accelerates as it becomes clear it
is moving towards an end-game. On 5 May 1982, NATO publishes an
official document on force comparisons with the Warsaw Pact that
paints the Western Alliance as being in an alarmingly weak and
vulnerable position. It is time for a game of strategic poker.

Reagan and Strategic Poker

On 20 May 1982, the Reagan administration issues US National Security
Strategy (National Security Decision Directive 32), that confirms the
US decision to break the nuclear stalemate of mutually assured destruc-
tion and, if necessary, fight and win a nuclear war. Most European
Allies are appalled, especially as Soviet doctrine seems to be moving
in a similar direction. In December, in National Security Decision
Directive 75 (NSDD 75), President Reagan establishes three long-term
objectives. First, containment of Soviet expansion and a moderation in
Soviet behavior; second, encourage change in the Soviet system
towards greater liberalism; and third, negotiate agreements that are
in the interest of the United States. The Allies have little influence.

Reagan is, in effect, raising the stakes in a game of strategic poker
with the Soviets under the rubric “Peace through Strength”. Again,
NATO and the European Allies are mere bystanders. In 1980 Reagan
had said, “Let’s not delude ourselves, the Soviet Union underlies all
the unrest that is going on. If they weren’t engaged in this game of
dominoes, there wouldn’t be any hot spots in the world.” He later calls
Soviets the “evil empire.”12 The days of peaceful co-existence seem a
very long way off as the Cold War re-discovers its ideological teeth.
Reagan ups the stakes even further when, on 23 March 1983, he
announces his backing for an initiative that he believes will render
intercontinental ballistic missiles obsolete through a futuristic missile
shield, the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) or Star Wars.

Not for the first time most Europeans, with the notable exception of
Margaret Thatcher, are profoundly uncomfortable. It is again no
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coincidence that at a meeting of the now ten EEC Member-States
(Greece had joined in 1981), a Solemn Declaration on European
Union is issued in which the resolve is to “create a united Europe,
which is more than ever necessary in order to meet the dangers of the
world situation, capable of assuming the responsibilities incumbent on
it by virtue of its political role, its economic potential and its manifold
links with other peoples.” The statement goes on, “ . . . convinced that,
by speaking with a single voice in foreign policy, including political
aspects of security, Europe can contribute to the preservation of
peace.”13

But the Soviets are not cracking just yet. On 28 June, new Soviet
leader Yuri Andropov characterizes the current situation as being two
diametrically opposite world outlooks, two political courses: socialism
and imperialism. To make matters worse, in the midst of the war of
words tragedy ensues. On 1 September 1983, a Korean Airlines Boeing
747, en route from Anchorage to Seoul, is shot down over a Soviet
submarine base on Sakhalin Island; 269 people lose their lives,
including a member of the US House of Representatives. The Soviets
claim the plane was spying, the US that the plane was simply off-
course. It is in fact the result of a series of errors and horrific lapses of
judgment, but it could not have come at a worse moment. On 28
September, in response to US accusations, Soviet leader Yuri Andropov,
who had become General-Secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (CPSU) following Brezhnev’s death in November 1982,
warns that American policy is on a militarist course. Some Europeans
agree. He also reaffirms a Soviet commitment to “peaceful co-exis-
tence,” even though, on 23 November, the Soviets walk out of the INF
talks in Geneva and in December, 572 Cruise and 108 Pershing 2
missiles begin their deployment in Western Europe. However, whilst
Belgium finally announces it will begin preparations to take Cruise
and Pershing 2 missiles, the Netherlands again postpones the deploy-
ment until 1988.

As the Cold War moves towards its climax, so does the end-game of
superpower overlay in Europe. The Alliance is moving towards another
tipping point.

The Cold War End-Game

On 23 January 1984, the White House sends a report to Congress
accusing the Soviet Union of seven violations of the 1974 Anti-
Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, in an attempt to justify SDI, which
itself is arguably in treaty breach. Impressed by US resolve, and in
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deep internal crisis, Moscow proposes talks on the prohibition of the
militarization of outer space and a moratorium on the testing and
deployment of space-based weapons. The reason for the crisis is clear.
On 9 February, Yuri Andropov dies of kidney failure and is replaced
by octogenarian Konstantin Chernenko, a temporary solution to the
Soviet leadership crisis. A power struggle is getting under way in the
Kremlin between conservatives and reformers.

Reagan seizes his opportunity. On 24 September, President Reagan,
in an address to the UN General Assembly, states that “America has
repaired its strength and we are ready for constructive negotiations
with the Soviet Union.” The statement offers a way forward. In
October, the US suggests talks with Moscow covering arms limitations
on all strategic offensive and defensive arms. On 6 November, President
Reagan is returned with an overwhelming majority following the 1984
US elections, promising to continue his policy of “Peace through
Strength.” But eyes are not only on Washington. On 16 December,
Mikhail Gorbachev, a 54-year-old senior Soviet party leader, visits the
UK. Widely regarded as the next leader of the Soviet Union, he
embarks on discussions with Margaret Thatcher, after which he receives
unusual praise from the “Iron Lady,” as a man with whom she can do
business.

Change is also apparent in European defense. On 24 October, on
the initiative of the French and Belgian Governments, a preliminary
joint meeting of the foreign and defense ministers of Europe’s mori-
bund defense arm, the Western European Union (WEU), is held in
Rome. The ministers agree to re-activate the WEU to strengthen
Western Europe’s ability to contribute to its own defense and to enable
France to play a fuller and more integrated role. For many of the
Europeans the re-activation of the WEU is also an attempt to pressure
the US to consult them more fully. The Rome Declaration states the
determination of ministers to “ . . . hold comprehensive discussions
and to seek to harmonise their views on specific aspects of conditions
of security in Europe, particular defense questions; arms control and
disarmament, the effects of developments in East–West relations on
security in Europe; Europe’s contribution to the Atlantic Alliance . . .
and the development of European co-operation in the field of arma-
ments.”14 The Rome Declaration is a first step to making the WEU the
defense arm of the European Community. Indeed, Americans,
Europeans and Soviets are already beginning to envision a very
different Europe in a very different world.

Euromissiles remain pivotal. The Soviets insist that progress must
be linked to the scrapping of SDI, and any agreement on theater
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nuclear forces must include British and French systems. Indeed, in
January 1985, Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko states that it would
“ . . . be unjustified if the North Atlantic Alliance obtained a kind of
addition, a bonus . . . in the form of the British and French arma-
ments. This is the crux of the disagreement in connection with the
discussion of the medium-range weapons problem.”15

However, although change is also imminent in the Kremlin, the new
leadership is not above trying to split NATO, albeit with a more subtle
approach than hitherto. On 10 March, Chernenko dies and is replaced,
as expected, by Mikhail Gorbachev. On 12 March, the INF talks re-
commence after a break of fifteen months. At first, Gorbachev echoes
Gromyko’s warnings over British and French systems, but the West
refuses to budge. In July, Moscow unilaterally suspends deployment
of nuclear weapons in Europe. Importantly, on 2 July, Gromyko is
relieved of responsibility for foreign affairs as Gorbachev strengthens
his control over Soviet policy, and replaces him with Eduard
Shevardnadze. That same month, talks are held in the Kremlin
between British and Soviet parliamentarians, during which the Soviet
Chairman suggests that to the extent that the EEC acts as a political
whole, the Soviet Union is ready to seek a common language with it on
concrete international questions. This represents a shift in Soviet
thinking, treating Western Europe as a distinct political identity. This
new thinking is reflected during a visit by Gorbachev to Paris during
which he seeks to solve accumulated European and world problems.
Vitally, he cites the economic imperative of the Soviet Union. In effect,
Gorbachev is implicitly admitting that Moscow can no longer afford
the Cold War.

A period of maneuvering ensues. On 3 October, Gorbachev offers
direct talks with Britain and France over strategic issues, saying that
Moscow cannot ignore British and French nuclear systems because of
what the Soviets regard as their growing capability. On 19–21
November, Gorbachev and Reagan meet in Geneva, with the latter
trying to convince Gorbachev of the mutual benefit of SDI, but fails;
although both sides agree to accelerate progress towards a 50 percent
cut in strategic weapons and on Long-Range Theater Nuclear Forces
(LRTNF). Euromissiles are by now the key to ending the Cold War
but no solution is in sight.

Gorbachev then ups the stakes. On 15 January 1986, he calls for the
US and USSR to reduce by one half the nuclear weapons that can
reach one another’s territory, dependent upon the mutual renunciation
of the development, testing and deployment of space strike weapons.
Interestingly, Gorbachev also states that the first stage would include
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the adoption and implementation of a decision on the complete elimi-
nation of medium-range missiles in the European zone. Quietly,
Gorbachev drops the demand that they receive “compensation” for
British and French systems, merely suggesting that they pledge not to
build up their respective nuclear arsenals. However, on 10 March,
recently-appointed NATO Secretary-General Lord Carrington states
that Britain and France cannot be expected to accept perpetual nuclear
obsolescence.

Gorbachev is not deterred. On 26 March, he redefines the Soviet
concept of security away from preparedness to take the offensive to
one of defense sufficiency. Moreover, on 11–12 October, Reagan and
Gorbachev meet in Reykjavik, Iceland. The Soviets surprise the US
with a radical proposal to cut strategic weapons in the first five years
of any agreement, and the remaining 50 percent over the following five
years. Reagan initially responds favorably and agrees to apply this
formula to all intercontinental weaponry. Gorbachev then suggests
the complete elimination of US and Soviet Long-Range Theater
Nuclear Force in Europe, excluding British and French systems.
However, the talks fail when Gorbachev again demands scrapping
SDI. A step too far for Reagan.

Nor are the Allies happy. At a NATO defense ministers’ meeting
in Scotland, the Allies again express concerns at the US negotiating
over their heads. Their central concern is that whilst the US seems
happy to negotiate away systems the Europeans see as vital to their
security, they seem unwilling to discuss SDI. On 25 October, French
Foreign Minister André Giraud states that the withdrawal of all
American missiles from Europe would weaken the security of Europe,
especially in view of other imbalances, particularly conventional
weapons.

In 1987 events move rapidly as the Soviet economy begins to deteri-
orate. On 8 January, Gorbachev accepts failure in his attempts to link
any arms control agreement to the abandoning of SDI and accepts
that Euromissiles must be dealt with separately. On 3–4 March, the US
delegation tables a draft agreement which the Soviets accept in prin-
ciple, including intrusive on-site inspections which hitherto have been
one of the major stumbling blocks. By early December all final
issues of principle are agreed and, on 8 December, the Treaty between
the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Elimination of Their Intermediate and Shorter Range Missiles (the INF
Treaty) is signed by Reagan and Gorbachev in Washington. Both parties
agree to eliminate all their launchers and missiles within eighteen
months of the ratification of the treaty. After some thirteen years the
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Euromissile Crisis is over and with it, to all intents and purposes, is the
Cold War.16

A few months prior, on 17 February 1986, the Single European
Act had been signed in Luxembourg. The European Economic
Community became the European Community (EC) and European
Political Co-operation (EPC) was incorporated into the treaty, which
called upon the signatories to formulate and implement a European
foreign policy. For the first time security and defense are overtly
included in a founding European Act. Even before the formal end of
the Cold War the re-organization of the European West begins.

Preparing for a Post-Cold War World

On 27 October 1987, the WEU Ministerial Council adopts a Platform
on European Security Interests, following a December 1986 proposal
by French Prime Minister Jacques Chirac. The Platform recognizes
that, “ . . . the constitution of an integrated Europe will remain incom-
plete as long as it does not include security and defense, [WEU foreign
and defense ministers] intend therefore to develop a more cohesive
European defense identity.”17 The Platform not only links the future of
the WEU to the European Community for the first time, but also
represents a clear statement of intent to develop a defense identity
distinct to that of the Alliance. On 4 November, the Reagan adminis-
tration, whilst welcoming the WEU Platform, hints at future discord,
emphasizing the “unshakeable” nature of the United States’ commit-
ment to the Alliance and to European security. On 11 November, the
North Atlantic Council issues a similar statement, welcoming the
suggestion of increased European effort, but making it clear that such
effort must take place within the Atlantic Alliance, affirming “ . . . a
positive identity in the field of European security within the frame-
work of the Atlantic Alliance, conducive to the strengthening of the
transatlantic partnership and of the Alliance as a whole.”18

But INF has changed the rules of the West–West game. On 13
November, German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and French President
François Mitterrand announce the setting up of a German–French
Brigade. It is the first step on the path to the creation of Eurocorps.
Furthermore, on 22 January 1988, a German–French Defense and
Security Council is founded. On 19 April, the WEU Council even
invokes the modified Brussels Treaty for the first time since 1955
following attacks on western oil tankers in open waters, mainly by
Iran, leading to Operation Cleansweep, the first joint military opera-
tion conducted by the organization in its forty-year history.
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Slowly at first, but with gathering vigor, Churchill’s Iron Curtain is
finally torn down. On 23 March, Gorbachev speaks of the need for
more private initiative in Soviet agriculture. On 14 April, Afghanistan
and Pakistan sign an agreement, with the US and USSR as guaran-
tors, calling for the immediate withdrawal of Soviet military forces
from Afghanistan. At a meeting on 23 May of the Hungarian Socialist
Workers’ Party it is agreed to separate the function of state and
party – a major reform. On 29 June, at a press conference chaired by
Gorbachev, Soviet politicians and economists demand major reforms
to allow the process of democratization to proceed. On 3 July, the
All-Union Congress of the CPSU endorses proposals for dramatic
reforms of political institutions and, on 1 December, the Supreme
Soviet approves the establishment of a new legislative body, the Congress
of People’s Deputies. NATO’s great adversary begins to shrivel up
without a struggle.

1989 breaks with a mood of universal anticipation. On 24 February,
the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party renounces its constitutionally
based claim to leadership. On 26 March, for the first time Soviet citi-
zens can choose from among several candidates in elections to the first
Congress of Soviet People’s Deputies. On 17 April, Solidarnosc is
legalized in Poland and its representatives allowed to run for office.

On 5 June, elections in Poland result in a resounding victory for
Solidarnosc, which inspires a series of by and large peaceful revolu-
tions in Central and Eastern Europe, as country after country takes
back sovereignty which many of them had lost in 1939 on the outbreak
of World War Two. The sense of euphoria mounts by the day until, on
7 July, Soviet President Gorbachev concedes that every socialist state
has the right to choose its own political path. The Brezhnev Doctrine
is buried and replaced by the “Sinatra Doctrine,” as each Central and
Eastern European state is invited by Moscow to “do it their way.” They
do just that as an irresistible surge of people power casts the division
of Europe into history.

On 19 August, some 900 East Germans flee over the so-called “green
border” from Hungary to Austria, taking advantage of the “Pan-
European Picnic” organized by the President of the Pan-European
Union (and not without some historical irony) Otto von Hapsburg.
On 23 August, tens of thousands of Balts form a human chain
between the capitals of Estonia and Lithuania to protest against the
Hitler–Stalin Pact of August 1939 which had deprived them of their
liberty. The next day, the Hungarian Government permits 108 East
German citizens to leave for the West and, on 4 September, the first of
the mass Monday Demonstrations takes place in Leipzig, East
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Germany, as people demand a whole raft of freedoms long denied
them.

It is not all plain sailing. After some 7600 East German citizens are
transported to the West from Czech territory on chartered trains on
30 September and 1 October, the East German Government closes
the border with Czechoslovakia. It is too late. On 7 October,
Gorbachev comes to East Berlin and lectures their leader, Erich
Honecker, on the need for reform. As Moscow effectively abandons
East Germany, 70,000 people demonstrate in Leipzig chanting, “We
are the People.” On 18 October, Honecker resigns to be replaced by
Egon Kranz, but the Communist Party’s control of the German
Democratic Republic is fast collapsing. On 3 November, the East
German Government permits its people to leave for the West via
Czech territory. On 4 November, between five hundred thousand and
one million people demonstrate in favor of democratic reform. East
German television broadcasts the event live. On 7 November the
East German Government steps down and on 9 November, the un-
thinkable happens. Tens of thousands of people start converging on
the Berlin Wall. Slowly at first, but with a steady increase in the tempo
of their determination, that most potent of symbols of the Cold War is
torn down slab by slab. At that moment there is neither West nor East
Germany, just Germany. The German question is finally solved in
favor of freedom.

They may not have known it but the people who dismantled the
Berlin Wall are fulfilling slab by slab the aims of the North Atlantic
Treaty scribed all those years before. They are making Europe whole
and free. The Cold War is truly at an end as democracy ripples across a
Europe becoming more whole and more free by the day. It is a stun-
ning moment in history that could only have been dreamt of back in
the nervous 1950s as NATO got to grips with the towering menace of
the Red Army. NATO did nothing, but NATO meant everything.
NATO won the Cold War.

The Crisis Management Alliance – Why NATO Won the Cold
War

NATO succeeded in the Cold War for three reasons. First, NATO
proved itself a durable political as well as military mechanism serving
the pluralistic community of democracies for which it was designed.
The many arguments were in fact part of its strength. Second, over
the length of the Cold War the Alliance developed an internal iden-
tity; day after day, week after week, patient NATO civilians and
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military personnel established the largest body of international politico-
military ties ever known. Third, the power of solidarity and the
deterrent effect NATO generated proved decisive.

In a sense, NATO became the quintessential crisis management
tool, even as it conducted collective defense. This is not so much crises
between the superpowers which, after the Cuban missile crisis, they
handled by and large directly, but rather crisis management between
Alliance members. Indeed, the Alliance changed markedly between
1949 and 1989. In 1949 NATO was a mechanism for the organization
of Europeans behind American leadership. By 1989 it had become the
forum for the political conduct of the strategic transatlantic relation-
ship. There were those Americans who continued to believe they could
return to the “good old days” when the Soviet threat by and large
organized Europeans on their behalf. Those days were long gone.
Indeed, each major impulse towards European integration came at a
time when America and the leading Europeans were in disagreement
over strategy, or when America was perceived to be weak. The Korean
War took place in parallel to the founding of the European Coal and
Steel Community (ECSC). The creation of the European Economic
Community (EEC) occurred as the Soviets began to develop their own
advanced nuclear systems. Britain negotiated its membership of the
EEC in the late 1960s at a time when the Special Relationship was in a
particularly poor state. European Political Co-ordination happened
against the backdrop of disarray in the second Nixon administration,
the defeat in Vietnam and the shock of the Yom Kippur War. The re-
activation of the WEU took place in the midst of the Euromissiles
crisis. Put simply, a political balance of power was always implicit
within the Alliance, and NATO acted as a mechanism for the gover-
nance of that balance. That is precisely why in 1966 the French left the
integrated military command, i.e. military NATO, but did not leave
political NATO. And so it continues.

The Warsaw Pact ultimately failed because it lacked the political
vigor and rigor that only democracies can invest in alliances. Unable to
challenge the Soviet Union directly, as so tragically demonstrated in
Berlin in 1953, Hungary in 1956 and Prague in 1968, the Warsaw Pact
simply became a mechanism of tutelage. For all America’s many faults
its central belief in the power of liberty was the winning idea that NATO
embodied. Of course, the looming presence of the Soviet Union helped.

However, there was something more, something deeper, more
profound than simply the balance of power that kept NATO together.
The rest of the book explores just what that “something” was; and is.
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• NATO and the Re-ordering of Europe
• The First Gulf War
• NATO Security versus European Security
• NATO and the Echoes of the Past
• The Yugoslav Meltdown
• Enlargement and Divergence
• Strategy, History and Technology
• The Modernization of NATO
• The EU Alternative
• France’s Near “Rapprochement” with NATO
• NATO and the Bosnian End-Game

To protect peace and to prevent war or any kind of coercion, the
Alliance will maintain for the foreseeable future an appropriate
mix of nuclear and conventional forces based in Europe . . . the
overall size of the Allies’ forces, and in many cases their readiness,
will be reduced and the maintenance of a comprehensive in-place
linear defensive posture in the central region will no longer be
required . . . Alliance forces will require enhanced flexibility and
mobility and an assured capability for augmentation when neces-
sary. For the Allies concerned, collective defense arrangements will
rely increasingly on multinational forces, complementing national
commitments to NATO.

NATO’s New Strategic Concept, November 19911

For much of the 1990s NATO would be focused on four consequences
of victory. First, re-assessing the value of American leadership;
second, adjusting to collective security; third, considering the balance
between effectiveness and legitimacy in promoting security; and,
fourth, striking a balance between European aspirations and European
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capabilities. Indeed, the 1990s would be a security experiment for
Europe. Indeed, as the Cold War ends the complexity of constructing
the European political edifice leads to a form of European isola-
tionism precisely because Europe becomes so focused on building its
own shining city on the hill with its very regional sense of manifest
destiny:2 a work in progress that is still under way. NATO ceases to be
the macro-defense shield of the West, and becomes instead the micro-
manager of instability and insecurity across the Continent. To that
end, NATO must both organize military cohesion, and incorporate
political fragmentation, and all on a markedly reduced budget.
Furthermore, there is also an underlying political dynamic as France,
in particular, sees an opportunity finally to shape Europe, for the
benefit of France. And of course, France and Germany seek to embed
themselves firmly at the heart of the ideal of European political union.
It is a démarche that will reinforce divide between the Europeanist and
Atlanticist camps within the West and which shapes much of the
debate today.

Nor is NATO invulnerable to change in the balance of power.
Indeed, the Alliance will spend much of the 1990s trying to cope with
a shift that would have destroyed most alliances in a previous age.
Although, it is not only the shifting balance of political power in
Europe that challenges the Alliance, so much as the rapidly widening
gap between what American and European militaries can do and the
impact of that gap on how the Allies see the role and the use of
armed forces. It is a gap reinforced by the American desire to use great
military power to avoid the nation-building, muddy boots facts of
post-Cold War engagement, and a European tendency to take the end
of history all too literally and become too focused on internal chal-
lenges.3 In effect, much of European NATO goes on strategic vacation,
whilst America starts to prepare for a new age of hyper-power. There
are good reasons for Europe’s relaxation. Whilst the US has been
engaged in systemic conflict since 1941, the Europeans had been locked
in a struggle, or coping with its consequences, since the Franco-Prussian
War ended in 1871. It is time to recoup the costs of struggle. In short,
victory in the Cold War imposes burdens and responsibilities on the
victors that few are ready or willing to face. In such circumstances,
squaring the new NATO circle proves no easy task.

NATO and the Re-ordering of Europe

At the landmark London Summit of 5–6 July 1990, the North Atlantic
Council begins the re-organization of NATO and its mission. NATO is
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to reduce its forward presence and nuclear weapons are deemed no
longer weapons of first resort, but last. The great fifty-year nuclear
debate is over – at least for the time being. The NATO Strategic
Concept (the what, why, when, where and how of Alliance engage-
ment) is also announced as an authoritative statement of NATO’s
grand strategic mission and lays out a broad approach to security in
the post-Cold War world, encompassing complementary political and
military means and emphasizing co-operation with other states that
share the Alliance’s objectives. NATO also makes a commitment to
non-aggression with the Warsaw Pact members, confirming that the
two organizations are no longer enemies, and invites Central and
Eastern European leaders to address the Alliance. And, NATO leaders
announce that the “Alliance will do its share to overcome the legacy of
decades of suspicion,” and that they are “ . . . ready to intensify mili-
tary contacts, including those of NATO Military Commanders, with
Moscow and other Central and Eastern European capitals.”4 The long
road to NATO enlargement is under way.

Interestingly, at the same meeting, President Mitterrand also
announces that France will withdraw all troops from Germany by
1994, as do the Soviets. It is the inner-space of the new Alliance poli-
tics. France and Britain had been lukewarm about German
re-unification and it is Chancellor Helmut Kohl, with American
support, who drives the process forward. By July, both London and
Paris have bowed to the inevitable, albeit not always with good grace,
and begin jockeying for position with what would be Europe’s largest
most powerful economy – and least sure strategic actor. On 12
September, the Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to
Germany (also known as the Two-Plus-Four Treaty) is signed by the
Federal Republic of Germany, the German Democratic Republic,
France, the Soviet Union, the UK and the US. For the first time since
the end of World War Two, a united Germany is accorded a de facto
peace treaty and full sovereign rights. Allied sovereign rights are to
cease as of 3 October 1990. German re-unification takes place as seven
newly created Länder, the German equivalent of states, accede to the
Federal Republic of Germany. West and East Germany are officially
no more.

The formal end of the Cold War takes place in Paris, as eras so
often do. On 19 November 1990, the Conventional Armed Forces in
Europe (CFE) Treaty is signed by twenty-two states representing
NATO and the Warsaw Pact at the Conference on Security and Co-
operation in Europe (CSCE). The treaty provides for equal ceilings for
major weapons and equipment systems for both groups of states,
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which are then translated into national limits for each state. The partic-
ipating states also sign the Charter of Paris for a New Europe
establishing the permanent bodies of the CSCE, as NATO and the
Warsaw Pact issue a statement that they are no longer enemies.

Not surprisingly, there are deep cuts in the Alliance defense effort.
On 25 July 1990, UK Defense Secretary, Tom King, announces
“Options for Change,” cutting British military manpower by 18 percent
and British forces in Germany by half to 30,000. All other European
states follow, seduced by the opportunity of a defense premium. The
Americans are not immune either to post-Cold War demobilization. In
April, the US announces the Base Force Plan for the restructuring of
US forces and their commands, but it is a relatively minor pruning
compared with the European Allies. Indeed, in the 1990s cuts are often
presented as modernization.

Mobility becomes the new buzzword. At a meeting of the NATO
Defense Planning Committee (DPC) on 28–29 May 1991, NATO
begins its adjustment away from main defense forces to rapid reaction
and crisis management. The DPC announces the creation of a 30,000-
strong Allied Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) under
British leadership, designed to respond to crises anywhere around
Europe, reflecting both the need to cut forces and to pre-empt French
attempts to make the European Community the focus of European
crisis management. The creation of the ARRC also presages another
debate that will rumble on throughout the 1990s – “out of NATO
area.” The need to engage crises not just in Europe, but beyond, as the
burden of victory becomes apparent even in the early 1990s.

On 19 November, “A Transatlantic Declaration” heralds a new era
in US–European relations.5 In fact, whilst the Declaration is an
overt statement of the enduring importance of the transatlantic rela-
tionship, there is an element of defensiveness therein that is to run
through the 1990s. This is because the march of the European institu-
tions begins as the European Community prepares to become the
European Union.

The First Gulf War

On 2 August 1990 Iraq invades Kuwait. On 17 January 1991, after
months of military build-up and the ignoring by Iraq of UN demands
for its withdrawal from Kuwait, a US-led coalition begins Operation
Desert Storm. It is not a NATO operation, and the pointed avoidance
of Alliance planning assets and capabilities by the US military is a sign
of things to come, but in many ways Desert Storm is the large-scale,
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firepower and maneuver campaign for which the Alliance prepared
over many years – against an enemy trained and equipped by the
Soviet Union. So desperate are the Iraqis to escape the onslaught
Saddam even sends his air force to seek refuge with his arch enemy
Iran. On 24 February, the ground war, Operation Desert Saber, starts
and by 26 February Iraqi forces start to withdraw from Kuwait
promptly; and are massacred in the Mitla Gap by American and
British air and tank power. Indeed, Allied strategy reflects the doctrine
of Air Land Battle, first adopted by the US Army in 1982 (and also
known as Follow-On Force Attack (FOFA)), that were at the heart
of NATO’s military strategy during the later years of the Cold War.
Designed to counter Warsaw Pact numerical superiority, Air Land
Battle attacks reserve forces to prevent them reinforcing an attack. Its
emphasis is on choke points and killing zones, which are employed to
terrifying effect on the “road of death” between Kuwait and Basra. It
is a sobering example of what might have happened if the Group of
Soviet Forces Germany (GSFG) had ever taken on NATO in the
1980s.

On 27 February it is all over. Kuwait is liberated and coalition forces
cease hostilities. Although the performance of American personnel and
equipment is hyped, with footage of cruise missiles going through
windows to hit targets, the first Gulf War is a fitting accompaniment to
NATO’s European victory. The US is militarily supreme as it demon-
strates American superiority in a classical military engagement. The
Europeans do well, particularly the British, but they are by and large
an adjunct. It is also a sign of the times to come.

On 3 April, the UN Security Council passes Resolution 687
demanding that Iraq unconditionally accept the destruction, removal
or rendering harmless of all chemical and biological weapons. Resolution
687 also goes on to prohibit missiles with a range greater than 150
kms. To ensure compliance, the UN Security Council creates the UN
Special Commission (UNSCOM) to carry out intrusive on-site inspec-
tions and mandates the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
to verify Iraqi nuclear disarmament. At the moment of victory so the
seeds of a future war are sown.

However, Saddam remains . . . 

NATO Security versus European Security

On 9–10 December 1991, the landmark Treaty on European Union
(TEU) is approved at Maastricht. Title V of the Treaty contains
“Provisions on a common foreign and security policy,” with Article
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J.4.1 stating as its goal, “ . . . the implementation of a common foreign
and security policy, including the eventual framing of a common
defense policy, which might in time lead to a common defense.”6 On 10
December, Western European Union (WEU) is defined as the defense
component of the European Union and a means to strengthen the
European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance. For all the careful wording,
the separate political tracks that started back in the 1950s with the
European Defense Community (EDC) are now released from the
shackles of Cold War and begin to diverge. Moreover, on 12 December,
the Maastricht European Council agrees that the EU will take joint
action over disarmament, arms control, nuclear non-proliferation and
economic aspects of security, hitherto only the preserve of the super-
powers. It is a sign of the changing strategic landscape.

Competition slowly emerges between the EC and NATO, often in
the guise of strengthening the European pillar of the Alliance, but also
reinforced by the belief of many Europeans that the new age is to be
an age of “soft” security in which hard military instruments will be
only of the most limited value. The Europeanist and Atlanticist camps
become established around their respective champions, France and
Germany on one side, the US and UK on the other. In February 1990,
France and Germany had re-emphasized their commitment to a
European Union, and on 14 October, Chancellor Kohl and President
Mitterrand had proposed expanding the French–German Joint
Brigade into “ . . . the basis for a Eurocorps, to which the armed forces
of other WEU member-states could be added.”7 The US has been
wary of these developments for some time. At the North Atlantic
Council meeting in Copenhagen on 6–7 June 1991, the US threatens to
pull out of Europe, if the European Community takes responsibility
for security matters. The battle lines of the 1990s are drawn.

But there is another Europe. At the same Copenhagen meeting the
first tentative steps towards NATO enlargement are taken. Whilst
NATO ministers refuse to give security guarantees to Central and
Eastern European states they make it clear that European security is
indivisible. On 7–8 November, at NATO’s Rome Summit, the STOT
Strategic Concept (NSC) is adopted, establishing the framework for
the ARRC. The final communiqué represents an historic shift in the
Alliance’s mission as NATO evolves from an organization charged
with the responsibility of protecting the territory of its members to
assuring the security of the entire European space. Finally, the New
Strategic Concept looks to the future, “For the Allies concerned,
collective defense arrangements will rely increasingly on multinational
forces, complementing national commitments to NATO.”8
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On 20 December, the North Atlantic Co-operation Council
(NACC) is created as a consultative forum for NATO members and
nine Central and Eastern European countries. This initially includes
the Soviet Union, although at the closing session Moscow insists that
all reference to the Soviet Union be deleted from the document. Also a
sign of the times to come.

As Europe consolidates, the Soviet Union implodes. On 24 April
1991, Mikhail Gorbachev announces his resignation as General
Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, but it is rejected.
On 12 June, Boris Yeltsin is elected President of the Russian Soviet
Federal Socialist Republic (RSFSR), on 1 July, the Warsaw Pact is
formally dissolved. Between 20 August and the end of December,
Estonia, Latvia, Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Armenia, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan declare
independence from the USSR. In spite of a desperate coup attempt by
the Old Guard, the fate of the Soviet Union is sealed.

On 21 December, the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS),
set up as a successor grouping to the Soviet Union, confirms its forma-
tion of itself, and the USSR ceases to exist. On 24 December, Yeltsin
informs the Secretary-General of the UN that the name “Russian
Federation” should be used in the United Nations in place of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The Soviet Union becomes a foot-
note in history. In its place the West must now deal with a humiliated,
unstable nuclear Russia.

NATO and the Echoes of the Past

Between 31 May and 3 June 1990, Washington and Moscow agree to
recommence the Strategic Arms Limitation Reduction Talks (START)
to reduce the risk of accidental launches. This includes the removal of
warheads from all multi-tipped missiles (MIRVs). Once the neurotic,
obsessive epicenter of the Cold War, by 1990 such weapons seem passé,
although as the Soviet Union descends into oblivion secure control over
its nuclear forces becomes a central issue for the Alliance. For example,
in 1991 Kazakhstan becomes the world’s newest and third largest
nuclear power.

On 29 January, President Bush announces cuts in the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI), although the search for American invulnera-
bility continues. Always primarily a political initiative to break the
back of the Soviet strategic effort, the US is in reality many years from
ever achieving a functioning missile defense system. Officially, Global
Protection Against Limited Strikes (GPALS) is designed to protect the
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US from unauthorized, accidental attacks from Soviet warheads,
although first mention is also made of attacks by so-called “rogue
states,” which will come to dominate US grand strategy in years to
come. In effect, missile defense is put on hold, but never scrapped.

Consequently, on 31 July 1991 the START Treaty is signed, reducing
the nuclear arsenals of America and Russia to a limit of 3500 warheads
apiece. Interestingly, in so doing the relative importance of the modern-
izing British and French capabilities increases, the very thing that so
worried Moscow back in the early 1980s.

The Yugoslav Meltdown

If the Treaty on European Union marked the extent of European
ambitions, the Wars of Yugoslav Succession establish their limits, and
the continued reliance of the Old Continent upon the US and NATO
for all but the most modest of security missions. Moreover, they also
demonstrate that collective security is as devilishly difficult to maintain
as it ever was, raising profound questions on both sides of the Atlantic
about the respective roles of Americans and Europeans in the post-
Cold War world and, in particular, NATO and the EU.

The problem for and with European defense is that it is more about
the search for European political identity than meaningful capability
and Yugoslavia reveals that. Reality is not meant to intervene; at least
not just yet. The US and UK insist that NATO remain at the heart of
European security, whereas the French, with German support, are
slowly building a cobweb of security and defense institutions and
links with Paris at the center to strengthen their political position in
Europe. Key to the French strategy is Germany which, although
deeply committed to European integration, is not as yet ready to
abandon the Alliance upon which it relied for so long. In a sense the
Wars of Yugoslav Succession raise a new German question – which
way will Berlin go?

Yugoslavia had long been of concern to both superpowers, worried
that its complex mix of ethnic and religious rivalries dating back
centuries could trigger a “doomsday scenario,” sitting as it does on the
dividing line between Slavic and Western cultures. Consequently,
although nominally communist, Yugoslavia had always been a semi-
detached member of the Soviet bloc under its strong man, Marshal
Tito. With superpower overlay now removed, there was little or
nothing to prevent those tensions re-surfacing, especially after a hard-
line nationalist, Slobodan Milosevic, was elected President of Serbia in
May 1989.
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The outbreak of war in 1991 also demonstrates the uncertain foun-
dation of European solidarity. Whilst most Europeans want to
preserve the viability of the Yugoslav state, Germany breaks ranks and
insists upon recognizing the independence of Slovenia and Croatia,
even though France and Britain are deeply concerned about the
dangers of doing so, given the complex spread of minorities in the
Western Balkans. Indeed, on 10 December 1991, for that very reason
UN Secretary-General Pérez de Cuellar warns that the selective recog-
nition of the Yugoslav republics might exacerbate the conflict and
cause an explosive situation, particularly in Bosnia and Macedonia.
The scene for tragedy is now set. On 23 December, Germany finally
recognizes Slovenia and Croatia and in effect forces the other Europeans
to follow suit. The new Germany is flexing its new muscles.

Furthermore, the new game of great power and institutional politics
that is to so complicate the Balkan tragedy is under way. The US does
not want to get involved in nation-building, but does not want the
Europeans to be too successful. The Europeans are, with the exception
of the British, all too happy to try out their new “soft power”9 but
long-used to American leadership unsure about any serious military
role if needed. Russia looks on powerless at the agony of other Slavs in
a region it once regarded its own. Sadly, the unfolding Balkan tragedy
sets the scene for the 1990s, not only in former Yugoslavia, but in
Europe and the wider transatlantic relationship. As NATO’s pivotal
years come to an end, it is clear that squaring the circle of the 1990s
will not be easy. The security landscape the Alliance surveys is far
from pretty.

If NATO is conspicuous by its absence, the EC is conspicuous by its
failure. It is a sorry portent for much that will happen.

Enlargement and Divergence

The 1990s is also the great age of enlargement, as the Alliance
embraces the nations of the former Warsaw Pact. The Soviet collapse
leaves a legacy of instability that the Alliance must move quickly to
resolve, even if for the Alliance itself the consequences are profound.
The former Soviet states want first, American protection, second,
NATO membership, third, EU largesse, and in that order, even if, by
joining NATO, the Alliance ceases to be the organization prospective
members seek to join. It is the new NATO dilemma, but one that must
be embraced if the West is to fulfill its historic commitment.

Institutional shadow-boxing ensues. As the 1990s unfold it
becomes ever more apparent that for France and Germany, European
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integration is actually a metaphor for their own power leadership of
the European Union, leading to an institutional roller-coaster for
European defense, even as the situation in the former Yugoslavia dete-
riorates. On 19 June, 1992, at the WEU Petersberg Summit in Bonn,
Germany, WEU countries adopt the Petersberg Declaration whereby
“ . . . forces answerable to WEU (FAWEU) can henceforth undertake
humanitarian missions, rescue tasks, peacekeeping tasks and the tasks
of combat forces in crisis management (including peacemaking).”10 In
June, the WEU holds its first major exercise, and on 1 July a provi-
sional staff is established for Eurocorps, whilst on 10 July the WEU
agrees to dispatch a naval force to the Adriatic to prevent the flow of
arms to former Yugoslavia.

On 28 August, WEU ministers agree to send a 5000-strong force on a
humanitarian mission to the former Yugoslavia, whilst on 14 Sep-
tember, the UN Security Council expands the strength and mandate of
the Anglo-French-led UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR). This force
had been established on 21 February, to “ . . . create the conditions of
peace and security required for the negotiation of an overall settlement
of the Yugoslav crisis” and to ensure the demilitarization of the three
UN Protected Areas (UNPA) and the protection of those residing
within them. On 9 October, the UN Security Council establishes a no-
fly zone over Bosnia-Herzegovina. Public opinion demands action.
The siege of Sarajevo by Bosnian Serb forces and the discovery of Serb
death camps dominate the headlines in most Western newspapers.

But the Wars of Yugoslav Succession simply will not go away.
During the early phases of the wars many Europeans oscillate between
trying to ignore them and offering the parties to the conflict eventual
EU membership. There is little stomach for military engagement and it
again becomes progressively evident that a continued US presence is
vital for European stability. Unfortunately, if most Europeans are on
strategic vacation, the United States is also otherwise engaged, particu-
larly so after William Jefferson Clinton is elected President of the
United States on 3 November 1992. As the new president had put it so
eloquently during the election campaign, “It’s the economy, stupid.”11

Just over a month later, an Austrian tourist and a hotel worker are
killed by a bomb attack in Yemen. A little-known group claims respon-
sibility. They are called Al Qaeda.

Strategy, History and Technology

In January 1993, the departing US Secretary of Defense, a certain
Dick Cheney, identifies four critical areas for a US national defense
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strategy: strategic defense and deterrence; forward presence; crisis
response; and reconstitution. Of these four areas only crisis response
strikes any real note with the European Allies. Indeed, the divergence
between the US and many of the European Allies is not only political
and strategic, but becomes driven by a defense technology and invest-
ment gap that hampers Allied operations to this day. It is a division
that becomes all too apparent when Chancellor Kohl announces
German troop cuts well below those agreed in the 1990 Two-Plus-Four
Treaty. German re-unification is proving to be too great a drain on the
finances of the Federal Republic to sustain a broad defense posture.
Ironically, German weakness convinces Paris that their ambitions for
European defense will also need to be tempered, at least for the moment.
France believes in European defense as a matter of long-held principle
but it faces exactly the same dilemma it faced in the 1950s and 1960s.
European defense is too focused on institution-building, not military
capability and capacity-building, an absence of defense commitment
that damages not just the EC, and NATO, but also Frence strategic
ambitions.

The German defense dilemma is evident in all European capitals, as
the will to act weakens, the need to act grows and yet the capacity to
act diminishes. To fill the gaps called for in NATO’s Strategic Concept
more and more multinational military formations are formed. On 1–2
October, 1992 the Headquarters of the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps is
activated in Bielefeld, Germany, comprised mainly of elements from
the old British Army of the Rhine (BAOR). That same year Spain,
France and Italy create EUROFOR and EUROMARFOR. On 30
March 1993, the Dutch and Germans agree to create a multinational
corps. The Dutch are already members of the UK–Netherlands
Amphibious Force (UKNAF) and have closely integrated their navy
with that of the Belgians.

The dilemma and the paradox of European defense is evident in a
pivotal decision by Germany. On 8 April, the German Constitutional
Court agrees that Luftwaffe aircrew can take part in operations over
Bosnia-Herzegovina even though it is outside NATO’s area. Little do the
Germans know that some ten years later they would find themselves in
Afghanistan. It is not an easy decision and causes significant political
ructions. It also establishes a precedent whereby as forces are cut,
commitments increase. On 21 April, Germany also agrees to send 1600
troops to Somalia. The only way to resolve the paradox of European
defense is to harmonize and rationalize the European defense effort, but
that is easier said than done. A need made more pressing as the US
begins to experiment with Network Centric Warfare (NCW) and military
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digitization that is well beyond the reach of most Europeans. Con-
sequently, at a meeting of NATO defense ministers on 25–26 May, it is
at least agreed to stabilize defense budgets. It is a start.

In spite of self-evident military weakness the complex politics of
European defense continues apace. At the Copenhagen European
Council on 21–22 June 1993, the EC prepares a report on the future of
European security interests and common principles for the future
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). On 22 June, the Belgian
Government announces that it will join Eurocorps. Between 21 and
29 October, the WEU carries out Ardente 93 in Italy, a 10,000-
strong exercise simulating the rescuing of civilians in a war-torn
environment – Yugoslavia. On 5 November, Eurocorps is inaugurated,
prompting German Defense Minister Volker Rühe to assert that
“Eurocorps is the central building stone for European defense. We are
creating an instrument for a joint foreign and security policy of the
Europeans. At the end of the road Europe’s unification will be
waiting.”12 It is a long road.

The reason for such hyperbole is not hard to find. On 1 November,
the Treaty on European Union (TEU) enters into force as the
European Community becomes the European Union (EU). An annex
to the treaty states, “WEU will be developed as the defense component
of the European Union and as a means to strengthen the European
pillar of the Atlantic Alliance.”

For all its political complexity, the creation of the EU offers a juxta-
position to the terrible situation in Bosnia, just a few hundred
kilometers from Brussels. On 6 May 1993, the UN Security Council
passes Resolution 824 declaring Sarajevo, Tuzla, Zepa, Gorazde, Bihac
and Srebrenica safe areas. Slowly NATO finds itself drawn in. It is
agreed to combine the NATO and WEU naval forces to better enforce
the UN embargo against Serbia and Montenegro. On 10 June, NATO
foreign ministers also agree to offer protective air power should
UNPROFOR be attacked and the UN request it. It does not impress
the Bosnian Serbs who continue their relentless onslaught. On 2
August, the US proposes air strikes against the Bosnian Serbs, which is
reluctantly accepted by the NATO Allies. However, the tardy response
is by no means all the fault of Europeans. The US remains wary of
ground operations, a fear consolidated by the death of eighteen US
Rangers in Somalia on 3–4 October and the decision by President
Clinton to withdraw US forces from the Horn of Africa by 31 March
1994.

Something else happens in 1993. A group of Islamic fundamental-
ists try to blow up the World Trade Center . . . 
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The Modernization of NATO

However, because NATO was, and is, America’s only truly entan-
gling alliance, and thus a leitmotif of US engagement beyond its
shores, it is not about to give up on the Alliance. Washington and
London, conscious that European defense is mired in institutional
politics, move to re-energize NATO. The main objective is the re-orga-
nization and modernization of NATO forces around the US
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) that emerged at the end of the
first Gulf War. On 8–9 December 1993, at a NATO defense ministers’
meeting, Combined Joint Task Forces (CJTFs) are introduced to create
robust, multinational tri-service forces for the conduct of non-Article 5
operations. Ministers stress their commitment “to improving their
ability to participate in a range of operations to facilitate closer co-
operation between NATO and the WEU in this field, including the
possibility of making Alliance assets available for use in European-led
operations following consultation within the Alliance. An aim of the
concept of Combined Joint Task Forces is to give further impetus
towards achieving this.”13 The statement represents the first formal
consideration of the use of NATO assets and capabilities for opera-
tions outside the Alliance framework. Washington is becoming
increasingly concerned about the “duplication” by Europeans of key
strategic assets, given the poor state of European defense budgets.
Unfortunately, the sticking point soon becomes apparent: the release
mechanism for NATO assets and capabilities. France and the US
cannot agree.

At the pivotal NATO Brussels summit on 10–11 January 1994, the
gathered Heads of State and Government give their “full support to
the development of a European Security and Defense Identity,”
within the Alliance. However, the delicate relations between NATO
and the EU are also succinctly captured: “ . . . The emergence of a
European Security and Defense Identity will strengthen the
European pillar of the Alliance while reinforcing the transatlantic
link and will enable European Allies to take greater responsibility for
their common security and defense. The Alliance and the European
Union share common strategic interests.” To that end, the leaders
also: “ . . . support strengthening the European pillar of the Alliance
through the Western European Union, which is being developed as
the defense component of the European Union,” so that WEU states
can utilize the “ . . . collective assets of the Alliance,” and that CJTF
be developed: “ . . . as a means to facilitate contingency operations,
including operations with participating nations outside the Alliance”
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should NATO as a whole choose not to act.14 That is an important
caveat as it starts a “NATO-first” stipulation to which Paris strenu-
ously objects.

The Brussels summit also launches the Partnership for Peace (PfP)
program, to increase the ability of non-NATO partners to work closely
with Alliance forces, and to prepare many of them for eventual
membership. However, PfP highlights another dilemma – how to ensure
that new members can contribute to crisis management operations,
commensurate with their size, capability and NATO’s need to be effec-
tive. It is an acute dilemma. The Alliance is, after all, founded on task
and responsibility sharing, even if the costs of operations “lie where
they fall,” on members so engaged. Enlargement changes the character
of the Alliance as Membership Action Plans (MAPs) and Individual
Partnership Programs (IPPs) become the focus for much of the work
at NATO Headquarters as enlarging takes on as much importance
as doing.

Furthermore, PfP starts just as the Bosnian end-game gets under
way. On 5 February, a bomb explodes in the main market square of
Sarajevo, killing 68 and wounding more than 200 people. On 9 February,
now fully engaged, NATO issues an ultimatum to the Serbs – they
must pull back all heavy weapons to a twenty-kilometer exclusion zone
around the Bosnian capital and hand them over to UN control by 20
February or face attack. On 28 February, NATO forces shoot down
four Serbian Galeb fighter-bombers violating the no-fly zone. As with
all things in former Yugoslavia, the end-game is protracted, compli-
cated – and deadly.

The EU Alternative

By 1994 too many Europeans are happy to free-ride, do not want to
spend money on defense and have no stomach for robust crisis
management. Indeed, for some of the smaller Europeans it makes
perfect economic sense as whatever they spend on defense it will never
gain them any real influence over collective security operations that are
not vital to their interests. In such an environment, the complex rela-
tionship between NATO and the EU further deteriorates as Americans
embark on modernization and a lot of Europeans see European
defense as an alibi not to, even though the Balkans has demonstrated
the need for effective European crisis management. For once, it is a
split over which France and the US are on the same side, even if they
seek different solutions, as both become frustrated at the irresolution
of many Europeans. Both institutional and organizational solutions
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are sought. On 29 June, the WEU presents a report to NATO on the
criteria and modalities for the effective use of Combined Joint Task
Forces (CJTFs). Once the North Atlantic Council has approved the
use of a CJTF by the WEU, NATO will select a CJTF Headquarters
from one of its major subordinate commands and prepare it for
deployment. Easy enough. However, the sticking point remains control
over the assets and the specific mechanism for the release of NATO
assets and capabilities.

On 12 July, speaking at celebrations to mark the de-activation of
allied forces in Berlin, Chancellor Kohl specifies the essential
problem. Europe, he suggests, needs an America that plays a central
role in matters of European security and it is in the US interest that
Europe assumes greater responsibility for itself and international
security. That same day the German Constitutional Court confirms
that German force deployment may be deployed for all UN and
NATO operations should there be a parliamentary majority. In
effect, the German debate, about the where, when and why of German
forces, also becomes the bell-wether for the “out of NATO area
debate,” as the slowly hardening security environment increases pres-
sure to extend NATO’s operational footprint beyond Europe. Two days
later, German troops march down the Champs Elysées in Paris for the
first time since 1940 as part of the Bastille Day celebrations. The
balancing act that Germany must perform between Washington and
Paris is there for all to see, but so is the length of journey that Europe
has traveled in fifty-four years, – the role the Alliance played in real-
izing such an historic moment, and the length of journey not yet
traveled.

France’s Near “Rapprochement” with NATO

Even in the midst of the Byzantine politics of European defense
France never loses its grasp of defense reality. Paris fully recognizes the
importance of capabilities and the Balkans tragedy has demonstrated
that Europeans will not, for the foreseeable future, be able to provide
fully for their own security and defense, whatever Paris might like. The
key to European defense becomes the involvement of the powerful, but
deeply skeptical, British. The French strategy is simple: push for
formalized European defense inside the EU and agree with the British
ad hoc arrangements that over time will be institutionalized. It is a
strategy very much in the spirit of Jean Monnet, spiced by a touch of
Gaullism. The British, for their part, keep the door open, partly
because London feels angered by a lack of US support for British
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forces deployed in Bosnia, and partly because of the first stirrings of a
post-Suez British grand strategy.

As part of France’s new démarche, on 29–30 September 1994,
French Defense Minister, François Leotard, suggests a rapprochement
between France and military NATO. Unfortunately, the Anglo-French
truce does not last for long, nor does that with NATO, but it is the
uncertain start of a renewed search for strategic consensus that main-
tains pace with the slow emergence of big politics and big security in
the second half of the 1990s.

In October, UK Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd, echoing British
concerns about the European Defense Community all those years
before, says of EU security and defense ambitions, “Security goes to
the heart of the functions of the nation-state”, and, “ . . . public
opinion would not understand or accept it if these responsibilities
appeared to have been surrendered to a supranational body, however
worthy.” Equally, he leaves the door open for more Anglo-French co-
operation by adding that “ . . . although both countries differ
occasionally . . . neither for Britain nor for France is there attraction in
a vision of Europe which erodes national identity.”15

This provokes a tart response from the French. First, President
Mitterrand warns of potentially lethal contradictions between northern
and southern member-states of the European Union. Moreover, the
French Permanent Representative to the WEU warns that the more
Europeans depend upon the Alliance’s assets, the more they will need
to have assets of their own to prevent the political subordination of
the EU to NATO. Mitterrand then goes far beyond anything London
would be prepared to accept when he publicly wonders about a
European nuclear deterrent, followed some days later by his Prime
Minister, Alain Juppé, who talks of “dissuasion concertée,” a concerted
European deterrent. Plus ça change...

Thankfully for the British, France’s European partners are no
keener on this idea than London, particularly the Germans. However,
what MLF European-style demonstrates is that France’s strategic
ambition for European defense goes way beyond that of Britain’s. A
point underlined when, on 10 June 1995, France, Italy and Spain
launch the Helios 1A satellite, the first European military observation
satellite system. Washington is particularly concerned France is
endeavoring to duplicate American assets and shift the cost of its
ambitions on to its European partners, at a time of weak European
defense budgets. The launch of Helios 1A represents an implicit re-
statement of French Gaullist principles that is to inform the presidency
of the new French President – Jacques Chirac.
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NATO and the Bosnian End-Game

Between 6 and 16 July 1995, 7000 Bosnian Muslim men are massacred
in and around Srebrenica in Bosnia and some 23,000 women and chil-
dren are deported to Muslim territory. It is part of the most egregious
act of ethnic cleansing yet seen during the wars in former Yugoslavia.
What is worse, the massacre takes place after poorly supported and
poorly led Dutch troops, without a clear mandate, hand over the
Srebrenica safe haven to besieging Bosnian Serb forces. Action must be
taken. The London Conference of 21 July warns the Bosnian Serbs
that “ . . . an attack on Gorazde [another UN safe haven] will be met
by substantial and decisive airpower.” On 26 July, the Zepa safe haven
falls to the Bosnian Serb Army.

Finally, on 30 August 1995, after many ceasefires, and many
broken promises, and after another mortar attack on civilians in
Sarajevo which leaves thirty-eight dead, NATO starts Operation
Deliberate Force. Led by the US Air Force, this protracted bombing
campaign degrades the ability of Bosnian Serb forces to continue
their ethnic cleansing. The credibility of the Alliance, of Europe, the
UN and the West is on the line. For Europeans it is all too evident
that only when the Americans fully engage are the Bosnian Serbs
finally dealt the blow that forces them to the negotiating table. By
then over 200,000 people have been killed and it is only by 20
September, after some 3515 sorties by NATO aircraft, that the job is
finally done.

The Americans take over. The leaders of all the warring factions are
taken to an airfield in Dayton, Ohio, and told they will not leave until
peace has been agreed. On 21 November, the “General Framework
Agreement on Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina” is signed. In the final
negotiations the leading Europeans are locked out of the map room as
the deal is struck by US Ambassador Richard Holbrooke. On 14
December, offering a political fig-leaf to the Europeans, the General
Framework Agreement is signed in Paris and on 15 December, the UN
Security Council authorizes the deployment of an Implementation
Force (IFOR) under NATO, which duly begins its work on 20–21
December, alongside the United Nations Mission in Bosnia and
Herzegovina (UNMIBH) and the International Police Task Force
(IPTF). Europe is humiliated.

Srebrenica is thus not only the beginning of the end of the Bosnian
Serb Army, it is the beginning of the end of strategic vacation. NATO
must get back to work.
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• France Tries Again
• NATO, Russia and the Enlargement Game
• The Changing of the Guard
• St Malo and European Strategic Sovereignty
• The Kosovo War
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As Europeans look at the best way to organize their foreign and
security co-operation the key is to make sure that any institutional
change is consistent with the basic principles that have served the
Atlantic partnership for fifty years. This means avoiding what I
would call the Three Ds: de-coupling, duplication and discrimina-
tion. First, we want to avoid de-coupling: NATO is the expression
of the indispensable transatlantic link. It should remain an organi-
zation of sovereign allies, where European decision-making is not
unhooked from broader alliance decision-making. Second, we
want to avoid duplication: defense resources are too scarce for
allies to conduct force planning, operate command structures, and
make procurement decisions twice – once at NATO and once more
at the EU. And third, we want to avoid any discrimination against
NATO members who are not EU members.

US Secretary of State, Madeleine K. Albright, Financial Times, 7
December 19981

After the Bosnian fiasco Europeans are chastened by the events that
have led to such spectacular failure in their own backyard. It is evident
that the political ambitions for European defense are well ahead of
military reality, or indeed the political willingness of many Europeans
to engage in dangerous operations. Given that there is also little
appetite in Europe for the kind of expenditures that would realize such
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a robust capability the choice is simple: better defense integration and
co-ordination in the EU, or a new strategic consensus with the US – or
both.

This choice is often painted as a split running down the middle of
the Atlantic. And, indeed, the US does enjoy a different tradition to
the European Allies, even the British. Washington in the 1990s saw its
role as a strategic reserve for the world, to be used only in emergen-
cies, and was determined not to become the “world’s policeman.” In
the early 1990s, this seemed on occasions almost akin to the isola-
tionism of the 1920s.2 Great power imposes great responsibility, and
neither Europeans, nor Americans, could get their collective heads
around that in the early 1990s. Moreover, the strategic methods are
profoundly different. For the American, military firepower and
maneuver are the credos, for Europeans it is stabilization and recon-
struction. Somewhere in the middle is a working strategic consensus,
but the very imbalance in power between the US and its Allies makes
such convergence hard to achieve. Unfortunately, the split also
extends to within Europe. The two countries that enjoy a strategic
tradition, Britain and France, are relatively robust compared with
other Europeans about the use of force, and because of their imperial
pasts are better prepared for the projected policing roles that peace-
keeping and peacemaking demand. However, what British and French
lack is sufficient numbers of military personnel and consequently the
debate within the Alliance in the second half of the 1990s becomes
focused on how to generate sufficient European forces across the
conflict spectrum that can carry out both crisis response operations
(CROs) and peace support operations (PSOs), and the collective
strategic vision and political will to use them. There is logic to this.
Not only are such forces in demand, but with enlargement impending,
such operations represent the kind of tasks that new members should
be able to undertake.

Furthermore, peacekeeping suits many of the older Allies, such as
Germany and Italy, who remain on strategic vacation, raiding
defense budgets to pay for public services, and in so doing imposing
an indirect tax on the other, more robust members. Only the British,
French, Americans, and to some extent the Dutch, see peacekeeping
as a subset of warfighting, for which all NATO militaries should
prepare. By 1996, therefore, both the Alliance and European defense
are not so much split, but fractured along political, military, techno-
logical, economic, doctrinal, and indeed cultural lines. What all agree
is that the Bosnian fiasco has been a wake-up call and change is
needed. But what?
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France Tries Again

Not for the first time, France makes the first move. On 17 January
1996, the French ambassador to NATO says France will fully partici-
pate in NATO’s Military Committee, although not in the Defense
Planning Committee (DPC) or the Nuclear Planning Group (NPG).
But there is a price. Between 31 January and 2 December new French
President Jacques Chirac visits the US where he stresses NATO
“reform,” meaning automatic European access to NATO assets and
capabilities, particularly the Combined Joint Planning Staff (CJPS). To
that end, the US and France agree that Combined Joint Task Forces
(CJTFs) can also be under non-NATO command, so long as a prior
decision has been taken by the North Atlantic Council and all NATO
members. But there is a catch. France is keen to have one umbrella
decision prior to any European-led operation, and not have to seek
separate decisions each time a request for NATO assets is made.
Turkey objects.

To smooth the politics of access the North Atlantic Council in
Berlin, on 3–4 June 1996, agrees to reinforce the European Security and
Defense Identity (ESDI) within the Alliance, as part of the internal
adaptation of NATO, to include a new command structure. It is also
agreed to support EU-led operations using NATO assets and capabili-
ties. Berlin-plus is born. It will prove a long and complex process.

Unfortunately, given the fifty years of tension since Suez, Paris
and Washington remain deeply mistrustful of each other and it is
not long before discord threatens to derail the Berlin-plus proposals.
At an informal meeting of NATO defense ministers, on 25–26
September, France threatens not to reintegrate into the NATO mili-
tary command structure unless two top command positions are given
to Europeans, particularly the command of Allied Forces South
(AFSOUTH). The US mistakenly takes this to include the US Sixth
Fleet. That was not the French intention, but as so often with Paris
and Washington a non-argument spirals into confrontation. Moreover,
another sub-text runs through this Byzantine debate – information
security. Although on 6 May 1996, NATO Secretary-General Javier
Solana and Western European Union (WEU) Secretary-General José
Cutileiro sign a security agreement setting out the procedures for
protecting and safeguarding classified information and material,
the Americans remain concerned about the use of classified material
they provide, particularly by the French, who they suspect of having
leaked NATO intelligence to the Serbs during Operation Deliberate
Force.3
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In May, French Foreign Minister, Hervé de Charette, warns that
France will slow its re-integration into NATO’s integrated military
structure if Europe’s role in the Alliance does not obtain a more
permanent and autonomous base. It is no coincidence that France and
Germany also call for more intense European defense co-operation at
the same time. On 9 December, Chancellor Kohl and President Chirac
sign an agreement on mutual security and defense in which they state
their readiness to undertake a dialog on the role of nuclear deterrence
in European defense. Indeed, it is an enduring trait of French diplo-
macy to offer agreement, only then to change the terms which made
agreement possible in the first place, even as they claim nothing has
changed. La France Perfide works – and as so often the US and the
UK are forced to react, rather than lead. However, it does not help the
search for strategic consensus, not least because few Europeans are
happy with French tactics.

However, the search goes on. On 3 December, the US and EU issue
a “New Transatlantic Agenda” in which the respective roles of both
NATO and the EU are spelled out. “We are committed to the construc-
tion of a new security architecture in which the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, the European Union, the Western European Union, the
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe and the Council
of Europe have complementary and mutually reinforcing roles to
play.”4 An EU–US Action Plan is also adopted. Moreover, at the
North Atlantic Council (NAC) on 10 December, ministers confirm
NATO’s readiness to lead a Stabilization Force (SFOR) to succeed the
Implementation Force (IFOR) in Bosnia, subject to a UN Security
Council mandate. Importantly, they also agree further steps to trans-
form Alliance military capabilities and to prepare for the enlargement
summit planned for Madrid in July 1997.

Something else happens. On 13 November, a car bomb explodes
outside a building belonging to a US security firm in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia. Nine people die. Al Qaeda is believed to be responsible.

NATO, Russia and the Enlargement Game

There is also Russia. Russia has never liked NATO enlargement; to
Russians the Alliance is an aggressor that threatens Mother Russia.
Some Russians still think that. Twentieth-century history and Cold
War propaganda take years to fade. Moreover, the sight of all the
former Warsaw Pact countries queuing up to join the old enemy puts
Russia’s own humiliation into stark relief. Moscow has long made it
clear that it does not want Western NATO forces stationed on the soil
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of any new members, an impossible demand of free and sovereign
states. Equally, Russia cannot be ignored and the Alliance recognizes
the need to massage Russia’s bruised ego. Enlargement, after all, is
meant to stabilize Europe, not undermine it, and there can be no true
security in Europe without Russia.

On 20–21 March 1996, NATO Secretary-General Javier Solana
visits Moscow ostensibly to discuss civil emergency co-operation, but
also to prepare Russians for NATO’s enlargement. Moscow had
reacted positively to ESDI at the Berlin Summit, but remains stead-
fastly opposed to any NATO structures on the territories of the new
NATO members: the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. They
remain flatly opposed to the stationing of NATO forces in the three
Baltic states should they become Alliance members.

On 2–3 December 1996, at the OSCE Summit in Lisbon, the
Russians make their views well understood at the adoption of the
“Declaration on a Common and Comprehensive Security Model for
Europe in the 21st Century.” Moscow is grandstanding. In an early test
for the new Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright, and new Secretary
of Defense, William Cohen, they stand by President Clinton’s State of
the Union call for NATO enlargement to be completed by 1999.
Fortunately, Moscow wants something. What matters to the Russians
is a special status in Washington that sets them apart from the other
Europeans. For what it is worth, Washington is happy to offer such a
relationship.

Consequently, on 27 May, “The Founding Act on Mutual Relations,
Cooperation and Security between NATO and the Russian
Federation” establishes the NATO–Russia Permanent Joint Council
(PJC). It is easy to dismiss the Act as of little meaning. However, given
the history of NATO and Russia it is an important step to the normal-
ization of relations between the two. Not least because the impending
enlargement of the Alliance could tip the balance between a Russia
that is part of European security, and a Russia that is a problem for it.
The Founding Act “ . . . defines the goals and mechanism of consulta-
tion, co-operation, joint decision-making and joint action that will
constitute the core of the mutual relations between NATO and
Russia.”5 It is the high-water mark in NATO–Russia relations, but it
opens the way to NATO enlargement.

On 30 May, the concluding meeting of the North Atlantic Co-
operation Council (NACC) takes place as its successor, the Euro-Atlantic
Partnership Council (EAPC), is inaugurated. The EAPC brings
together the nineteen Allies and twenty-seven Partner Countries from
Eastern Europe, Central Asia, the Caucasus, as well as traditionally
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neutral countries, such as Switzerland, Ireland, Finland, Sweden and
Austria. NATO’s transformation from classical military alliance to
comprehensive security organization is almost complete . . . but not
quite.

On 8–9 June, at the NATO Madrid Summit, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Poland are invited to join the Alliance. On 3 December
1997, the NATO–Russia Permanent Joint Council holds its first
meeting of defense ministers, having had its first meeting of foreign
ministers on 26 September. In December NATO signs Accession
Protocols with the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland and on 12
March 1999, Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary become the
first former Warsaw Pact countries to join NATO. It is a genuinely
historic moment.

The Changing of the Guard

Three other events take place in 1997 that will have profound implica-
tions for the Alliance. First, on 2 May, Tony Blair is elected Prime
Minister of Great Britain. Second, on 23 July, Slobodan Milosevic,
President of Serbia, becomes President of what is left of Yugoslavia.
Third, on 16–17 June, the EU’s Amsterdam European Council incor-
porates the WEU’s Petersberg Tasks into the Common Foreign and
Security Policy (CFSP), opening the way for the eventual integration
of the WEU into the EU. The Council also creates the post of High
Representative for the CFSP. The man proposed is none other than
NATO Secretary-General, Javier Solana. The political symbolism is
there for all to see.

But events are beginning to move beyond Europe. On 15 July, The
US Commission to Assess the Ballistic Missile Threat to the United
States reports that North Korea, Iran and Iraq would be able to
inflict major destruction on the US within about five years of a deci-
sion to acquire such a capability. Ten years in the case of Iraq.
Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative is about to be re-born
at the behest of the Chairman of the Commission – one Donald
Rumsfeld.

Less than a month later, on 7 August, 257 people are killed and
more than 5000 injured in simultaneous bomb blasts against US
embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. Osama
Bin Laden and Al Qaeda claim responsibility. In reprisal, on 20
August, President Clinton orders cruise missile attacks on a
compound housing Al Qaeda in Afghanistan and a chemicals factory
in Sudan.
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St Malo and European Strategic Sovereignty

On 25 October, during a meeting in Portschach, Austria, Tony Blair
breathes new life into the search for strategic consensus and demon-
strates Britain’s returning strategic self-confidence as he makes the
most pro-European statement on defense of any British leader since
Suez. Speaking of the meeting Prime Minister Blair states that “There
was a willingness which the UK obviously shares, for Europe to take a
stronger foreign policy and security role . . . A Common Foreign and
Security Policy for the European Union is necessary, it is overdue, it is
needed and it is high time we got on with trying to engage with formu-
lating it . . . ” Dutifully, he adds that “ . . . we need to make sure that
the institutional mechanism in no way undermines NATO but rather is
complementary to it . . . ”6

There is more. On 3–4 December, in a groundbreaking agreement,
the UK and France issue the “St Malo Declaration,” which states (very
carefully), “The Union [EU] must be given appropriate structures and
a capacity for analysis of situations, sources of intelligence, and a
capability for relevant strategic planning, without unnecessary duplica-
tion, taking account of existing assets of the WEU and the evolution
of its relations with the EU. In this regard it will also need to have
recourse to suitable military means (European capabilities pre-desig-
nated within NATO’s European pillar or national or multinational
European means outside the NATO framework).”7 In an effort to
move the NATO–EU debate forward, and to provide the bridge
between the US and Europe to which it has aspired, not always
successfully, the UK lifts its decades-long veto on an autonomous
European defense, so long as it is NATO-compatible. It is a gamble.
Those in favor of a maximal interpretation of European defense move
to capitalize on the British shift. Moreover, whilst Britain and France
agree on the need for effective European crisis management, given their
shared experience of the 1990s, they are still deeply divided over the
finalité of European defense. As ever, for Paris the politics of
European defense are as important as the substance. For the British it
is still capabilities and effectiveness that matter.

On 7 December, US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright makes
that very point. Whilst she endorses the Franco-British initiative she
says that Europe must avoid the “3Ds”: no diminution of NATO, no
discrimination against non-EU NATO members, and no duplication of
efforts or capabilities. The term “3Ds” is later simplified to “no dupli-
cation, no discrimination and no de-coupling.”8 However, on 11–12
December, the European Council “welcomes the new impetus given to
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the debate on a common European policy on security and defense.” A
little over a year later, on 13–14 March 1999, the German presidency
submits a paper entitled “Strengthening the Common Policy on
Security and Defense.” For France this is the political green light it has
been seeking since the early 1950s to lead Europe towards strategic
sovereignty. Soon it will have a powerful ally. On 27 October, Gerhard
Schroeder is elected Chancellor of Germany.

Between 9 and 16 December 1998, the UNSCOM inspectors leave
Iraq, complaining that their work is being obstructed, and the US and
UK launch missile and air strikes to force Iraq to fully comply with
UN weapons inspections.

The Kosovo War

Sadly, Europe is not yet violence-free. In Kosovo, the southern
province of Serbia in which ninety percent of the population are of
Albanian extraction, tensions have been rising. It is also a region Serbs
see as sacred to their national identity. On 9 March 1998, the Contact
Group, a relatively new grouping of old-fashioned Great Powers,
comprising the foreign ministers of France, Germany, Italy, the
Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the United States, call
upon President Milosevic to take rapid and effective steps to stop the
violence and engage in a commitment to find a political solution to the
issue of Kosovo through dialog. Specifically, the Contact Group
demands that all Serb special police units are withdrawn and all action
against the civilian population ceases. The Group goes on to say that a
solution to the problem must recognize the territorial integrity of
Yugoslavia AND take into account the rights of the Kosovo Albanians.
It is a seeming impossible balance and, given the situation on the
ground, is nigh-on impossible. And so begins the countdown to
NATO’s only war.

On 31 March, the UN Security Council adopts Resolution 1160,
imposing an arms embargo on Yugoslavia, which the EU supports.
Throughout May, June and July over 13,000 refugees move over the
border into Albania. The whole ghastly experience of Bosnia seems
about to repeat itself. On 12 June, the Contact Group calls for an
immediate ceasefire, the withdrawal of all Yugoslav and Serbian secu-
rity forces, the admission of international monitors and fresh talks.
That same day NATO launches Operation Determined Falcon over
Macedonia, involving 85 aircraft from 13 members to intimidate the
Belgrade government. It seems to have little impact. On 24 June, Tony
Blair warns that the use of NATO air and ground power remains an
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option unless Belgrade pulls out of Kosovo. That same day, NATO
begins planning for military operations against Yugoslavia, but Russia
is implacably opposed. On 24 September, NATO defense ministers give
SACEUR, General Wesley Clark, authorization to ask members for
the forces necessary to carry out military operations. However, with
Russia unshakeably opposed, the Pentagon wrangling over the rules of
engagement, and time still needed to build up NATO’s strength in the
region, the Allies agree to give diplomacy one last chance.

On 6 February 1999, peace talks open at Rambouillet, south of Paris,
under the threat of NATO force as the Alliance builds up its capability
in the region. On 23 February the talks are adjourned. They resume on
15 March, but whilst Kosovo Albanians accept the West’s proposals,
the Serbs refuse. On 19 March all international observers are told to
leave Kosovo. The final countdown to war begins. On 22 March, US
Special Envoy Richard Holbrooke travels to Belgrade in a last-ditch
attempt to convince Milosevic to climb down but the wily Serb refuses.
Although a specific UN Security Council Resolution authorizing the
use of force cannot be obtained, due to both Russian and Chinese
objections, on 24 March NATO begins Operation Allied Force. Belgrade
responds by declaring a state of war. The Kosovo War has begun.

The war continues to 11 June when the NATO air campaign is
suspended and Serbian troops begin their withdrawal from Kosovo as
part of the plan that had been brokered by the G-8 back in May, and
subsequently agreed by the UN Security Council. On 10 June,
Resolution 1244 is adopted by the UN Security Council establishing
an international security presence in Kosovo that NATO will lead. But
the past still enjoys an eloquence. Russian armor suddenly makes an
unexpected move across the border from Bosnia and occupies the
airport of Pristina, the Kosovar capital. However, after negotiations
between the Russian and British commanders, a modus vivendi is
reached. Thereafter, British, French, German, US and Italian troops
move into the region and occupy their respective zones as part of
NATO’s Kosovo Force (KFOR). It is still there.

Ultimately, NATO’s Kosovo War is a success because of over-
whelming NATO power, and because the Allies again find solidarity in
crisis. However, there are some worrying developments. First, the US
insists that the war plan for the campaign is developed in the Pentagon,
not NATO’s Combined and Joint Planning System (CJPS), to avoid “war
by committee.”9 Second, the war plan is markedly American-friendly.
The US then accuses the European Allies of not having done enough, a
partly justified criticism, because of the widening military/technology
gap between Americans and Europeans. However, the criticism is only
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partly justified. The European Allies could have done more and the
campaign is as much dictated by a US desire not to get involved on the
ground or to take risks with air crew, as it is by European military
weakness. Indeed, it is the British, French, Italians and Germans that
push for a ground intervention and it is noteworthy that Milosevic
only starts to talk seriously when the Europeans begin to mass troops
on the Albanian border with Kosovo. That said, NATO acted to effect
when it mattered, but divisions remain.

Power and Divergence

NATO’s 1999 Washington Summit and the EU Helsinki Summit come
at a pivotal moment in the West’s search for a new strategic consensus.
On the one hand, the US is beginning to transform its military out of
reach of many Europeans. On the other, the emerging big security
picture is slowly restoring great power to the fore, causing the question
of its organization, focus and application to once again become the
stuff of international relations.

Consequently, both the two summits are the first real power
summits since the end of the Cold War, even if they are replete with
both American and European strategic contradictions, precisely
because they are about the organization of power. Indeed, whilst one
concerns the rehabilitation of an enduring, American-led European
security power hub, the other concerns the drive to create a new
European power hub, albeit fissured by the politics of weakness. That
is the state of play in transatlantic security relations in 1999. Equally,
whilst NATO’s strategic landscape has changed beyond all recognition
since 1949, the relationships between the Alliance’s founding members
bear a striking resemblance. The US is still the indispensable nation,
but enjoys nothing like the control or influence it once did within the
Alliance. The UK is still America’s indispensable European ally, but is
re-shaping national grand strategy for the first time since 1956. France
is France. Brilliant, visionary and frustrated by the facts of European
defense life. Those who share the French vision, either in whole or in
part, are some of the weakest European military powers. Those that do
not are amongst the strongest. The Soviet Union is no more, but
Russia continues to be an at best prickly partner. Germany is once
again re-united and is a model European democracy, but unsure as to
its security and defense role. The rest? They try to strike a balance
between the demands of the US, their own now-ingrained habit of
free-riding, and the reluctance of their peoples to do anything too
dangerous. For the three former Warsaw Pact countries that are now
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NATO members, and the six waiting in the wings, the Alliance they are
joining is not the Alliance they expected. It is an interesting moment to
audit NATO’s past, present and future – fifty years on.

So it is, with the Kosovo War under way, that the Alliance’s Heads
of State and Government gather in Washington on 23 April 1999 to
mark the fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the North Atlantic
Treaty. Javier Solana is still NATO Secretary-General, but widely
expected to take over as High Representative of the CFSP. The search
for a new Secretary-General is under way, with the British Defense
Secretary George Robertson tipped as favorite. Fifty years on there is a
certain historical symmetry, as the first Secretary-General, Bruce
Ismay, was also British. NATO had, after all, been a British idea.

The final communiqué of NATO’s Washington Summit reflects
both the high and low politics of Alliance life. Inspired by events in
Kosovo, an American desire to avoid nation-building, European polit-
ical ambitions and European military weakness, Americans finally
reconcile EU efforts to build up its own security and defense, so long
as such EU-led missions are separable but not separate from the
Alliance. Capabilities becomes the American creed. That, in turn, raises
an important question for Europeans. How hard are they prepared to
work to keep the US engaged in their own security? It is a question
that will split the Alliance asunder a few years hence, but it is nonethe-
less apparent even in 1999. Indeed, by 1999 America, and much of
Europe, simply do not share the same strategic view. In fact, quite a
few Europeans have no strategic view at all, which is why so many of
them find comfort in what they think is a purely regional EU security
and defense policy with an emphasis very firmly on soft power.

However, what emerges is a new Strategic Concept that reflects the
inescapable deterioration of the strategic environment; and the chal-
lenges NATO must face as the Alliance endeavors to reach across the
collective defense, collective security spectrum. To that end the 1999
Strategic Concept it first confirms that the Alliance’s “essential and
enduring purpose”10 is to safeguard the freedom and security of its
members through both political and military means, by affirming
democracy, human rights, and the rule of law and expressing the
commitment of the Allies, not only to common defense, but to the
peace and stability of the wider Euro-Atlantic area.

The Strategic Concept then outlines the tasks that the Alliance will
have to undertake in pursuit of its grand strategic mission. Collective
defense remains the cornerstone of solidarity upon which the Alliance
is founded, but grafted on is the crisis management and partnership
role vital to the security of the Euro-Atlantic Security Community. It
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also confirms the finding of its 1991 predecessor that the threat of
general war has all but disappeared from Europe, but that other risks
pose challenges far more pressing than in 1991 – ethnic conflict,
human rights abuses, political instability, economic fragility and the
spread of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and their means of
delivery. In effect, the 1999 Strategic Concept lays out the blueprint for
the twenty-first-century NATO.

It is a comprehensive approach to security and defense that
emphasizes in its scope the centrality of the transatlantic link and the
indivisibility of European and North American security; the mainte-
nance of effective military capabilities that will be vital for effective
operations, “from collective defense to crisis response operations”;11

and the development of the European Security and Defense Identity,
building upon the Berlin-plus formula and emphasizing close co-
operation between NATO, the WEU and “if and when appropriate,”
the EU. It also reinforces the need for conflict prevention and crisis
management operations, such as those in Bosnia and Kosovo which
remain “a key aspect of NATO’s contribution to Euro-Atlantic peace
and security”;12 partnership, co-operation and dialog, both in Europe
and beyond, particularly the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council, the
Partnership for Peace, the special relationships with Russia and
Ukraine and the Mediterranean Dialog; enlargement, and arms
control disarmament and non-proliferation.

Unfortunately, NATO cannot escape the European defense paradox;
the more the tasks, the less the resources. Indeed, Banquo’s ghost is
always present in the form of missing capabilities. In an attempt to lay
Banquo to rest, the Defense Capabilities Initiative (DCI) is launched
to prepare the European Allies for the challenges ahead. DCI is, in
effect, an American test of European seriousness involving five over-
lapping areas for improvement: mobility and deployability, sustainability,
survivability and interoperability, with some 58 separate shortfall
categories.

But NATO is not the only show in town. At the EU’s European
Council in Helsinki on 10–11 December 1999, the Helsinki Headline
Goal (HHG) commits the EU by 2003 to be able to deploy within sixty
days and sustain for up to one year a force of 50,000 to 60,000
personnel, capable of undertaking the full range of Petersberg Tasks.
A standing Political and Security Committee (PSC) is to be established
to provide strategic political guidance during crises, together with a
Military Committee (EUMC) made up of national chiefs of defense
staff (CHODs) or their representatives, together with a military staff.
EU leaders, conscious of complex crisis management, also call on the
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European Commission to create a civilian rapid reaction capability
and pledge the capabilities necessary to ensure effectiveness. In partic-
ular, echoing NATO’s Washington Summit, they call for forces that are
deployable, sustainable, interoperable, flexible, mobile, and survivable.
The European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) is formally inaugu-
rated.

The EU leaders also call for appropriate arrangements for consulta-
tion, co-operation and transparency between the EU and NATO, and
for the necessary dialog, consultation and co-operation with non-EU
members of NATO. The key issue becomes complementarity between
NATO and the EU.

On 15 June 2001, newly elected President George W. Bush delivers a
speech in Warsaw in which he addresses that issue head on. “I believe
in NATO membership for all of Europe’s democracies that seek it and
are ready to share the responsibilities that NATO brings . . . All
nations should understand that there is no conflict between member-
ship of NATO and membership of the European Union.” Echoing
Eisenhower many years before, he goes on, “My nation welcomes the
consolidation of European unity, and the stability it brings. We
welcome a greater role for the EU in European security . . . ” However,
there is a sting in the tail. European security must be “ . . . properly
integrated with NATO.” And in exhorting Europeans to look outward
he asserts that “ . . . the basis for our mutual security must move
beyond Cold War doctrines . . . We must confront the shared security
threats of regimes that thrive by creating instability, that are ambitious
for weapons of mass destruction, and are dangerously unpredictable.
In Europe, you are closer to these challenges than the United States.
You see the lightning well before we hear the thunder. Only together,
however, can we confront the emerging threats of a changing world.”13

America was about to see lightning and to hear the thunder in a
way no European ever imagined.
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The Parties will consult together whenever, in the opinion of any
of them, the territorial integrity, political independence or security
of any of the Parties is threatened.

Article 4, the North Atlantic Treaty, Washington, 4 April 19491

NATO today is a strategic security and defense hub that can project
both military and partnership power worldwide. However, the job of
today’s Alliance is as it ever was: to safeguard the freedom and security
of its member nations through political and security means founded
upon the values of democracy, liberty, rule of law and the peaceful
resolution of disputes. To that end, NATO provides a strategic forum
for consultations between North Americans and Europeans on secu-
rity issues of common concern and the facility for taking joint action
to deal with them. Even today, an attack upon one member is an
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attack on all. However, in an age where crisis management tops most
security agendas, rather than territorial defense, NATO acts as a vital
strategic and regional stabilizer enabling diplomacy through robust
military capabilities. Today’s NATO is constructed around four objec-
tives. First, NATO is transforming the militaries of its members to
cope with a rapidly changing strategic environment. Second, the
Alliance is expanding its operations and missions, both in pursuit of
stability and to counter terrorism. Third, NATO is adapting its forces
to cope with the challenges posed by terrorism, failed states and the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and opening them to
new partners, both civil and military. Fourth, the further development
of a working partnership with the European Union.

The NATO Basics

NATO has twenty-six members: Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey,
the United Kingdom and the United States. However, NATO is a
small organization. The total number of people working at NATO
Headquarters in Brussels is 3150 (at the year 2000), of which there are
350 members of the international military staff and 1400 national
delegates. NATO operates by consensus in that all the twenty-six
member-states have to agree before a decision is taken. In addition to
the twenty-six members there are twenty-seven Partners, either seeking
membership or a security relationship with NATO. There are two
major sites, the political center, NATO Headquarters, at Zaventem in
the suburbs of Brussels, and Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE) at Mons, also in Belgium. The overall budget for the
Alliance was US $133m in the year 2000.2 Apart from seventeen
airborne early-warning aircraft registered to Luxembourg, and the
planning and logistics support infrastructure, all assets and capabilities
belong to the members.3 The costs of most operations “lie where they
fall” with the members, although a debate is under way about common
funding. The cost of the Alliance itself is less than one half percent of
the defense budgets of all the members.

The NATO Committee Structure

In recent years NATO has undergone a major re-organization,
reducing the over four hundred committees that the Alliance accumu-
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lated during the Cold War. Today’s NATO is structured thus. The
North Atlantic Council or NAC is the chief political body with powers
of decision. It consists of Permanent Representatives at ambassadorial
rank of the member-countries, who meet at least once a week. It can
meet at a higher level, involving Foreign Ministers, Defense Ministers
and Heads of State and Government. The Council is the only body
that derives its authority directly from the North Atlantic Treaty.
Every other committee supports the NAC. Twice a year the NAC will
meet at ministerial level whereas for the rest of the time it is known as
the Permanent Council.

The work of the NAC is prepared by subordinate committees, of
which the most important is the Senior Political Committee (SPC).
The secretariat of the NAC is divided into the Divisions and Offices of
the civilian International Staff, the work of which is coordinated by
the Executive Secretariat.

The next most senior committee, the Defense Planning Committee
(DPC), is also comprised of Permanent Representatives (the Perm
Reps) and meets twice a year at ministerial level and deals mainly with
defense matters. As its name suggests, it is responsible for all subjects
related to collective defense planning and oversees the Integrated
Military Structure.

The Nuclear Planning Group or NPG is a forum for defense minis-
ters of countries in the Defense Planning Committee to meet and
discuss matters relating to nuclear matters, such as deployment, safety,
security and survivability of nuclear weapons, communications and
information systems, arms control and nuclear proliferation.
However, they do not discuss systems or targeting, which remain
firmly under the control of the three nuclear members – the US, UK
and France.

There are thirty-five sub-committees supporting the three main
committees to ensure national representation in each area where a
member participates.

The oddity is the Military Committee (MC) which, although subor-
dinate to the NAC and the Defense Planning Committee, has a special
status as the senior military authority in NATO. The day-to-day work
of the Military Committee is undertaken by Military Representatives
or MilReps acting on behalf of the national Chiefs of Defense or
CHODs. The Military Committee oversees the International Military
Staff and the Supreme Allied Commanders and recommends to
civilian political decision-makers steps that should be taken for the
military security of the Alliance. It has often been chaired by
outstanding figures, such as General Omar Bradley (US), 1949–50,
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Admiral of the Fleet, Earl Mountbatten of Burma (UK), 1960–61
and, inter alia, General Klaus Naumann (Germany), 1996–99.

NATO Decision-making in a Crisis

Consultation between members plays an important role in crisis
management because of the vital need to preserve consensus, which is
the cornerstone of NATO decision-making, and achieving rapid deci-
sion-making. The principal committees during times of crisis are the
North Atlantic Council and the Defense Planning Committee, supported
by the Policy Co-ordination Group (PCG), the Political Committee
(PC), the Military Committee (MC) and the Senior Civil Emergency
Planning Committee (SCEPC).

Decision-making is supported in turn by the NATO Situation
Center (SITCEN), which operates continuously, providing real-time
intelligence and situation reports on an unfolding crisis. Naturally,
supreme authority throughout rests with the North Atlantic
Council.

The command flow is as follows. After consultation with national
capitals, the NAC will authorize the Secretary-General to deploy
NATO forces. The Secretary-General will then issue an ACTION
ORDER (ACTORD) to the Supreme Allied Commander (SACEUR)
who will then implement the Order of Battle or ORBAT. National
forces will then be placed at the disposal of SACEUR through the
NATO Command Structure, although they remain under national
command at all other times and by and large deploy as national force
elements.

Parliamentary Oversight

Parliamentary oversight is provided by the NATO Parliamentary
Assembly (NATO PA) (formerly the North Atlantic Assembly). It is an
inter-parliamentary agency providing a forum for Alliance parliamen-
tarians to meet and consider issues of common concern, to build the
political consensus upon which NATO is founded. As Alliance
membership and partnership programs have expanded over recent
years so has the mandate and scope of the Assembly. Today the
Parliamentary Assembly has twenty-six NATO members and thirteen
Associate members.

In addition to the NATO PA, Atlantic Treaty Associations (ATAs)
were created on 18 June 1954 to enable voluntary and non-governmental
organizations to support the work of the Alliance.
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Partnerships

Equally, the focus is by no means all on advanced expeditionary opera-
tions. NATO’s “grand strategy” is to extend its security footprint by
opening up the Alliance to new members and building new relation-
ships with key institutions, such as the EU. The specific objective is to
enhance stability within Europe, and increasingly beyond, without
extending NATO’s military influence. This is no easy task, given the
neighborhood. The instruments for this more political NATO, and its
associated security architecture, are founded upon two programs, the
Partnership for Peace program and the Partnership Planning and
Review Process or PARP, which prepares potential members through
what are known as Individual Partnership Programs (IPPs) and
Membership Action Plans or MAPs.

Since the 1997 Madrid Summit a further objective of the Alliance
has been to consolidate relations with major partners. Indeed, enhancing
security through transparency, consultation and co-operation has been
the quid pro quo of the enlargement process and specifically the Euro-
Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC), the NATO–Russia Council and
the NATO–Ukraine Commission. There are forty-six members of the
EAPC, including the twenty-six NATO members.

NATO–EU Relations

Relations with the EU are today a vital area of Alliance activities. On
17–18 June 2004, the EU’s Brussels European Council agreed “ . . .
to take forward work on the establishment of a civilian/military cell
within the EU Military Staff,” at SHAPE, together with formal
liaison arrangements between NATO and the EU Military Staff,
including “ . . . an operations center.” EU leaders agreed “ . . . that
this [operations center] will not be a standing HQ, that the main
option for autonomous military operations remains national HQs.”4

EU-led operations are thus reliant upon NATO assets or indepen-
dent from them depending upon the size, scope and location of the
operation.

The Staff

In 2003 NATO’s International Staff was reorganized to better reflect
the Alliance’s new missions and priorities. The senior political figure in
the Alliance is the Secretary-General, who is always a European. The
job of the Secretary-General is to prepare the work of the North
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Atlantic Council, in his capacity as Vice-Chairman of the NAC, and to
act as interface between the Permanent Representatives, and the
NATO staff. There have been eleven “Sec-Gens,” with the following
inauguration dates: Lord Bruce Ismay (UK) 12 March 1952, Paul-
Henri Spaak (Belgium) 16 May 1957, Dirk U. Stikker (Netherlands)
21 April 1961, Manlio Brosio (Italy) 1 August 1964, Dr Joseph Luns
(Netherlands) 1 October 1971, Lord Peter Carrington (UK) 25 June
1984, Dr Manfred Wörner (Germany – died in office 13 August 1994)
1 July 1988, Willy Claes (Belgium – resigned 21 October, 1995) 17
October 1994, Javier Solana (Spain) 1 December 1995, Lord George
Robertson (UK) 14 October 1999, and Jaap de Hoop Scheffer
(Netherlands) 5 January 2004.

The Secretary-General is supported by a Deputy Secretary-General
and six Assistant Secretary-Generals responsible respectively for the
six divisions: Political Affairs and Security Policy, Operations, Defense
Policy and Planning, Public Diplomacy and Executive Management.
In addition there are five other Principal Officials, the Directors of the
Private Office, the Secretary of the Council, the NATO Spokesman,
the Director, Policy Planning and the Director, NATO Office of
Security.

The International Military Staff is headed by a General/Flag
Officer responsible for planning, assessing and recommending policy
on military matters for consideration by the Military Committee. Its
main center of operations is SHAPE. At the November 2002 Prague
Summit, NATO embarked on a new command structure, founded
upon the Combined Joint Task Forces or CJTFs, and built around two
new major functional strategic commands, Allied Command
Operations (ACO) and Allied Command Transformation (ACT).
NATO forces are organized around three force types: main defense
forces, immediate and rapid Reaction Forces, and augmentation forces.

NATO Strategic Commands

The NATO strategic commands, Allied Command Operations and
Allied Command Transformation, are responsible for the development
of defense plans for their respective areas, the determination of force
requirements and for the deployment and exercising of the forces
under their command. The structure is built around a single strategic
command for operations and three subordinate operational-level joint
commands in the Netherlands, Naples and Lisbon. These, in turn,
provide parent headquarters for two land-based and one sea-based
deployable Combined Joint Task Forces (CJTFs).
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The principal military officers for Allied Command Operations are
the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR), who is always an
American, the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander, Europe
(DSACEUR), who is always a European, the Chief of Staff at SHAPE,
the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations and the Deputy Chief of Staff,
Support. The principal military officers in Allied Command Trans-
formation are the Supreme Allied Commander, Transformation (SACT),
who again is always American, and the Deputy Supreme Allied
Commander, Transformation (DSACT), again a European.

The SACEUR is chosen by the US President and confirmed by the
NAC. The current SACEUR, General James L. Jones, is the first US
Marine to hold the post, emphasizing NATO’s focus on advanced
expeditionary missions, at which the US Marines excel. There is no
assigned term for a SACEUR; it can last from one to eight years and
he always holds the additional post of Commander of the US
European Command (COMUSEUCOM). Prior to General Jones
there were thirteen SACEURs, either US Air Force or US Army offi-
cers, depending on the emphasis of US and NATO strategy: General
Dwight D. Eisenhower, General Matthew B. Ridgway, General Alfred
M. Gruenther, General Lauris B. Norstad, General Lyman L. Lemnitzer,
General Andrew J. Goodpaster, General Alexander M. Haig,
General Bernard W. Rogers, General John R. Gavin, General John M.
Shalikashvili, General George A. Joulwan, General Wesley K. Clark,
and General Joseph W. Ralston.

NATO Transformation

Transformation is today’s NATO. The transformation of NATO’s
armed forces is founded on what is known as effect and interoper-
ability.5 The objective is to ensure transatlantic military interoperability
by changing the armed forces of twentieth-century NATO into a
twenty-first-century force. In specific terms that means moving
Alliance militaries away from static and reactive armed forces, with an
emphasis on a regional presence to agile, proactive forces, capable of
generating global “effect,” built upon precision capabilities, opera-
tional coherence and integrated distribution-based logistics, as well as
networked intelligence.

The approach of Allied Command Transformation is to create a
strategic combined and joint capability that has global reach through
network-enabled forces operating at high levels of technical and
doctrinal interoperability.6 The “clothes horse” for transformation is
the 21,000-strong NATO Response Force (NRF) that was inaugurated
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on 15 October 2003 and which reached Full Operational Capability
(FOC) in Fall 2006. The NRF is a joint, multinational, technologically
advanced force able to deploy in five days and sustainable up to thirty,
under the command of Regional Headquarters, Allied Forces North
Europe (RHQ AFNORTH). In effect, transformation reaches into
every aspect of Alliance activity: organization, policy, doctrine,
process, training and education. Above all, it has required of the
Alliance a new planning ethos capable of sending forces anywhere, any
time for howsoever long. It is a far cry from the NATO of old.

To that end, Allied Command Transformation (ACT) is organized
into five key sub-divisions: Strategic Concepts, Policy & Inter-
operability; Defense Planning; Future Capabilities, Research and
Technology; Joint Education & Training; and Joint Experimentation,
Exercises & Assessment. Moreover, the priorities of ACT emphasize
the drive for change and include transforming NATO’s military capa-
bilities; preparing, supporting and sustaining Alliance operations;
implementing the NATO Response Force and other deployable capa-
bilities; achieving full operational capability; and, of equal importance,
assisting the transformation of partner capabilities. The NRF is the
test vehicle whereby NATO’s land, sea, air and special operations
forces (SOF) can be welded into a single operational package. Moreover,
the NRF also helps to co-ordinate national forces at an advanced level
of interoperability, to generate what is known as combined effect. In
effect, the NRF is a force and systems integrator and thus vital to the
development of the effects-based, collaborative, network-enabled and
interdependent force of the future Alliance.

The NATO Force Structure

Capabilities are one thing; organization another. In July 2001, the prin-
ciples and parameters of the new NATO Force Structure (NFS) were
agreed, incorporating all national and multinational forces at the
disposal of the Alliance. It is important to make a distinction between
the NATO Command Structure and the NATO Force Structure. The
NATO Command Structure concerns the command and control of all
Alliance forces, i.e. land, sea and air, and is therefore strategic in both
reach and scope. In light of the changing environment the NATO
Command Structure was first revised in 1997, and again in June 2003.
The NATO Force Structure, on the other hand, operates at the tactical
level and provides additional command and control capabilities.

Contemporary Alliance force planning recognizes the ever-more-
blurred distinction between Article 5 and non-Article 5 operations.
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Indeed, the specific objective of the NATO Force Structure is to ensure
the capacity to rapidly deploy to crisis areas, both in and out of
NATO’s area. Consequently, robust crisis response operations are at
the very core of NATO’s contemporary security projection role, and
the NATO Force Structure is most concerned with the effective inter-
operability of land forces (air and naval/amphibious forces are by
definition already very mobile and deployable). Unfortunately, too
many of NATO’s European land forces remain overly static and of
limited strategic use.

The “mobilization” of NATO land forces places a particular
emphasis on sufficient numbers of high-readiness, highly trained
forces, effective transportation (fast sea and air lift), logistics,
capabilities and secure communications. Such a “transformation” also
emphasizes professional forces able to operate in all environments,
alongside others (interoperability) and over time and distance (sustain-
ability and deployability). One of the most heated debates at present
within the Alliance is that concerning specialization versus task
sharing. The force ethos of NATO is that all members should share
tasks across the conflict spectrum. However, such is the capabilities
gap that this goal becomes ever harder to achieve, particularly for the
smaller nations. Increasingly, therefore, members seek to carve out
niche roles clustered around the broad capabilities of the bigger
nations, particularly the US. This particular conundrum is given added
impetus by the need to involve Partner nations in crisis response opera-
tions (CROs).

NATO forces are designated as either High-Readiness Forces
(HRF) or Forces of Lower Readiness (FLR). High-Readiness Forces
are those able and available to act at short notice, whereas the purpose
of forces with a lower state of readiness is to reinforce and sustain the
High-Readiness Forces. The use of such forces requires careful plan-
ning and sophisticated command and control arrangements and the
Alliance is developing Graduated Readiness Headquarters to that
effect. There are six such national HQs that have been assessed and
validated, i.e. that have achieved the all-important NATO Standards:
the Allied Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC), based at
Rheindalen, Germany, with the UK acting as what is known as
Framework Nation (i.e. providing core assets, personnel and infras-
tructure); the Rapid Deployable German–Netherlands Corps HQ,
based in Munster, Germany; the Rapid Deployable Italian Corps
HQ, at Solbiate Olona, in Italy; the Rapid Deployable Spanish
Corps HQ, at Valencia, Spain; the Rapid Deployable Turkish Corps HQ,
near Istanbul, Turkey and the Eurocorps HQ in Strasbourg, France.
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There are three Forces of Lower Readiness (Land) Headquarters:
the Multinational Corps HQ North-East in Szczecin, Poland; the
Greek “C” Corps HQ near Thessaloniki, Greece; and the II Polish
Corps HQ in Krakow, Poland. In addition there are three High-
Readiness Forces (Maritime) Headquarters: Headquarters, Commander
Italian Maritime Forces, on board Italy’s INS Garibaldi; Headquarters,
Commander Spanish Maritime Force (HQ COMSPMARFOR) on
board Spain’s SNS Castilla; and Headquarters, Commander United
Kingdom Maritime Forces (HQ COMUKMARFOR) on board
Britain’s HMS Ark Royal.

NATO has three research and technology (R&T) bodies: the NATO
Undersea Research Center (NURC), the Research and Technology
Agency (RTA) and the NATO Consultation, Command and Control
Agency (NC3A).

NATO and Military Capabilities

Also central to the Alliance mission is how best to wring sufficient
capabilities out of the European Allies. The specific progress on the
2002 Prague Capabilities Commitment is difficult to assess because
most of the material is classified, although there is every reason to
believe that such progress roughly concurs with that of the EU’s
main military capabilities planning document, the EU Force
Catalogue for Headline Goal 2010. Therein, of sixty-four Capability
Shortfalls and Deficits covering Land, Maritime, Air, Mobility and
ISTAR (intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and reconnais-
sance), seven have been formally solved, four are showing signs of
improvement and fifty-three did not change over the 2002–5 period
identified in the EU Force Catalogue and according to the November
2005 Catalogue.7

The PCC is designed to support the NATO Force Goals and is built
around five broad areas of capability: deployability and mobility;
sustainability and logistics; survivability; effective engagement; and
consultation, command and control. Moreover, within the general
categories, the Allies committed themselves to improving the following:
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defense (CBRN),
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance
(ISTAR), air to ground surveillance, command, control, communica-
tions and computers (C4), precision-guided munitions (PGMs),
suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD), strategic sea and air lift,
air-to-air refueling, deployable combat support and combat service
support units.
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Progress is again patchy. Binnendijk, Gompert and Kugler in an
authoritative 2005 article state that: “At present, much of the HRF
[High-Readiness Force] is not adequately capable of projecting power
swiftly and performing major combat operation missions in distant
areas. Reforming these forces is not beyond reach. The NATO Defense
Capability Initiative did not achieve this worthy goal because it was
scattered across too many forces and measures, and the Prague
Capabilities Commitment evidently is encountering similar troubles.”8

Thus, in an environment of low defense budgets, creative solutions
are at a premium if the Alliance is to fulfill its current and future
missions effectively. The figures are sobering. Whilst the US spent
$61bn on defense research and development in 2004, NATO Europe
spent $8bn. Spending per capita on research and development in the
US was $147.20 whilst in Italy it was $3.50, France $48.50 and in the
UK $51.80. Defense modernization funding as a percentage of the US
investment, per member of the armed forces, ranged from Poland at 6
percent, Germany at 21 percent, the Netherlands at 41 percent, to the
UK at 95 percent.9 What is clear is that the intra-Alliance capabilities
gap between the US and its European Allies is never going to be closed
and if not guarded against could place NATO’s overall cohesion
seriously at risk. Co-operability, i.e. working in parallel, rather than
interoperability, i.e. working as an integrated system, may have to be
the way forward.

Equally, the European Allies are developing a range of innovative
solutions that offer at least some hope for future Alliance interoper-
ability. Indeed, the European Allies have no choice but to make better
use of what they have and then better acquire what they need.
Interesting innovations include, inter alia, the Sealift Co-ordination
Center and the European Airlift Co-ordination Center at Eindhoven
and the close co-operation between the NATO Working Group and
the EU Working Group on air-to-air refueling.

However, severe impediments remain to the generation of capabili-
ties that can enable the advanced global expeditionary or expeditionary
stabilization and reconstruction forces that will become NATO’s stock
in trade. Although the downward spiral in defense expenditure has
been halted, only half of NATO Allies and one third of EU member-
states spend 2 percent of GDP on defense. The average of all NATO
defense expenditure on personnel in 2004 was 52.4 percent. However,
whilst the US spent 34.8 percent and the UK 39.4 percent, Belgium
spent 73.8 percent, Germany 59.3 percent and the Netherlands 49.8
percent. Professionalization is a must. Equipment budgets reflect a
similar story. Whilst the US spent 24.9 percent of defense expenditure
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on equipment, the UK spent 22.8 percent, France 21.4 percent, the
Netherlands 16.4 percent and Belgium (not to pick on Belgium)
spent only 5.4 percent.10

Too many Europeans retain bloated defense establishments that
prevent anything like the 40 percent deployability and 8 percent
deployed targets agreed by the Alliance under transformation. Indeed,
most Europeans have forces that are, at most, around 10 percent
deployable with around 3–4 percent deployed, and that only with the
greatest of effort. The Venusberg Group “European Defense Strategy”
states that of 1.7m personnel in military uniforms, only around
170,000 can be deployed, with around 50–60,000 deployed at any one
time. To say the very least that is a poor return on investment for the
European taxpayer of the $200bn or so spent each year on defense.11

Indeed, spent properly and creatively there is a lot one can do with
$200bn before one starts raiding the coffers of social security. But,
therein lies the dilemma.

That said, the transformation process is having an effect. Through
rationalization Norway is now spending 30 percent of its defense
budget on defense investment. Dutch rationalization has increased its
deployable combat strength by 2100 troops, with a much more flexible
contract for personnel. Germany has closed 105 bases and is reducing
personnel rapidly.12 So long as such savings are re-invested into
modernization and transformation (and it is a big if), deployability
should improve in time.

NATO and Future Operations

Twenty-first-century NATO must undertake two vital functions. First,
act as the interoperability mechanism with US forces at a very different
level of military-technical capability. Second, provide a platform to
project European coalitions world-wide in support of the US when the
partners choose to act together. For NATO that will mean that almost
all operations it takes on will be robust. That old adage of Senator
Lugar is still apt: NATO must go out of area or out of business.13

Such operations place a particular premium on partnership, robust
ones particularly so, because they are microcosms of war, requiring
forced entry, pacification and long-term stabilization. That is the
lesson of NATO’s post-Cold War operations. Moreover, mission
success not only requires the application of different types of armed
force, but partnerships with other actors crucial to achieving complex
political desired end-states. NATO is becoming ever more adept at the
planning, application and development of such broad security pack-
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ages. In the crisis management business hearts and minds matter – not
just those of local people, which are of course critical, but also those
of the many international organizations (IOs) and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) vital to the management of broad and complex
security environments.

To that end, broader-based Peace Support Operations (PSOs) bring
together people and institutions that in the past have tended, if not
striven, to remain apart. One significant change is the development of
civil-military co-operation (CIMIC) and the forced co-operation of
diverse people from diverse backgrounds working together for the
common good. Unquestionably, NATO can take significant credit for
helping to establish mutual respect between the various actors,
although it is still very much a work in progress and more needs to be
done, such as a clear set of guidelines for governing the relationship
between NATO armed forces and NGOs in Afghanistan.

Equally, NATO’s renewed strategic role poses six new challenges.
First, the neat intellectual boundaries between crisis response operations
and warfighting will tend to merge and that will mean Alliance forces
capable of operating effectively in all such environments and at all
levels. Second, the gap between the military tasks and available
Alliance forces is critical. Third, in a world awash with munitions and
instability, NATO’s armed forces will need to continue to devise new
ways of responding to crises before the security environment in any
one theater can be stabilized enough for peace support to properly
begin. Fourth, with the virtual completion of the European Partner-
ship for Peace (PfP)/enlargement mission NATO needs to be re-focused
on its military role. Fifth, the Partnership for Peace program needs to
be projected placing NATO at the center of a global network of part-
nerships, to afford NATO forces more security, capacity and,
all-important, regional legitimacy. Current discussions over a Global
Partnership are certainly interesting. Sixth, NATO needs continually
to adapt its transformation concept to ensure a balance between
doctrine, i.e. the way militaries do things, and technology. Too much of
the US-led transformation concept tends to sacrifice good old-fash-
ioned basic soldiering, vital in conflict-ridden societies, on the altar of
hi-tech wizardry.

NATO Standards are the key and must remain at the core of the
twenty-first century Alliance because they are in effect the meeting
point of American and European concepts of the use of force (Canada
is to all intents and purposes a European country in this regard). The
NATO Standardization Organization was founded in 1975 with the
specific role of validating the quality of NATO forces, structures and
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procedures to enhance interoperability between the Allies. This matters
because NATO is first and foremost a European organization and
effective military multilateralism is dependent on such mechanisms.
The US is of course a, if not the, vital member, but such is the power
of US armed forces, that America will never be part of a coalition – it
will lead them, but never be part of them. Understanding that basic
truism is vital to understanding NATO’s future, which will be to orga-
nize Europeans (and increasingly others) into effective coalitions
alongside the US in robust operations, any time, anywhere.

The European Union will continue to develop as a security actor in
parallel because there will be occasions when Europeans will need to
act as Europeans, particularly during small- to medium-sized crises in
and around Europe. The Alliance must not be afraid of such “compe-
tition.” Indeed, the EU will never compete with the Alliance as the
generator of global-reach, robust coalitions which will and can only
ever be afforded by NATO, and by extension, American power. No
current European defense expenditure plans suggest an EU able and
willing to take on major operations for sustained periods. Efforts are
also needed to make the Berlin-plus arrangements more streamlined
and to harmonize NATO’s Prague Capabilities Commitment with the
EU’s European Capabilities Action Plan. However, to speak of the EU
as a strategic military competitor is like comparing the England and
US cricket teams. Americans may dream one day of beating England,
but in any serious competition it is no contest. In any case, whilst the
EU plays cricket, NATO will be playing rugby.

Afghanistan and Iraq: Lessons Learned

There are many lessons being learned from operations in Afghanistan
and Iraq. Perhaps the most telling is the sheer difficulty of declaring
success. NATO (and EU) operations in Europe, Bosnia, Kosovo,
Macedonia, or even beyond in Congo, complex and dangerous though
they are, are at the low end of the twenty-first-century crisis response
intensity spectrum. If the Alliance is to engage in the rebuilding (and it
is a big if) of whole societies torn apart by violence and riven by
hatreds, such as Iraq and Afghanistan, then NATO will need more
partners and more capabilities to strike a balance between legitimacy
and strategic effectiveness. Indeed, three new truisms hold for such
operations. First, the further the Alliance goes, the greater the need for
local legitimacy. Second, the more vital the role of powerful regional
actors. Third, the logistics and support for such operations to sustain-
ment combat over time and instance.
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So, as NATO goes global its members must be serious about the
implications. Indeed, the very real danger exists that the Alliance will
talk the talk of global reach stability, and yet be unable to walk the
walk. In Afghanistan, even though NATO forces are now actively
engaged in operations as part of Stage 4 of ISAF through the exten-
sion of Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs), the focus of ISAF
operations remains Kabul and the protection of government. For a
truly pan-Afghanistan robust peace support operation it is difficult to
see where sufficient NATO European forces could be drawn from. The
6000-strong British, Canadian, and Dutch NATO Security Force
(NSF) in southern Afghanistan is a bold counter-drugs and counter-
terrorism mission, but there must be questions about whether a force
of such a size can achieve such a Herculean objective.

In Iraq the situation is even more challenging. Whilst not an
Alliance operation, there are many lessons for NATO to draw, not
least because the Coalition is trying to create the conditions across the
country for effective peace-building in a hostile environment let it be
clearly stated; reconstruction in such places takes place during conflict,
not afterwards.. Future robust NATO operations beyond Europe are
unlikely to be insulated from the kind of insurgency that is under way
in Iraq. Force protection must, therefore, be as important as force
projection, because it is difficult to justify the sending of NATO’s
young men and women into such places, except in case of all-out war,
without all the tools at their disposal to do the jobs asked of them.

That the Alliance will have to engage in more such operations is
highly likely. The globalization of insecurity, information and tech-
nology means NATO members cannot turn a blind eye to extremism in
whatever form it takes. However, having made that judgment, the
implications of such engagements must be fully understood. Indeed, it
is where ultimately the Global War on Terror, i.e. the containment of
non-traditional threats to Allied security, and crisis response and
peace-support merge. In many parts of the world the very stability for
which NATO members strive, is the very stability that fundamentalism
detests. Therefore, it is important to be clear as to Alliance motivations
therein. NATO undertakes robust operations when instability threatens
Alliance interests and Alliance security. In other words, NATO projects
security in this post-9/11 world to enhance stability in the hope that
such engagement will limit NATO’s need to project true force in future.
Credibility, legitimacy, capability and capacity are thus the four inter-
locking pillars of robust future NATO operations.

Therefore, future NATO operations will need to incorporate high
levels of planning transparency, allied to the ability to escalate and
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augment capabilities across a broad spectrum of operations. NATO is
certainly geared for such planning and command challenges. However,
for NATO European members that will mean getting to grips with the
kind of transformation packages implicit in the Prague Capabilities
Commitment and fully buying into the work of Allied Command
Transformation. There is no way around this.

At the same time, future NATO operations also represent a chal-
lenge to the US, which must also adapt its transformation concept.
Technology-rich approaches are all very well and good so long as they
are relevant and enhance the bulk of the operations undertaken. US
forces are amazing warfighters, but the transformation concept around
which they are designing their leaner, meaner armed forces is still not
matched by the right doctrine to cope with what the British once called
imperial policing. Connectivity and capability are vital, but so are
forces trained to deal with the human aspects of security. The bulk of
missions upon which US forces are currently engaged suggest a lack of
connection between the rhetoric and the reality faced by many of the
ordinary American soldiers on the ground in places like Iraq. It is
encouraging to see the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR)
beginning to address some of these issues and the extent to which the
US has been willing to learn from its British allies, with their four
hundred years of imperial experience, is equally encouraging.14

In short, the rhetoric of transformation with its need for ever greater
precision during military strikes, ever further away from the target with
an ever-shorter time between identifying a target and destroying it (and
ever fewer troops), too often seems oddly out of place in many of the
crises in which NATO needs both capability AND capacity if it is to
avoid a force crunch. Transformation is thus a means to an end, not an
end in itself. Certainly, it is questionable whether a doctrine focused
almost entirely on firepower and decisive maneuver, important though
that is, can really be effective on operations that for the most part
emphasize policing rather than warfighting. The adaptation of
American forces in the light of their current nation-building, policing
role is one in which the Alliance can play a significant role. Particularly
as the Iraq operation has demonstrated a paradox regarding capability
and capacity. Even the 485,000-strong US Army is too small to cope
with the extensive policing operation required of it in Iraq, given its
other commitments in Europe and Asia. As forces become more
professional, as they must, they also become smaller and that creates a
real dilemma when the operational tempo reaches a critical point.

Consequently, if Europeans need to transform upwards, as they do,
US forces need to transform downwards, with greater emphasis on
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training for effective, engaged “muddy boots” operations which are the
essence of most NATO operations. Indeed, the NATO transformation
model should represent the meeting of firepower and maneuver with
stabilization, reconstruction, but above all, control. That means getting
more expertise across a greater part of the conflict intensity spectrum
from each individual Alliance soldier. Twenty-first-century Alliance
operations will emphasize the networked multi-tasking multi-intensity
soldier, not the networked combat specialist.

Future NATO Operations and the European Dilemma

If for America the problem is one of sufficient numbers and doctrine,
for Europeans the problem is numbers and technology. Whatever
NATO’s ambitions for becoming the interoperability nexus for effec-
tive robust deployments worldwide, it is not going to work without
enough Europeans (and others) that can do the job. Future NATO
operations will be very labor- and time-intensive. This will either
prevent Europeans from hiding behind narrow rules of engagement
and national caveats over the use of their forces, as has been the case
for many of them in Afghanistan, or they will simply not deploy. That
would tip the Alliance into terminal crisis. Indeed, the old adage that
peacekeeping only works when there is a peace to keep is no longer
applicable. Future NATO operation will almost certainly involve
deploying when conflict prevention has failed and peace has to be
made or enforced.

One particular grey area for European armed forces (and there are
many) is where peace-enforcing meets warfighting and then lasts for a
significant period. The difficulty of managing the crisis in Iraq is
demonstrating the very thin dividing line between routine peace-
keeping, peace-enforcing and low-end (and not so low-end) warfighting.
Even Britain and France find it difficult to sustain such operations over
time and distance.15 Moreover, the ever-increasing operational tempo
has further eroded the usability of European forces as the number of
missions makes greater demands on static or falling personnel numbers
and defense budgets. Europe could contribute at most 30,000 personnel.
Europe’s most capable army, the British, is a case in point. Nearly one
third of the Royal Logistic Corps taking part in “Operation TELIC”
in Iraq were Territorial Army or reserve soldiers. This places great
strains on part-time forces, the sustained use of which is meant only for
national emergencies. The Brits, like all other Europeans, need greater
mobility and sustainability with greater numbers, and should avoid
simply placing the burden on what are new in effect auxiliary forces.
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The British dilemma is repeated in every European NATO member-
state, only more so. Effective rapid reaction forces require that at least
40 percent of an overall force be deployable. In 2003 the Dutch were 9
percent deployed, with around 25 percent of their force usable. The
Germans were roughly 3.9 percent deployed, with only 12 percent of
the force usable, and that is at the very limit of the capacity of the
Bundeswehr. The Belgians at 2.8 percent deployed were at their limit,
with only 9 percent of the Belgian Army usable on operations. The
French have 3.8 percent of their army deployed and could deploy up to
25 percent of their force.16 Unfortunately, most NATO European
members (with the exception of the British and French) are at the end
of a defense planning cycle that reflects decisions taken in 1991/2 in the
immediate aftermath of the Cold War. At that time defense budgets
were cut between 25 percent and 35 percent whilst only limited reforms
were undertaken of force structure and capabilities. Consequently, too
many NATO militaries remain conscript-heavy and committed to terri-
torial defense, too static for contemporary security and too obsolete
for contemporary defense. It will take a significant period of time to
generate a robust capability. Consequently, so-called discretionary
operations for Europeans too often mean those operations they can
do, rather than those they need to do.

Clearly, it is imperative that decisions are taken and commitments
made. Indeed, if the forces of NATO Europe are ever to close the gap
between the changing security environment which Europe faces and
their ability to shape it, Europeans will not only need more forces, but
more forces of a new type. The generation of usable, networked, preci-
sion and protected forces is vital. That will take time and cost money
and for all the rhetoric to the contrary there is very little sign that
Europeans have the stomach for such investment.

NATO Today: Strengths and Weaknesses

NATO remains the indispensable interoperability link between the
armed forces of Europe and North America. Moreover, in SHAPE the
Alliance has a planning and command mechanism unsurpassed for
the generation and management of coalitions, allied to an unrivalled
body of combined and joint doctrine. NATO Standards, built up over
almost sixty years, represent a body of shared military knowledge hith-
erto unknown which are highly attractive to potential partners. These
are priceless military assets generated over many years of working
together. NATO is also a priceless political mechanism, a hub for all
institutions engaged in operations, be they civil and/or military and
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thus represents a critical contribution to effectiveness in managing and
responding to crises that those who talk of the demise of the Alliance
fail to appreciate.

Equally, NATO cannot escape the political realities of the transat-
lantic relationship of which it is a part. EU–NATO relations are in
urgent need of improvement. There is still an implicit level of competi-
tion between the two organizations over who does what, when, why,
where, how and with what that wastes so much strategic energy.
Europeans stand at the crossroads of capabilities and must first meet
and then develop the various capabilities and force level commitments
they have made if either NATO or the EU are to play to the full their
respective roles. There is only one set of Europeans. More political
investment is needed in other agencies vital to Alliance success, partic-
ularly the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) and key
non-governmental organizations (NGOs). The deployment of NRF
structures and assets in the wake of the Pakistan earthquake disaster
and operations in support of the UN and African Union (AU) in
Darfur show the extent to which the demand for NATO far outstrips
the supply, and NATO’s need for partners to ensure the success of
Alliance missions.

Consequently, too often NATO must work with too little, too late
and far too slowly. That is NATO today – at the strategic crossroads.
Ultimately, it is a question of choice. A question of strategic choice.
Either Europeans prepare for the big, new world, or they retreat into
the Euro-world. Surely, there is only one choice to make – invest now
in an effective NATO. The world will not wait much longer.
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The North Atlantic Treaty Organization remains a vital pillar of
US foreign policy. The Alliance has been strengthened by expanding
its membership and now acts beyond its borders as an instrument
for peace and stability in many parts of the world. It has also
established partnerships with other key European states, including
Russia, Ukraine, and others, further extending NATO’s historic
transformation. The internal reform of NATO structures, capabili-
ties, and procedures must be accelerated to ensure that NATO is
able to carry out its missions effectively. The Alliance’s door will
also remain open to those countries that aspire for membership
and meet NATO standards. Further, NATO must deepen working
relationships between and across institutions, as it is doing with
the EU, and as it could also do with new institutions. Such relation-
ships offer opportunities for enhancing the distinctive strengths and
missions of each organization.

The National Security Strategy of the United States of America,
March 20061

The transatlantic relationship was founded to deal with high politics
and big security. Thus, the question that today fixates Europeans and
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North Americans is, will the change that is ever more apparent in the
world lead to a re-constitution of the transatlantic relationship and
with it a strategic NATO? After the first age of the Euro-centric Cold
War and the second age of the Euro-centric disturbed peace, is the
maturing transatlantic relationship on the verge of a third age? The
Euro-Atlantic community, far from being the focus of the relationship,
becomes the foundation upon which a re-constituted political security
identity is re-forged in the face of the many challenges, risks and
potential threats that abound.

NATO – Past, Present and Future

In considering NATO’s past, present and future it is worth also consid-
ering the strategic landscape into which the Alliance is moving,
compared with that from which it emerged. Today’s challenges suggest
two axes of strategic development: a return to big power politics and
the management of strategic asymmetry, but what are the specifics?

The new deterrence: Sixty years ago, NATO stood on the verge of the
first nuclear age; today the Alliance stands on the verge of the third. The
Alliance will need to play a role in the new deterrence that will become
the new reality. Indeed, the technology of destruction was the preserve
only of the most powerful sixty years ago, but today it is slowly
spreading as the non-proliferation regimes that were created for one
age, leak and crack in the face of another. Counter-proliferation will
necessarily provide vital reinforcement for non-proliferation, but can
Europeans and Americans agree on the application of coercion when
faced with the fact of WMD threat? They need to because whilst the US
continues to offer Europe protective power at the higher end of the
conflict spectrum, the European democracies still afford the US its
greatest pool of democratic legitimization, and both are needed in the
coming struggle.

China and East Asia: Sixty years ago China was moving inexorably
towards its first revolution, which helped to shape the Cold War. Today,
China is undergoing its second revolution, as its neo-communist polit-
ical elite in Beijing struggles with its neo-capitalist economic elite in
Shanghai and Hong Kong. The outcome of this revolution is unclear
but, whatever it is, the impact upon the strategic landscape will be
profound. Indeed, one country, two systems more accurately describes
the inherent tension within China than relations with Taiwan. Make
no mistake, the center of gravity of strategic state tension is shifting
inexorably towards East and South Asia and the NATO Allies will
need to consider the long-term strategic implications of such change.
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The end of post-colonial aspiration: Sixty years ago the world was on
the verge of a wave of reborn and new countries as the retreat from
colonialism accelerated. Indeed, part of the price America exacted
from its European allies for protection was an accelerated withdrawal
from colonialism. Then, as today, issues of governance in the new
countries and the role and influence of new elites were pivotal to the
hopes of newly independent peoples. Today, many of those elites
seem tired and unloved with populations trapped in a spiral of poverty
and hopelessness from which fundamentalism and failure are spawned.
Political solidarity and consistent engagement will be vital to stabi-
lizing such places but NATO has, as yet, reached no political
consensus on the nature and scope of its engagement therein.
Indeed, given the current dislike of the US and its Western allies,
particularly in the Arab world, regime change, which has traditionally
been associated with the desire to remove a hostile regime, could be a
fate that befalls states traditionally regarded by the West as allies and
friends.

Russia: Sixty years ago the Soviet Union was moving beyond alliance
into confrontation with the West. Today, the place and role of Russia
in European security is once again uncertain and unsure. It is difficult
to know whether Russia is part of the Euro-Atlantic community or a
problem for it. The leaking of the US battle plan to the Iraqi regime,
the dispute with Ukraine over oil and gas supplies and the support for
Lukashenka in Belarus do not augur well for the future. Consequently,
the newer members of NATO will demand that Article 5 remains in
the forefront of Alliance thinking. Russia needs to demonstrate its
bona fides.

The United States: Sixty years ago the United States stood at the
center of the world, the inspirational power, leader and protector of
democracy the world over, and purveyor of the American dream. The
world’s most dynamic economy and the undoubted victor of World
War Two. Today, the United States seems to stand at the edge of a
world about which it seems profoundly uncertain, facing peoples and
beliefs for which the grand American idea is as much a threat as an
inspiration; rather as the thirteen colonies on the eve of independence
stood on the edge of the vast wilderness that would take a century to
become America. For the third time in one hundred years the US
contemplates how and if it can again make the world safe for democ-
racy. How the US copes with the politics of entanglement in a struggle
in which neither victory nor defeat will occur soon or be apparent will
be fundamental to the future of the Alliance. The world, and the
Alliance, needs a return of inspirational America. 
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The European Union: Sixty years ago the likes of Churchill,
Monnet, Schuman, De Gasperi, Spaak and Adenauer were taking the
first small fitful steps on a journey to a Europe unrecognizable from
the carnage and destruction they surveyed around them. It was a
Europe that would emerge from a determination that never again
would the Old Continent collapse into self-destruction. However, it
was a Europe that had to withdraw into itself to re-build itself, but
which now faces a fundamental dilemma – what role if any does
Europe play in a world it once dominated? If the world must seem a
bleak place viewed from Washington, too often it seems merely
abstract when viewed from Brussels. Are Europeans really any longer
capable of painting a global mural or have they condemned themselves
to forever gaze at Europe’s incomplete mosaic? 

Two words dominate the emerging security environment, as they did
in the early 1950s – big picture. It is a picture that is becoming ever
more vivid by the day and which raises several big questions about the
future role of the Alliance that must be addressed today, not in five or
ten years’ time. In this big picture, challenges and threats, such as
strategic terrorism, Afghanistan and Iraq, are but parts, albeit impor-
tant ones. 

NATO in a World of Change: Looking to the Future

So, what must NATO do? Unfortunately, the pace of change is such
that so much of the security and defense debate, particularly in
Europe, is becoming a théâtre absurde, focused determinedly on what
can be done, rather than what needs to be done. The world needs
strong transatlantic relations and strong transatlantic relations need a
strong Europe. They both need a strong NATO. Indeed, Europe can
only go strategic as Europe, be it organized through NATO or the EU.
That is where France is correct. Unfortunately, as the world gets bigger
daily, Europe seems to get smaller daily. In short, European security
has become disengaged from world security and that has profound
implications for the Alliance. There are, of course, reasons for this. For
the first time in five hundred years Europe is neither the center of
conflict, nor the source of power, even though the world of today is
one that Europeans fought hard to create. Indeed there is a very real
danger that a little Europe will lead to a little NATO and thus
condemn the West and its system of institutionalized and stable power
to inevitable decline.

The center of gravity of power on this planet is moving inexorably
eastward and as it does so the nature of power itself is changing. The
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Asia–Pacific region brings much that is dynamic and positive to this
world, but as yet the rapid change therein is neither stable, nor
embedded in the stable institutions the West has built. Until such
stabilization is achieved it is the responsibility of North Americans,
Europeans, and the institutions they built, to lead the way towards
strategic stability and NATO must be central to that. However, such
a vision is tough for leaders and planners to generate. Not only is
there a marked lack of political will to think big, but the operational
tempo ruthlessly emphasizes the here and now, leaving little time and
few resources to consider future strategy, missions and beyond.
Moreover, telling publics that the strategic vacation is really over
will take leadership and courage, neither of which Europe enjoys in
abundance.

It should be noted that, at no time in recorded history has the kind
of rapid, social, economic and military shift that is taking place today
not generated profound insecurity. Tensions will arise between states,
not just between states and non-state actors, not least because of
competition for energy. Make no mistake, the balance of power is
returning and with it a range of security policy implications for
Europeans, Americans and Canadians that have been absent since the
end of the Cold War. Indeed, given the broad array of risks and
threats, not only is a new transatlantic strategic dialog vital, but
equally a new European strategic dialog. In short, Europeans must
begin properly aggregating power, not simply disaggregating leader-
ship. And, they must do so in the context of the political West that
remains a vital security identity in the twenty-first century world.

China is clearly the center of gravity of Asian power. In time China
could become a vital partner of the Alliance in promoting strategic
stability. Shared concerns over the North Korean nuclear program,
and maybe even the Iranian one, as well as the purging of piracy on
the high seas point in such a direction. However, there are three traits
to Chinese military modernization that must be of concern to NATO
planners. First, there is much emphasis on disruptive offensive elec-
tronic warfare and electronic counter-measures aimed at the US Navy.
Second, China is constructing a navy clearly designed to deny the US
Navy entry to the Sea of Japan for some two to three weeks should
Beijing invade Taiwan. Third, China’s defense spending is at least two
to three times its officially declared levels.2 NATO must have a view on
this because, in the absence of defense transparency, and in no way
demonizing China, the transatlantic partners need to openly and trans-
parently consider the security implications of such emerging military
power in a world of self-evident connectivity.3 China is no democracy.
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Furthemore, unfashionable though it is in parts of Washington and
Paris, the Alliance must be at the center of that dialog. Put simply,
both North Americans and Europeans need an institution able and
willing to confront high security, and that means NATO. Indeed, if
NATO fails, American and European security policy will also fail, and
the world will be a far more dangerous place as a consequence. And
NATO could fail in the absence of a true strategic vision, real leader-
ship, hard capabilities and security investment.

It will not be easy, particularly for Europeans, and those “other”
Europeans – Canadians. There is unlikely to be much money available
for security and defense. Indeed, as Asia booms and America extends,
Europeans are in danger of becoming a strategic backwater, all too
vulnerable to the tidal wave of change with no breakwater to protect
them. NATO was once a systemic alliance necessarily focused on the
Euro-Atlantic area, at a time when Europe was the center of the world.
Today, NATO must become a systemic alliance founded on the Euro-
Atlantic area, able to project security beyond its borders, rather than
simply ensure it within them.

During the interregnum between big worlds from 1990 to 2001
NATO turned away from its grand strategic mission and lost much of its
purpose and cohesion. Today, NATO’s destiny is at the strategic level, as
a global security mirror of the environment it serves. The Alliance, and
its leaders, must therefore reflect on the needs of today’s big security
environment in which North Americans and Europeans now find them-
selves and will find themselves. 2016 could well look more like 1946,
than 1996.

Facing Up to New Realities

In effect, NATO must become the security and defense arm of global-
ization. In this hyper-electronic age, security and defense are merging,
creating global interdependence and mutual vulnerability. Indeed, the
critical functioning of states or communities of states, such as the
Alliance, is now dependent on so many electronically interdependent
systems and critical infrastructures that disruption could well be akin
to destruction in future. Article 5 still matters. However, like the
Alliance itself the treaty that created it must be interpreted as the basis
for a dynamic defense in a dynamic age in which borders will be virtual
as much as physical. Therefore, the Alliance must go back to first prin-
ciples and recall why it was formed – to ensure the political and
physical integrity of its members through political solidarity, under-
pinned by credible capability to engender political stability in the face
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of systemic challenge – whatever that might be. Uncomfortable though
that may be for many Europeans, passive defense is no longer sufficient
in this world. There will be times when the New Containment requires
pre-emptive and preventive operations the world over and NATO must
be at the forefront of the development of an effective multilateralism
that is willing and able to get tough when needs be.

Given the pace and nature of change in Asia, given the extreme belief
systems that seem in many ways a direct corollary of globalization and
the spread of massively destructive technologies, much of which are now
over half a century old, the only way to protect the international system
the West built, is to re-energize the transatlantic relationship with the
Alliance at its core. In other words a global Atlantic Alliance. To that
end, the Alliance must be allowed to look forward, not constrained by
petty rivalries about hierarchy and prestige within the West. Not least
because it is vital that Europeans develop a security policy towards Asia
and NATO remains the only focus for such a policy.

To that end, it would certainly help if the US and France, or more
particularly the Pentagon and the Quai D’Orsay, could get over their
sixty-year battle of egos. The rest of the Alliance is mightily bored by
their “my idea is bigger than your idea” contest because that for too long
has paralyzed the pragmatic development of Europe’s security and defense
capability in both NATO and the EU. It is indeed strange that the two
countries within the Alliance truly capable of generating a big security
vision spend so much time being small and petty. It is yesterday’s battle.
A Franco-American strategic consensus is needed as a matter of urgency.

Using the Strategic Concept Properly

Some suggest that NATO’s Strategic Concept needs re-writing. Certainly,
given the nature and pace of change in the world, the context of the
Strategic Concept is changing. In fact, the Strategic Concept already has
all that is needed to provide guidance to leaders and planners alike as
they prepare the Alliance to cope with the emerging big world. The
problem, as usual, is political. For too many NATO nations the Strategic
Concept is akin to a visit to the Louvre – a once in a lifetime experience.
Consequently, there is little connection between the Strategic Concept
and the strategic vision, commitment, and hard planning and hard invest-
ment required to realize it. The Alliance will clearly need to change the
Euro-centrism of the Concept and re-posit it at a global level. In a
globalized world, many of the vital security interests of European
NATO members now lie well beyond Europe. What is NATO going to
do about them?
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Unfortunately, without consensus on the Strategic Concept, defense
and force planning become unbalanced, resulting in excessively one-
dimensional forces that reflect only a partial appreciation of the
environment in which they must operate and the missions they must
undertake. In other words NATO today. By providing an effective
interface between grand strategy and military strategy, a strategic
concept worthy of its name will enable Alliance armed forces to re-
constitute as change escalates. Political and military realism, therefore,
needs to be re-inserted into Alliance planning. Indeed, credible opera-
tions at the strategic level require a commitment to strong analysis and
force fundamentals and as long as Europeans (and indeed Canadians)
only recognize as much threat as they can afford, such realism will be
hard to find. Or, to put it another way, until a balance is struck
between social security and European security these tendencies will
continue. The words ostrich, head and sand come to mind.

Even without a thoroughgoing re-appraisal of a strategic, strategic
environment the need for a re-think is overdue. Too often the
Alliance is being asked to use limited militaries to close a big gap
between the securing of interests, i.e. what is vital, and the projection
of values, i.e. what is desirable.4 The smaller the force, the more vital
the mission must be. At the very least, re-visiting the Strategic
Concept could and should offer a better understanding of the rela-
tionship between political desired end-states in complex, faraway
places and the use of the NATO Force Structure and NATO mili-
taries to that end. Given the ten to fifteen-year lag between vision,
planning and capacity, and given the pace of systemic change, plan-
ning must start now.

What NATO needs therefore is a Strategic Security Horizons project
to match force transformation is matched by transformative thinking.
For Europeans that will mean the regenerative transformation of
armed forces through better organization and better spending, and a
compelling public reason to do so. In short, the linkage between envi-
ronment, strategy and capability needs to be re-established. Without
such thinking, any alliance, however hallowed, is doomed to subside
into irrelevance. It is time to pull the collective finger out and get on
with it. The strategic vacation really is over and effective leadership
is long overdue.

Making Transformation Smart

Alongside the review of strategy, the transformation of NATO’s armed
forces is perhaps the Alliance’s most pressing mission. Indeed, the two
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processes are intrinsically linked. The political credibility of the transat-
lantic relationship as the foundation of the international system must
necessarily be based upon military capability and the military superiority
of the democracies. That might not be politically correct, but it is
certainly strategically correct. Unfortunately, the force planning dilemma
is undermining NATO’s ability to generate security effect in a big world.
The need for highly deployable, highly capable armed forces is entirely
correct. However, there is also a need for a critical mass of forces that can
operate across the conflict spectrum and over both time and distance.
Any imbalance leads inexorably to a capabilities-capacity crunch.

Ten years on from Dayton, as NATO moves from regional to strategic
stabilization – first through partnership, second through membership
and, if necessary, through forced entry and temporary coercion – the
Alliance must resolve the resource dilemma created by such missions. In
other words, how to balance the capability to enter an unstable environ-
ment, with the capacity to make such an environment stable. If NATO
does not resolve this dilemma then it will be saying goodbye to most of
its forces for the foreseeable future. Afghanistan comes to mind.

Therefore, NATO not only needs forces capable of undertaking the
most robust operations (high end forces), but also forces able to stabilize
and reconstruct. Like it or not, some countries are better able than others
to forcibly enter, and others more suited to stabilize and re-construct.
Such a basic reality has been seemingly lost in the interminable, self-
defeating and pointless debate over the much lamented division of labor.
There is a division of labor within NATO between those countries that
can apply robust coercion and those that cannot. Those countries that
choose not to, and for quite a few it is a choice, must recognize that the
imposition upon them of Alliance membership in NATO’s post-
enlargement age means that if they cannot go, they will eventually have
to go and stay. Equally, much higher value must be accorded to stabiliza-
tion and reconstruction capabilities within the Alliance political structure.
Indeed, the benchmark for political influence has become too focused
on network-centric warriors. Every task has its value in the achieve-
ment of complex political end-states in dangerous places, in which
there are no exit strategies, merely long-term drawdown strategies.

Such a strengthening of strengths would certainly make national
defense establishments much more comfortable with transformative
planning that for many members is both intimidating and imposing; all
too often, preventing effective modernization as transformation collapses
under the weight of a welter of excuses about pensions, aging popula-
tions, shrinking tax bases etc. etc. Politics is the art of the possible. So
is transformation. Or, to put it another way, transformation must be
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smart and take place across the spectrum of effect, not just the intensity
of effect. Transforming the ability of NATO’s militaries to undertake
all tasks, rather than simply transforming militaries per se.

The Enhanced NATO: Creating the Global Partnership

The great enlargement mission of the 1990s is over. NATO has by and
large fulfilled its promise to make Europe whole and free. In the big new
world the Alliance must become the global security enabler and thus the
enhanced NATO. To that end, the concept of partnership must change.
Indeed, in some ways the political importance of partners will become as
important as members. Partnership today no longer simply means
preparing others for membership, nor indeed offering third countries a
placid political relationship with the Alliance. An active global
Partnership for Peace must necessarily place NATO at the center of a
world-wide web of like-minded states able to act collectively as an anchor
of stability on the international system, expanding Alliance influence and
extending those willing and able to join NATO on strategic stabilization
missions. An active partnership means cultivating ties with democracies
the world over, such as Australia, Brazil, India, Japan, South Korea and
South Africa, to name but a few, they must be introduced to NATO stan-
dards and doctrine so that operations can be undertaken together
without having to re-invent the operational wheel every time. The door
should be open to all those wishing to join the global Nato in its strategic
stabilization role. If that means a new institution, such a Global
Partnership Council or Security Providers Forum then to be it!

Nor is partnership solely about projection. Stabilization starts close
to home. Building on the Istanbul Co-operation Initiative (ICI), friends
and neighbors need to be assisted, through the new Partnership, to
establish best practice in areas such as security governance and security
sector reform. To that end, NATO standards should extend to partner-
ship and security, not just membership and the military. It is in the
Middle East and Central Asia where first and foremost the new
Partnership will be forged or fail. Why? Because the West needs to re-
invigorate the state as the organising focus for human security.

Making the NATO–EU Relationship Work

Institutions are not ends, but means. That means putting both NATO
and the EU in their political place and making them work effectively
together. Clearly, significant elements of the new transatlantic relation-
ship will necessarily be focused on the new bilateralism of the US–EU
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relationship. First, strategic stabilization is as much a civilian endeavor,
as military. Only the EU can bring European civilian resources and
capabilities together that will match the US and thus legitimize the
civilian security partnership on both sides of the Atlantic. Second,
Europeans suffer from an historical credibility gap, particularly in
Africa, as they share a difficult colonial past. The EU can protect
Europeans from, or at least limit the charge of neo-colonialism that
will inevitably be leveled against them from time to time. Third,
Europeans will not be able to project stability, if the resilience of the
home base is not protected and strengthened. And, given the range of
nations, agencies and bodies involved in European homeland security;
the EU is probably best placed to take the lead. Fourth, there will be
occasions when America’s leading role within the Alliance may be
counter-productive in the achievement of a complex political desired
end-state. 'The leading role of Europeans in UNIFIL2 in Lebanon will
(hopefully) prove to be a case in point. Indeed, one could foresee a range
of scenarios in which either NATO or American leadership would
probably undermine the political effect of an operation. To that end, the
flag one places on an operation is almost as important as the capabilities
and capacities one brings to bear. The political identity one projects
matters in complex security environments. In the Middle East and
Central Asia, to name just two regions of concern, such circumstances
will certainly exist and EU leadership could be better placed to generate
success, even if EU-led operations rely upon NATO assets and capabil-
ities. It is certainly time for Europeans to step up to the plate.5

Put simply, in today’s world the EU is as an essential Alliance
partner. It is therefore a profound shame that little Europeanization
has prevented the alliance of Alliance and Union. The EU needs a strong
NATO, and NATO needs a strong EU. It is as simple and straight-
forward as that. The security engagement of a pluralistic security
community in a complex security environment requiring complex res-
ponses needs an array of actors and institutions. Diversity is strength.
Communication, co-ordination and capability are what matters.

Today, the West has two security leadership hubs – NATO and the
EU. Depending on the mission, the location or the scale of the crisis to
be managed, either NATO or the EU will be in the lead. Indeed, if
Europeans are to take responsibility for their own security destiny they
must become serious security actors and much of that will necessarily
take place in the EU. There is a desperate need for both institutions,
just as there is room enough for both.

The road to effective co-operation? First, no more pointless grand
EU–NATO declarations. A pragmatic relationship between the two
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organizations needs to be forged based on practical co-operation in the
field. NATO–EU Crisis Action Teams (CATs) would be such a first step.
Second, there is only one set of Europeans, and only one set of capa-
bilities. A closer working relationship is needed between the Prague
Capabilities Commitment (PCC) and the European Capabilities Action
Plan (ECAP) as a matter of urgency. Third, the relationship between
the NATO Response Force and the EU Battle Groups (BGs) needs to
be better established, built around a pool of forces that can be used in
either format. The old argument that, if NATO gets too close to the
EU the Union will be prevented from developing as a security actor, is
as wrong as it is outdated.

Fighting and Winning the Global War on Terror

Strategic counter-terror is mutating into a sustained conflict. Indeed,
history has been kick-started by the Global War on Terror. Afghanistan
and Iraq sit on the threshold between counter-terror, strategic stability
and strategic coercion and consequently stretch the civil and military
means of all Alliance members. Indeed, what is emerging from the
counter-offensive is a new Thirty Years War6 in which extreme belief
systems, old but massively destructive technologies, unstable and intol-
erant societies, strategic crime and the globalization of all commodities
and communications combine to create a multi-dimensional threat
which transcends geography, function and capability. The response of
the West and its partners will require a new grand strategy with a big
NATO at its core.

There is a continuum between strategic counter-terrorism and the
new big world of states because power politics and prayer politics are
ultimately the same. Counter-terrorism must not, therefore, become the
be all and end all of Alliance planning or, indeed, an excuse to focus
on tactical terrorism and thus avoid the big questions of a big age.
Indeed, Alliance strategic thinking and strategic action will require re-
generated strategic vision, founded on relevant armed forces capable of
managing broad threats in alliance with strategic civil-military capabil-
ities and capacities – a comprehensive approach to security. NATO is
the natural locus for such an approach.

NATO: The Enduring Alliance

Like it or not, Europeans and North Americans are going to have to
think (and ultimately act) hard about the world beyond Europe. Like it
or not, Europeans are going to have to rehabilitate coercion, if their
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non-coercive means and tools are to work. Indeed, there is no such
thing as soft or hard power, only effect.7 Like it or not, the Alliance is
going to have to do far more with existing resources. Like it or not, all
the allies must generate a cost-effective, critical mass of effect in the
face of a critical mass of insecurity, instability and strategic change.

The twenty-first century will place a particular premium on credible
and effective mechanisms for multiplying security effect, and that means
institutions such as NATO and the EU working in harmony for the
greater good. Above all, the world needs a strong West and the West
needs a big NATO. If the West thinks big now about the big future it
faces then the Euro-Atlantic Community stands the best possible chance
of saving the international system the West itself created. Alternatively,
a lack of strategic vision will condemn to failure the system of institu-
tionalized balance, legitimacy and stability the West gave the world.
And one world will be made immeasurably more dangerous as a result.
In such circumstances, the West will find itself no longer the master of
its own security destiny, but buffeted and damaged by the events only it
has the collective power to manage and control. Sadly, too many
members of the Alliance seemed to have accepted the inevitability of
decline and are simply waiting for it to be administered. That must stop.

Make no mistake, only a strong West will guarantee a stable twenty-
first century and prevent the emergence of global hyper-nationalism
and the spread of hyper-fundamentalism. One thing is clear: the need
for NATO remains as strong as ever, if not stronger, because it is the
one organization capable of organizing truly credible, legitimate and
stable coercive power in a world marked by instability and even chaos.

The bottom line is this: NATO is only as strong as the sum of its parts.
Until those European Allies that play at defense get real then NATO will
always be behind the curve. Ultimately it is about making tough choices
in a tough world. Familiar excuses will not wash. The environment
does not go away and those that make such excuse simply transfer the
cost of their security on to those that do not, i.e. the Americans, the
British and the French. If there can be no taxation without representa-
tion, there can be no representation without commitment. That means
willingness to pay a proportionate amount for relevant military forces
as part of a proportionate collective security effort. Too many
Europeans only free-ride, they free-drive as well. That too must stop.

NATO’s journey has been a long one that is only just beginning.
The Alliance will remain, but it is up to the members to make it effec-
tive. If not they will be failing history. It would not be for the first time.
NATO is the enduring alliance. Only time will tell if it remains the
effective alliance.
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1949
4/49 North Atlantic Treaty, the founding of NATO
8/49 North Atlantic Treaty enters into force
9/49 First session of the North Atlantic Council in Washington
1950
1/50 President Truman approves plan for integrated defense of

Europe
12/50 General Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed first Supreme

Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR)
1951
4/51 Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE)

becomes operational
1952
2/52 Greece and Turkey accede to North Atlantic Treaty
3/52 Lord Bruce Ismay becomes first NATO Secretary-General
1954
5/54 US and UK reject Soviet bid to join NATO
8/54 European Defense Community collapses
1955
5/55 West Germany becomes a NATO member
7/55 First conference of NATO Parliamentarians
1956
10–11/56 Suez Crisis
1957
5/57 Paul-Henri Spaak (Belgium) becomes NATO Secretary-

General
10/57 Sputnik is launched; the missile gap debate starts
12/57 Heads of State and Government affirm NATO’s princi-

ples and purposes
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1958
4/58 NATO Defense Ministers affirm the defensive nature of the

Alliance
11/58 USSR renounces Four-Power Agreement over Berlin
1959
12/59 Opening of new NATO HQ in Paris
1960
5/60 American U2 spy plane shot down over Soviet territory
11/60 Khrushchev confirms doctrine of peaceful coexistence
1961
4/61 Dirk U. Stikker (Netherlands) becomes NATO Secretary-

General
8/61 Erection of the Berlin Wall
1962
5/62 NATO foreign and defense ministers consider the threshold

for the use of nuclear weapons
10–11/62 Cuban Missile Crisis
12/62 US President Kennedy and UK Prime Minister Macmillan

agree to contribute part of their strategic nuclear forces to
NATO

1963
6/63 “Hot-line” established between Moscow and Washington

to avoid crises
10/63 14,500 US soldiers are flown from US to Germany as part

of Operation Big Lift
1964
8/64 Manlio Brosio (Italy) becomes NATO Secretary-General
10/64 Leonid Brezhnev becomes leader of the Soviet Union
1965
9/65 President De Gaulle announces France will withdraw from

NATO integrated military structure (IMS)
1966
3/66 France formally withdraws from the IMS. NATO leaves

France
12/66 Defense Planning Committee establishes the Nuclear

Planning Group
1967
3/67 New SHAPE opened at Mons, Belgium
10/67 New NATO HQ opened in Brussels, Belgium
12/67 Harmel Report on the Future Tasks of the Alliance approved

by NATO. Flexible Response adopted
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1968
6/68 NAC issues Declaration on Mutually Balanced Force

Reduction Talks (MBFR)
1970
12/70 Defense Planning Committee adopts the study Alliance

Defense in the 70s
1971
10/71 Joseph Luns (Netherlands) succeeds Manlio Brosio as

Secretary-General of NATO
1972
6/72 Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin signed
1973
10/73 Arab–Israeli Yom Kippur War
1974
6/74 NATO Heads of State and Government sign A Declaration

on Atlantic Relations
1976
12/76 NAC rejects demand from Warsaw Treaty Organization

(WTO) that NATO renounce first use of nuclear weapons
1977
5/77 NAC initiates Long-Term Defense Program (LTDP) to

modernize NATO forces
10/77 NPG establishes High-Level Group (HLG) on theater

nuclear force modernization
1979
4/79 Establishment of Special Group to study arms control

aspects of theater nuclear systems
12/79 Dual-Track decision to deploy Cruise and Pershing missiles

and seek a negotiated compromise with Moscow
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

1981
11/81 President Reagan announces Intermediate Range Nuclear

Force Talks (INF) and Strategic Arms Reduction Talks
(START) with the Soviets

1982
6/82 Spain becomes the sixteenth member of NATO NAC issues

the Bonn Declaration, setting out the Alliance Program for
Peace in Freedom

1983
3/83 President Reagan announces the Strategic Defense Initiative

to protect the US against missile strike
11/83 Cruise and Pershing missiles begin to be deployed
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1984
6/84 Lord Peter Carrington (UK) becomes NATO Secretary-

General
1985
3/85 Mikhail Gorbachev becomes leader of the Soviet Union
1986
11/86 NATO Foreign Ministers issue the Brussels Declaration on

Conventional Arms Control to eliminate disparities from
the Atlantic to the Urals

1987
12/87 President Reagan and Soviet leader Gorbachev sign the

INF Treaty
1988
7/88 Manfred Woerner (Ger) becomes NATO Secretary-General
1989
4/89 Fortieth anniversary celebrations of the founding of the

Alliance
5/89 NAC confirms major initiative for conventional force

reductions in Europe
11/89 The Berlin Wall falls
1990
7/90 NATO Heads of State and Government issue the London

Declaration on a Transformed Atlantic Alliance, agree a
New Strategic Concept and outline plans for cooperation
with Central and Eastern European countries

8/90 Iraq invades Kuwait
1991
3/91 Coalition victory in First Gulf War
6/91 NATO foreign ministers issue statement on Partnership

with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, NATO’s
Core Security Functions and the resolution of problems
with the CFE Treaty

10/91 NATO defense ministers reduce stockpiles of sub-strategic
nuclear weapons by 80 percent

12/91 NATO defense ministers review major changes in NATO
force structure

1992
3/92 Extraordinary meeting of the North Atlantic Cooperation

Council agrees a Work Plan for Dialogue, Partnership and
Cooperation

5/92 First formal meeting of NAC with the Western European
Union Council
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7/92 CFE Treaty signed
9/92 NAC agrees measures to support UN, CSCE and EC bring

peace to former Yugoslavia
10/92 NATO’s new Allied Command Europe Rapid Reaction

Corps inaugurated
11/92 NATO supplies UNPROFOR with an operational head-

quarters in Bosnia
12/92 Foreign ministers’ meeting of the North Atlantic Council

(NAC) agrees to strengthen NATO peacekeeping
1993
1/93 Agreement over use of Eurocorps within Alliance framework
4/93 NAC begins enforcing no-fly zone in Bosnia
12/93 Ministerial NAC discusses proposals for Partnership for

Peace
1994
1/94 NATO Brussels Summit; Alliance Heads of State and

Government launch Partnership for Peace, Combined Joint
Task Forces (CJTF) and the development of a European
Security and Defense Identity (ESDI)

8/94 NATO forces attack Bosnian Serb forces in the Sarajevo
Exclusion Zone
NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner dies

10/94 Willy Claes (Belgium) becomes NATO Secretary-General
1995
1/95 NAC agrees a NATO Standardization Organization covering

material, technical and operational standardization
7/95 Bosnian Serb forces attack Srebrenica, a UN Safe Haven
8/95 NATO launches Operation Deliberate Force against Bosnian

Serb forces
9/95 NATO ambassadors approve a Study on NATO Enlargement
10/95 Willy Claes resigns as NATO Secretary-General
11/95 Dayton Peace Talks start over Bosnia
12/95 Javier Solana Madariaga (Spain) becomes NATO Secretary-

General
NATO formally endorses deployment of 60,000 troops as
part of the Implementation Force (IFOR) to Bosnia

1996
6/96 NATO Berlin Summit agrees to strengthen the ESDI as

part of the internal adaptation of NATO
12/96 NAC meeting confirms NATO’s readiness to lead a Stabil-

ization Force (SFOR) to Bosnia, as well as the internal and
external transformation of the Alliance
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1997
2/97 NATO proposes major changes to the CFE Treaty to stabi-

lize conventional forces in post-Cold War Europe
5/97 Signing of the Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Co-

operation and Security between NATO and Russia
Concluding meeting of North Atlantic Co-operation
Council (NACC) and inaugural meeting of Euro-Atlantic
Partnership Council (EAPC)

7/97 First meeting of NATO–Russia Permanent Joint Council
(PJC)
Madrid Summit: NATO Heads of State and Government
agree to invite the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland to
join in 1999

1998
3/98 NAC issues statement expressing concern over upswing in

violence in Kosovo
10/98 NATO issues activation orders (ACTORDs) for limited air

strikes against Yugoslavia. It is one step short of action
12/98 NAC agrees to update the Strategic Concept

NATO ministers approve the 1998 Ministerial Guidance
providing political guidance to NATO Military Authorities
up to 2006

1999
3/99 NATO initiates air strikes again in Yugoslavia aimed at

halting the violence in Kosovo
4/99 Washington Summit: NATO celebrates 50 years and work

begins on preparing the Alliance for the challenges posed
by the twenty-first century. They also launch the adapted
Strategic Concept, review the situation in Kosovo, consider
the internal adaptation of the Alliance and Ukraine’s
contribution to stability in Europe and launch the Defense
Capabilities Initiative

6/99 NATO operations are suspended in Yugoslavia and the UN
Security Council authorizes the deployment of the NATO-
led Kosovo Force (KFOR)

10/99 Lord George Robertson (UK) becomes NATO Secretary-
General

12/99 NATO Foreign Ministers meet to discuss implications of
EU’s European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP)

2000
9/00 First meeting of the NAC and the interim Political and

Security Committee of the EU
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12/00 NATO defense ministers adopt a five-year force plan to
address requirements of the new security environment

2001
3/01 Lord Robertson, together with EU High Representative

Javier Solana, visit Skopje, Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia (FYROM) as situation therein deteriorates

6/01 At NATO defense ministers meeting new US Defense
Secretary, Donald Rumsfeld, argues for Allied Missile
Defense (AMD)
President Bush in a Warsaw speech calls for the further
integration of Central and Eastern European countries in
NATO and for Europeans to take on more security respon-
sibilities

8/01 NATO launches 3500-strong Operation Essential Harvest
to FYROM to collect and destroy rebel weapons

9/01 Al Qaeda attacks Washington and New York
For the first time in its history NATO invokes Article 5 of
the North Atlantic Treaty, the collective defense corner-
stone of the Alliance in support of the US

11/01 US coalition commences operations against Afghanistan
12/01 NATO defense ministers meet to discuss how to adapt

NATO to the Global War on Terror (GWOT) and increase
the Alliance’s ability to project NATO forces globally

2002
11/02 Prague Summit: Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,

Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia are invited to join NATO.
The Prague Capabilities Commitment (PCC) replaces the
DCI and it is agreed to set up a 21,000-strong NATO
Response Force (NRF)

12/02 NATO and the EU sign The EU–NATO Declaration on
ESDP providing for EU access to NATO assets and capa-
bilities. Berlin-plus is finally activated some six years after
first agreed

2003
2/03 Turkey invokes Article 4 of the North Atlantic Treaty

believing itself threatened by the situation in Iraq
Bypassing French objections, the Defense Planning Committee
authorizes the deployment of NATO AWACs, and missile,
chemical and biological defenses to Turkey

3/03 EU formally adopts the Berlin-plus agenda and signs a
NATO–EU agreement on Security of (classified) Information.
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A Comprehensive Framework for EU–NATO Permanent
Arrangements is also finalized
The Iraq War starts

8/03 NATO takes over control of the International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan

2004
3/04 A series of bomb attacks on commuter trains in Madrid

kills 191 people
6/04 Istanbul Summit: NATO Heads of State and Government

agree to expand ISAF in Afghanistan, to conclude opera-
tions in Bosnia, to offer training assistance to Iraq, to
enhance Operation Active Endeavour in the Mediterranean,
to enhance their capacity to fight terrorism and to expand
the Mediterranean Dialogue to the broader Middle East
through the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative

12/04 EU Operation Althea is launched in Bosnia, replacing
NATO’s SFOR
NATO–Russia Council agree an action plan against terrorism

2005
3/05 NATO defense ministers agree to take over full command

of ISAF in Afghanistan and review the ability of the
Alliance to undertake complex operations, including the
planning and financing of operations, decision-making and
the “usability” and deployability of Alliance forces

12/05 NATO foreign ministers discuss Stage 3 of ISAF, expanding
into the south of Afghanistan as part of a NATO Security
Force (NSF) to be led by the British. This expands ISAF
from 9000 to 15000
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